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‘This book began to take shape two years ago while 1 was teaching a course on 

“yesearch methods at the Graduate School of Business at the University of 

“Stellenbosch. [ discovered early on in-the course that most of the students were so 

 Sucétned about the requiremeiits of their thesis (or ‘minithesis) thar 'a traditional 

‘course. in social research methodology would not have met their needs. I started 

‘adapting the course and gradually incorporated more and. mere. contents relating 

tothe management of research projects. The new. focus-of the course seemed to be. 

more successful, 

Over the past two years, I have had occasion to rework most of my initial ideas 
“and to test them in, various classes-at.the University of Stellenbosch, aswell as at 

‘other universities and technikons in South Africa. This book represents the first 

-yersiori of this labour. It is by no. means the final product-as.the landscape of post- 

graduate research in South Africa changes all the time. At the time. of writing this 

preface, new ideas about higher education in South Africa hive just been made 
‘public-and, if implemented, will have far-reaching implications for supervisors and 

postgraduate students alike. Other changes in the environment are also influencing 
the way in which we: manage our postgraduate students: the internationalisation of 

higher education, the exponential:growth in information and cormmunications tech- 

nology, and so-on: 
This book aims to fill some of the gaps in the current literature. As far-as know, 

jt‘is the first South African text on the management of postgraduate research stud- 
Jes. Although in general terms scholarship:is.a uhiversal-endeavour, it takes place in 

specific socio-political and geographical settings that give it a particular “flavour”. 
‘With this in mind, | have tried to.incorporate some of the Sotith African conditions 

=n higher education, as well as in résearch in genetal, into the text, to. niake.it more 

Useful to South African studerits. The’ book also attempts to bring together the vari- 
‘ous dimensions of project management as it appliés to postgraduate research, In. 

this sénise, it ties ‘somewhere between standard bdoks on research methods (of 
which there-aré. many excellent ones), and the higher education literature that con- 

éehitrates purely on the student in his: of her relationship, with the supervisor. 

‘These studies tend to focus on the organisational, emotional and’ psychological 

  

    
     
      

  

            

  

     
    

     

   

  

     

   



    
  

  You and your 
supervisor 

  

Gn the nature of supervision 
Supervisor as adviser 
Supervisor as expert. guide 
Supervisor as quality controfler 
Supervisor as “pastor” 

Research contract 

What you can realistically expect of your supervisor 

Selecting the right supervisor 
What the supervisor-can expect from you 
‘the first meeting with the supervisor: laying the ground rules. 

Research etiquette     

The master’s degree and, to a lesser extent, the doctoral degree, are apprenticeship 
degrees. You are in training as a researcher or scholar working: under the guidance and 
supervision of ani establislied and experienced scholar. The role of the supervisor can- 

not be overéstimated.-A good supervisor will help you to make your studies more 
effective and productive.in various-ways. 

This chapter focuses on the role of the supervisor in your studies and the impor- 
tance of establishirig-a good, professional working rélationship with your supervisor as 
early as possible in the research process. The following questions will be addressed: 
* What does “supervision” mean? 
© What-can-I expect of my supervisor? 
* How dol select the right supervisor? 

* What can the supervisor expect of me? 
© What are the crucial issties to raisé during the first, meeting with a supérvisor? 

    

  

    

You and your Supe 
  

+ What is a proper relationship between supervisor and student and how does. it 
change during the process? - 

‘On. the. nature of supervision 

Numeroiis studies: have shown that the quality of the supérvisory relationship is.a Key 
factor in, the. successful completion of postgraduate.research theses. There are large 
variations in this relationship because of differences between disciplines and academic 

departments, and differencés of style amiongst supervisors. Another item that’ detér- 
mines the nature..of the supervisory relationship is the fact that students themselves 

vary ‘so much, They differ in terms’ of their degree of independence ‘and expertise in 
research, maturity, motivation and commitment to postgraduate: studies..Some stu- 
dents-are able to articulate their néeds and expectations clearly frem the. beginning, 
which itiay assist the supervisor in meeting the student's supervision needs. Other: stu- 

dents are léss clear about the direction of their studies, what they require arid how to 

articulate this. Such students usually need more: guidance and support and are only 
able-to work independently much later i the research, process. However, there are a 

number of core functions that characterise the nature of supervision to whichi we now 
turn our atténtion. 

To supérvise literally. means to “oversee”. In the.case of academic. supervision, it 

means to.oversee the’ successful completion of the: postgraduate thesis. What does 
“oversee” mean? There is-widespread consensus in the literature that che supervisory 

role iniplies at least four different responsibilities or roles.on the part-of the supervisor: 
To advise the student in the management of the postgraduate project (adviser) 
To guide the student through the research process (guidance) 

To ensure that the required. sciéntific quality is actieved so tliat the student has the 

liecessary. opportunities to pass (quality:control) 

To provide the required emotional and psychological support when- needed (“pastoral” 
tole) 

Not orily is'the gdod supervisor required to simultaneously be adviser, expert guide, 
quality controller and therapist-or “pastor”, but he-or, she’also las co have the wisdom 
to know when to take on which role! 

Supervisor as adviser 
  

During the initial phases of the postgraduate project, the supervisor is required to 
advise the student-on a numberof issués that could be groiiped togéther under the. 
heading:of “project management” concems, This refers to -sucti matters. as.time man- 
agement, resources required, funding, access to information, issues. of research ethics 

and institutional requirements. The main point here is to. provide the. student with 
sound advice; based on experience, as to how to. plan the reséarch effectively and effi- 

cienily, 

 



  

    

   

   
   

   

      

     

  

     

              

    
   

  

    

  

   

          

   

   

   

  

   

    

  
  

SECTION: 1: PREPARING YOUR RESEARCH 

Supervisor as expert guide 

The: expert guide role is implied by the fact that the supervisor's first-and foremost 
duty is to assist ind guide the student through the research process. Both the master’s 
and-doctorate are “research degrees” and it‘is the primary role of the supervisor to 
help you attain your degree successfillly. Ttiis role of supervisor focuses on the intellec- 
tual or scientific aims of the postgraduate-degree. In this sense, the primary responsi- 
bility: of the supervisor isto guide you in methodological mattéts, including the devel- 
opment of the-research préposil, formulation of thé research problem, choice’ of the 
appfopriate research design and. theoretical frameworlc and,-finally, ‘througty all the 
technical stages. of the research process, 

   

  

Supervisor as. quality controller 

The supervisor's role as quality controller fs. equally important. Two distinct, pheses.can 
be distinguished ‘here, During the research process, the supervisor provides the stu- 
dent with constructive criticism. When providing comments on: draft chapters, the.rale 

of the supervisor is to enstiré that the’ quality (scientific and technical) of whiat you afé 
producing meets geriérally accepted standards.for academic-theses, A second phase of 
quality control begins once the compieted'thesis has been handed in for examination. 
During this phase, the supervisor takes ona différent quality control function when he 
has to examine the end product'and deliver judgement on the overall scientific metit of 
the thesis, 

Supervisor as pastor 

The “pastoral” or therapeutic role involves the supervisor in vatious forms of emotional 
and ‘motivational support. The supervisor acts as a sounding board for your ideas, 
hypotheses and. provisional ‘clecisiéns. The good supervisor stiould also be understand- 
ing when ptivate matters itmpede good progress ‘in a study, when family or professional 
concems interfére with the research process. The good supervisor’ should-be. able to 
discern when to listen and provide appropriate ‘emotional support; as well as. when te 
focus onthe intélléctual challenges‘of the project. 

    

  

Research contract 

A number of writers on postgraduate supervision have suggested that 4 kind of 
research contract be drawn up. between stipervisor and student that. formalises the 

issues discussed above. Such. 4 research coftract signifies ‘that consensus has been 

reached.between them on matters such as the topic, research objectives, research 
design.and methodology, time-frame, schedule.of meetings, as well as matters relating 
to research.etiquette (cf. last section in this chapter). It should be obviouis from this list 

that many of the issues. teferted to Here are’in fact covered in the standard research 

proposal. ‘Some writers, therefore, do.not advocate that:a separate “contract” be-draft- 

  

   

  

   

  

   
     

  

2 
ed, but rather interpret the research propdésal as a contractual document (cf. Chapter 4 

for further discussion of this. point), Either way, it is important that. agreement: be 

teactied between both parties. on ail essential issues, Whether it is seen as a verbal 

contract” or “written contract” is perhaps less-important. 

Against the background of our discussion abaut the four key functions of the'super- 

visor, | have drawn up 4 list:of more specific and concrete things that you can realisti- 
cally expéct of your supervisor. 

What you can realistically expect of your superviser 

As adviser, you-can expect your supervisor to: 

* Discuss with you, atthe outset, relevant issues of research conduct and ethics; 
including the consequences of misconduct {such as plagiarism), issues surrounding, 

‘tcllectual-property, andthe safety and occupational health-policy. ofthe depart. 

ment (where appropriate); 

  

* Suggest ways in which-jou'can make the most effective use of your time. 
* Make the necessary time available to you for close and regular contact and to struc- 

ture meetings in the most effective way. 

Si-the role as expert guide and mentor you can expect your supervisor to: 

* Assist you in the selection-of your thesis topic. 

* Guide you to the relevant literatre — without providing:a libraty service to you! 

* Help you decide on a theoretical fraime-of reference for your study. 
* Advise you on the overall goals, objectives and the scope of the project and the 

eventual development of'a research proposal, 

* Train:you in the.use of specific research methods or réfer you to courses'in research. 
methodology where necessary. 

As quality controller you may expect your supervisor to: 

+ Monitor the progress.of your work in accordance with an agieed schedule and pro- 
vide'you with constfuctivé (riot personal or ad haminem) criticism, 

* Discuss your progress, or lack thereof, with you at regular intervals. These’ discus- 
sions. should: cover all aspects. of your studies, including any aspect of the research 
programme, the agreed timetable or deadlines, performance in: seminars, perfor- 
mance in prescribed coursework, attendance, interaction. with other students or. 
technical staff, and observance of laboratory or other practical guidelines (including 
Gccupational health and safety guidelines-arid procedures). 

* Comment onthe content and draft chapters of thé thesis..At-the time of submission; 

your supervisor will indicdté whether the draft manuscript is-of adequate academic 

quality and may’be submitted for examination. 19 
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In the role of “pastor”, you may expect your supervisor to: 
* Be. alert to: your personal stretigttis as well a8 limitations and, ‘in particular, to be 

able to identify situations in which you may require additional assistance. 
* Be committed to. your studies throughout their duration, 
* Atal] times show interest in what you are doing and be-supportive where required. 

Selecting the right supervisor 

The: discussion up 10 this point’should have given you a good indication of what to look for when selecting a supervisor. In the previous chaptér we discussed how you should go about identifying good academic and research departments: If you follow the suggestions. made there, you will be well on the way to-selecting-a good suparvisor, 
since it is more than likely thatthe better supervisors: are associated with the better 
departments. But what. are the’characteristics of a good supervisor and how do you 
vecugnise these characteristics?. ~ 

In general, thé “ideal” supervisor should: 
+ Have a good track fecotd asia scholar ar scientist in a particular field of expertise. 
‘* Be experienced :in supervisory practices. 
* Show interest in your research topic.and the envisaged studies, 
* Have sufficient time available for supervision. 

This is indeed. the profile of an “ideal” supervisor: Unfortunately, top scholais'are.very 
often overcommitted and may. riot have adequate time for supervision, Similarly, tliose who are the most experienced and who have.a good réputation as a supervisor may 
attract large numbers of postgraduate: students, which could, in turn, leave less than 
adéquate tinie-to devote to individual students; 

When approaching 2:supervisor, not only should you keep the above ‘aspects in mind, but also, your, own expectations and’ requirements. if you are-used. to working fairly independently, you may want to select thé best petson in the field even though 
you might.not receive as much attention as you want, On the other hand, if. you are the kind of person who can‘only work effectively under close supervision and “tigordus” guidance, you should rather select someone who. is possibly not be the best in. the 
field, but who wilt have enough time to-meet with you. 

  

‘Two gdod sources of iriformation on potential supervisors are thie home- 
pages of academic departments aturiiversities and technikons, which often 
include the CVs of the staff of these departments, and the NIF's 
Networking Database, which contains inforvnation.on more thai 2000 .aca- 
demics in the human scierices. It can be found at www, rfaczaidatabases! 
netusinetworkivig. 
  

Up.ta this poirit we have focused on the role of the supervisor and your expectations of a. good supervisor. However, it is equally important that you realise that you, as-a post- 
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graduate student, have certain responsibilities. and duties as well, We now turn to a 

discussion of these. 

7 What the supervisor can expect from you 

j have clustered what.‘yout supervisor may realistically expect of you into four cate- 

-govies: 
@ Firstly, you have to adhere, ‘at- all times,.to- the’ “research contract” established 

between the supervisor-and yourself. Whether you reached verbal consensus.or have 
documented key agreements (€.g. in-a research proposal), your first duty as ‘a mas- 

ter’s.or doctoral'student- is to follow thé research. objectives, design, methodology 

and timé-frame outlined as best you can, This also implies’ that whenever. you devi- 

ate from tlie agreed framework you.will inform your supervisor as soon as possible. 

One of thé primary responsibilities of the student is to initiate contact and request 
meetings with the supervisor. Advance notice of meetings should be given. Most 
supervisors also expect meetings to be scheduled around written documents. In-the 

initial phases. of your studies this may refer to draft versions of the research propo~ 

sls. ‘During the more advanced phases,.this will include draft versions of the chap- 

ters of the thesis: With the exception of the very initial stages in the research 
process, meetings that are scheduled merély to. discus general niatters are usually 
not encouraged. This does not mean, of course, that the student does not ‘have. the 

Tight to request.a meeting when’ a setious prablem arises during the project. 

You ust know-and understand all. institutional.and formal Fequirements and rules. réle- 

vant to your-studies. It ‘is primarily-your responsibility to be ‘informed about the 
tules and-regulations of the university or technikon. This refers to all the issues list 

ed previously, including ethical matters, matters of intellectual property rights, the 
format and style of the thesis, and so on. 

You will be expected to maintain acceptable levels of ititérest anid corimitment to your 

studies throughout the degree. | always tell my stadénts that unless they aré enthu- 

sidstic and excited about their topic and the way in'which the project develops, they 
cannot-expect their supervisor to. become enthusiastic about it, It is not the duty of 
the. supervisor to maintain the student's. interest and commitment in a research 

topic, but:merely to provide support (both intellectual and-emotional}. when the stu 

dent encounters specific obstacles and problems. 

Each-of these categories is elaborated -on below. Adherence to the research contract 

entails the following more specific duties and responsibilities: 

* Accept responsibility for the research project. Plan.and execute the research within 
the time limits set for the degree and the stages of progress. 

* Inform the supervisor of problems affecting the progress of the résearch as they 
arise. These’ problems may include personal; académic and resource problems. 
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Take the initiative in raising current and anticipated difficulties'and problems with 
the principal supervisor. 
Provide the supervisor with word-processed, dated thesis drafts that have been 
checked for spelling, grammar and-typogtaphical errors:prior to’submission, Make 
sure you allow for enough time between handing in the drafts and your next meet- 
ing, as your supervisor will have other demands oni his or‘her time. 
Ensure that you block off sufficient time-for the final writing, editing and supetvi- 
‘sor’s approval of the thesis, in accordance with the timetable agreed upon. with the 

supervisor. 

Accept responsibility for producing the’ final copies’of the thesis, forthe content of 
the thesis, and for ensuring that it meets the institution or faculty's: requirements, 

including the standard of presentation. 

Initiating contact and meetings implies.the following: 

* You are responsible. for arranging meetings with-the supervisor on a regular basis by. 
mutual agreement, and for using these meetings to raise issues {including ethical or 
intellectual property issues), to clarify options, to produce ‘proposals, to give notice 

of any hindranées:to pragréss, to docuthent progress, discuss drafts, and so. on. 

Being informed about institestional rules.and regulations enitails the following: 

Being aware of thé current regulations, policies and procedures that-relate to post- 
graduate research. degrees and to postgraduate research training. These documents 
provide information on a range of. matters, including such matters as entry.require- 

ments, reporting: requirements for supervisors, appeals; conciliation processes; 
examination requirements, employment.restrictions and equity matters. 

Taking responsibility for- storing original data safely, recording it in'a durable form, 
referencing it. appropriately and abiding by appropriate privacy provisions. 

This is a rather extensive list of duties and. responsibilities. Again, if you-are not sure 

‘where’ and how to get the necessary information ‘on these matters, do not hesitate to 

ask your department or supervisor. As we indicate in the next section, it is-also‘advis- 
able that some of these issues be taken up with your. supervisor. during the first few. 
meetitigs. 

The first meeting with the supervisor: laying the ground 
rules. 

Conflict-and strong disagreements are not uncommon in supervisory relationships, but 

these can play.an important part in che development of the research. student's indepen- 
dence. For some students, it is the path.to becoming-.an independent ‘scholar and 

developing a collegial relationship with the supervisors. Such times will be easier to 
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copé with if a good working relationship thas been established initially and clear ground 
jules laid down. In this section, a checklist is provided of some common issties that 

‘should be clarified in the. first meetings between thé student and supervisor. Students 

‘will rarely have thought these issuies through and therefore will need. to be given time 

‘to consider them before committirig.to.a certain position. 

     

   
= Checktist for the first. meeting between supervisor and student 
  

‘What does supervision mean? 
  

What are the stages of the protess? 
  

What-are the studerit’s and supervisor's responsibilities? 
  

What sort of feedback will the supervisor give: how often, how 
much, what form? 
  

What sort.of feedback does the. student prefer or benefit from, 
find helpful or unhefpful?. 
  

What can be done if-there is conflicting feedback between 
supervisors, consultants or others? 
  

‘What      wolved in the devélopient of a research proposal? 

  

Whaat research skills; statistical analysis or other technical skills-are 
required for the research? 
  

Isa research-methods course available? How does a student enrol 

for sich a:course? 
  

Who has the ownership of material arising from the research, 
authorship of papers and'so on? 
  

‘What is the appropriate length, structure and presentation of the 
research proposal? (A student shauld be encouraged to look at: 
other'theses or projects in the discipline.) 
  

What are the stagés of the research process? (A rough guide to 
the time that stiould be allowed for each stage.) 
  

What is an acceptable or average tinie'frame for conipletion? 
What are the implications of not finishing within the expected 
time? 
  

  

Frequency, duration; stricture and location of meetings? 
  

  

What kind of access does the student have to the supervisor 

apart from scheduled-méetings?    
   
  

  

      Whose responsibility-is it to schedule meetings? 23 
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If’s0meorie cannot attand a'scheduled meeting, what is the 
cortect procedure to follow? 
  

How will meetings be structured and what time will be available 
for such meetings? 
  

‘Thesis, The writing process, supervisor's: ‘expectations, preferred stylé,, 
when to begin? 

  

  

What would be a realistic completion date to aim for, given all 
the information discussed? 
  

What is required with regard to the éditing-of chapters? 
  

What are thé requirements regarding basic referencing and the 
skills required? 
  

What aré the minimuin réquiraménts regarding dratt chapters? 
  

What can the student expect in terms of feedback: ‘What time- 
frames are involved? Will the feedback be-in written form? etc..         

Research etiquette 

Throughout the process of the research project the relationship: between supervisor 
and student invariably changes. The supervisor may find that the initially.relaxed and 
happy student becomes'“‘stressed” and very anxious at a fater stage. tilitial- excitement 
and high expectations give way-to continuous.strain and self-doubt. The supervisor 
should always remember that the postgraduate project is.almost. certainly the biggest 
and most important piece of academic work the ‘student has ever undertaken, and 

may ever undertake. The student's desire for ultimate success and thé many problenis 
that appear along the way frequently make life a strain for student arid supervisor 
alike. 

Similatly, the student may witriess parallel “transformations” on the part.of the 
supervisor. The good: supervisor ‘changes from d “overseer”, or even a “slave-driver”; 
and becomes more-and more-of-a partner and colleague, as the study takes shape and 
the student makes progress, Being treated increasingly as-a.peer and ant equal. scholar. 
is one of the rewarding outcomes of the supervisor/student relationship. 

Because there ave changes arid variations in the relationship, itis extremely impor- 

tant from the beginning to. establish a cléar understanding of what beliaviour is-appro- 
priate-and what is not. I refer to this-as the issue of “research etiquette”, 

The boundaries of the supervisory interactions with the student should be negotiat- 

ed early én in the relationship, Well-defined boutidaries help students to be clear about 

where they stand and encourage independent beliaviour. It: iiiay be necessary to set 
boundaries for a variety of issues; be they personal or academic. For example, the 

supervisor should be prepared to analyse a draft of a thesis critically, but will probably 
not sed it as iis. or her role to undertake the task of editing. The checklist for the first   

  

  youlana your supervisor 

meeting (provided above), could also be usefui-for identifyirig the issues on which 

agreemetit needs to be reached. To conclude this section on. research etiquette, here 

are five morat principles'that may not guarantee, but will at-least encourage, a healthy 

supervisor/student relationship: 

m RULE $: DIGNITY, RESPECT AND COURTESY 

The supervisor should at all times strive to, treat the-student fairly and with dignity and 
fespect. ; / 

Similarly, students should always respect the academic integrity of their supervisor: 

and observe common courtesy: when making any requests. 

m RULE 2: NO HARASSMENT 

No harassment’ or abuse (emétional, iritélléctual or sexual) should at any time enter 

“into Une relationship: 

m RULE 3: ACCESSIBILITY 

‘The supervisor shoud make enongh time available to the. student and respond 
timeously and in writing to any submissions made by the-student. 

we RULE: 4; PRIVACY: 

‘The student should at all times: respect the privacy and personal space of the supervi- 
sor and not make undue demands.on his of hér.ciine (especially after hours!). 

m RULE-5: HONESTY 

The Supervisor-should at ail times be honest in his or her-comments about the:academ- 

ic quality ofthe student's work. 

The student should always aim'to be-honest about his.or her work,its progress (or 
lack thereof} or.any aspect ofthe academic endeavour. 

‘Concluding comments; This'chapter has covered a-wide range of topics that ate all in 
some way related to'the issué of supervision. Given the very important role that the 
supervisor will play in your postgraduate life and. studies, it is not accidental that a 
whole chapter has been- devoted this. You should’ now have a: better understanding of 

‘the. nature and aspects. of supervision, the roles and responsibilities of the supervisor 

‘andthe student, which issues to address during the first few méetings with your super- 

visor and, finally, Some. basic rules-of research, etiquette; 
Dutiag the first meeting with’ your supervisor or perhaps even’ before you initiate 

contact; you will be trying to identify a:research topic and start getting your ideas 
organised about what-to study. The next chapter addresses these issues.and gives you 
some pointers about where-to start and where to go to from there. 
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SSECTION 1: PREPARING YOUR RESEARCH 

ADDITIONAL READING 

(Note: The references listed below stiould be 
read in conjunction wich the additional reading 
given at the end of Chapter 1,} 
Aguinis, H..Nesler, M., Quigley, B. etal. (1996). 
Power bases of faculty supervisors and educa- 
‘tional outcomes for graduate studeiits, journal of 
Higher Educatién, 67(3): 268-297. The authors 

discuss the degree ta which & faculty cah influ- 
ence students and the power relationships 
Between thie supervisors and graduate students. 
Perceptions of power of the supervising faculty 
are:assumed to influence educational outcomes 
such-aé graduate students’ satisfaction with the 
graduate programme_arid university environ. 
ment,students' mood and-morale, the number. 
of years épent in graduate school before gradu- 
ating, and future career success. 

    

Bourner, T. & Hughes, M. (1991). Joint supervi- 
sion of research degrees: second thoughts. 
Higher Education Review, 24(1): 20-34. Describes 
ihe theoiy beliind joint supervision, the'expeti- 

ence of supervisors who practised joint supervi- 
sion.and possible problems. 

Kaunda, L. & Low; T, (1998), Growitig our own 
timber: students.and supervisors’ perceptions.of 
research’at honours level at the University of 
Cape Town: South-Aftican Journal of Higher 
Education, 12(3}:'130-139. A study of the factors 
affecting success at postgraduate level at the 
University.of Cape Town. The study included a 
supervisor questionnaire that focused on the 
Fesearch process and their experiences as 
research supervisors. The. main finding is that 
success'in postgraduate studies depends largely 
on the ariount and type of assistance froin. 
supervisors. 
Kruger, E.G. & Van Niekerk, L, (1997), 
Accompanyiag research students. South Affican 
Joutnal of Higher Edtication, (1): 108-113. The 
article reviews the role and function af the pro- 
moter and the felationship withthe research 
shident. 

      

     
    
    
     
        
    
     
    

     
      

        
     
    
    
       
         
     
           

   

  

    

_ Scanning the field 
_ of study 

  

the origin of research ideas 
Your supervisor as a source of ideas 
Scanning South African databases and Indices for reséarch Ideas 
South African indices: NISC 5A 
South African databases: the Nexus database system 
South vifrican databases: Healthnet 
the South African Data Archive 
Using the Internet.as a research tool 
South African Internet sites for researchers 
Some guidelines for the selection of a research topic 

     

            

   

  

   

      

         
   

  

    

  
  

  

Common questions that students ask-are: How do-l decide on a:resedrch topic? How. 
do ]_genérate ideas suitable for research? This:chapter deals with these. by looking. at 

the different ways.in which:one develops an acceptable research topic. 
Research topics originate in research ideas. Soméoné has to conie up with’an inter- 

esting and worthwhile idea that requires research. So. the first question that we need 
‘to address:is: Where do.researclr ideas come from? 

  

  

The origin of research ideas 

‘A first obvious sétirce of ideas.is your own experience and reflections about. things 
‘around you. People who are more’ aware of what is going on around them, who. are 

Imore sensitive to their surroundings, are more likely to come-up with interesting top- 
4e5 for research: Here are some things yoil can do to help you devélop your sensitivity 
‘and awareness: 

*. Become more aware of.current events by keeping up to-date with media coverage of 

‘worthwhile and interesting phenomena. 
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SECTION: 12 PREPARING YOUR RESEARCH 

+ Become more critical of different viewpoints when they-are-aited and defended by 
people in your immediate environment. 
Read more; especially semi-scientific literature. More. mature students who are. 
already pursuing a professionat career ‘are ina good position to do this, being situat- 
ed in a Working enviroment where various issues are debated in boardrooms, 
strategic planning sessions, office memorandums, and so on.. 

Listen critically to what people around-you are: talking about, What are the current. 
issues in the political, social, environmental, economic, educational and,other are- 
nas? 

The individual alone, however, js. usually not a sufficient source’for.the generation of 
research ideds. Even if you are a reflective and very aware person, you might have to. 
include-other potential sources in your sdarch in order to generate a researchable idea. 
In the remainder of the chapter, we distass some of the sources and strategies that you 
could foltow in order todo a more systematic review of'a field of study. 

Your supervisor as a source of ideas 

‘Your first stop for résearch ideas should be your (potential) supervisor. This.is impor: 
tant for at least three reasons: 

+ Firstly, good ‘supervisors are also-good scholars and will have accumulated a.wealth 
of experience in: their areas of interest. and expertise. Most ‘good scholais“walk 
around with a number.of interesting research ideas “in their heads”-that they have 
been considering, but have néver had the time to.follow through, 

Secondly, even if your prospective supervisor does not have.any ideas readily avail- 
able, he or she should be able to point you in the iight-diréction as far as possible 
topics and’sources of informationare concerned. 
Thirdly,-somé supervisors work according to a model and they only accept students 
who are willing to work oni their research programmes. Although this. practice is 
more prevalent'in the natural sciences, it i8-becorhing increasingly popular in other 
disciplines as well. lin such cases, the supervisor specialises in two or three broad 
research areas and requires his or her students to work within one of these fields. 
This. has.an intmediate advantage for the student in that he ‘does not have to ‘come 
up with a totally new: idea or reséarch topic, ‘but can immediacely “slot into” an 
existing research programme ~ usually with a well-defined and relevant topic. The 
obvious disadvantage is that you are constrained in your own choice and have very. 
little‘orno freedom to pursue apersonal interest. * 

Scanning South African databases and indices fer research 
ideas 

‘There are a number of databases and indices available that will. give you.a godd fitst 
overview of cufrent.and completed South African scholarship. Before discussing these, 

        
  

Scanning the field of study: 

Jet us first address the question of which principles you should keep in miind while 
searching these databases. Useful principles in reviewing a field of study include: 

Make sure that you know something about the source that you are accessing (the 

database or.ihdex}: what kind’ of material-is included, what time-frame is covered, 

and.so‘on, 

Depending of the nature of the study, the date of publication. may be more.or less 
relevant. In mote-empirical studies, one would start-with the latest publications. and 

work one’s. way. backwards to a certain date (say the last five or fen years). In more 
historical studies, one would like to-cover everything of value that has been, pub- 

lished in that field. 

It ig a good strategy to start with review articles in order-to get a-general overview 
of a particular topic. Even if'a-database does. not classify the entries under the head- 

ing.of “review. articles”, it.may be helpful to. ase keywords. such. 4s““review". or 

“overview” or “survey” wien searching on the title field: 

Look for patterns when searching. Journals (even within a'specific discipline) tend to 
publish articles ‘of a certain kind. The top: authors get cited more often and their 

names-should appear more frequently in searches: Do-not-do haphazard: or random 
searching. Organise your searches around themes, subjects or keywords and pursue 
these searchés systematically! 

    

We will illustrate these principles with some examples in this chapter (as well as in 

Chapter 6 on “The literature review"). Four-categories. of sources:of ideas on South 

Aftican research are discussed below: 

* South African indices (NISG-SA) 

* South African databases (NEXUS, Healthnet) 

* The South African Data Archive 

* South African Internet sites 

South African indices: NISC SA 

The. most comprehehsive:sét of bibliographic indices-on South African research and 
scholarship is-undoubtedly the range of CD-ROMS.and online services provided by NISC 

SA. NISC, (National Inquiry Services, Centre) was founded in. 1988 and is an electronic 
publishing :company with headquarters in Baltimore, Maryland. There are six. NISC 
branches worldwide, including oné in South Africa (based in Gralamstown). Most 

South African university and téchnikon tibraries have CD-ROMs with .a.South African 

interest, which ‘make them an essential first stop for.any postgraduate: student: Your 
supervisor; university or Funding. agency will-usually require you to provide evidence 
that you Rave consulted local studies'in your field of interést: This requirement is: nor- 

mally a condition for two reasons: firstly, to. prevent you from duplicating a:compteted 

or current study and, secondly {and more importantly), to make you aware of similar 

studies.in your field. In the latter case, references to studies that have similar objec- 
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The research 

proposal 

  

What is the research proposal? 
{he logic of the research process 
Che structure of the research proposal 

Phase 7: From research idea to research problem 

Phase 2: The research design 
Phase.3: The research process 
Phase 4: Writing the thesis 

Jour steps in transforming research ideas Inte research problems 
Units.of analysis: the object of study 
Research problems and real-life problems 
Research problems as research questions 

Empirical and non-empirical questions 

Selecting the appropriate research design 

Formal aspects of the research proposal 
Language 

Formatting 

Length and balance       
Ail institutions réquire you to develop and present a research proposal .of your master’s 
or doctoral studies at. some: point during the initial stages of your work. As‘the name 

suggests, a-research proposal is a document that outlines how you propose to undertake 
your research studies. The research proposal constitutes a cfiucial stage or milestone in 
the résearch project cycle. Some institutions actually only accept you.as‘a postgraduate 

student once your research proposal has been aécepted by. a faculty committee of the 
university or'technikon, 

In this chapter the nature and structure of research proposals are discisséd: aiid 
some practical. suggestions are also made-about what should. bé doiie to improve the    

© What is the research proposal? 

“ped, organised and togical-the research proposal witl be, A proposal, therefore, usual- 

have thought about and considéréd the problem, whether. you have’ managed to put 

   

    

    

* agreement has been reached and:a kind of contract has been drawn up between the 

    

    

  
    

   

      

   

    

  

     
   

  

    
       

Theivesearch proposal 

  

chances of your propésai being accepted. However, ] do emphagise throughout: that 
the research’ proposal-should: be undétstood first and foremost..as a document that 
ambodies the logic of your research project. So unless the basic principles of research 

© design and research problem formulation are understood, you. will find it difficult to 
gevelop a proper research proposal. ‘Separate sections on the nature of research 
design, research.préblems and types of research design, are inchaded in this chapter. 

Before discussing thé nature. of the research proposal, | want fo draw your attention 
to three of the: resotirce chapters that should be read in corijunctiofi with this chapter: 

© aga background to: the section on research problems, you should first read Chapter 9 
on the “Three Worlds framework’. :A separate resource chapter on “Research designs” 

  

    (Chapter 10} has been included to assist you in thé seleétion of the right design for 
your study. Arid; finally, examples of twa {one good and oné poo} research proposals 
are presented and discussed in Chapter 11. 

   Firstly, the research proposal is a document that Gutlines’ your thinking about the. 

research’ problem. What you wish to study and how it should be done aré considered. 
‘as well, as-your approach to the study and what kind of resources you will select, in a 

> nutshell ~ the research proposal is.a project planning document and embodies your 
© thinking about the study as you envisage it at the beginning of the project. This implies      

  

    

   
    

  

   

  

that-the more thought you have put into your proposed: research, the better devel- 

ly gives a good indication of: whether you have-done sufficient preparation for the 
study. As a reflection-of your thinking at that time, it tells the supervisor how. misch yout 
   
   

    

Your research ideas into’ writtag in a clear and unambiguous manner, and also whether 
you have a good idea of where you are heading with your research study. 

Secondly, the research proposal forms the basis: for the working relationship 
between you and your supervisor. In this sense, the proposal is not unlike-a contract or 
   

  

“agreement. You‘are effectively telling your supervisor what yair wish to study-and-how. 

  

    

    

Once he has. accepted your proposat- and has given his approval for you to continue, an    

two of'you. You agree to.undertake.the proposed study along the fines discussed and 
Outlined ia the proposal: The supervisor, int turn, agrées to’ provide you with:the neces- 

  

   ‘Saty guidaneé and supervision to achiéve this goal. Although aot legally binding, ‘a 
strong moral commitment is presupposed on the part of both-parties. This commit- 
Ment implies certain responsi ies.and duties for. bath parties. (See the discussion on 

Tesearch etiquette in Chapter 2.) 

Ii a humeroiis, though insightful interpretation, research proposals have. been 
likened to:marriage proposals: 

  

   

Well, first of all,.a thesis proposal:is not that different from a marriage proposal. 

You make sincere promises, you swéat profusely, you hope the other party'says 
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yés. You get dewn oit your knees and beg. Doing a marriage proposal is in fact 
good practice for a thesis proposal. 

Source: This knoivledge originated with Kevin-Knight@F.GP.CS.CMU-EDU 

Although many writers have commented on the dual nature of the-research proposal, 
there is no question’ that: itis first and foremost a project planning document. A good 

research proposal gives the reader a.clear atid:consistent-outline of what topic is to be 

studied, ‘what the objectives of the research are, what type of study will be conducted 
{the research design), how the-research will be conducted (the résearch: miethodology); 
as.well as the:énvisaged time-frame and résources required. 

The research proposal should express the research logi¢ for your studies. It is a do- 
éuthent.that embodies your thinking -on- the research topic and therefore follows the 

same logic:and principles of research. Before we.move on to-discuss the detailed struc- 

tire’ aiid formatting” of a good'research proposal,’it is therefore: nevessary that we 
‘devote some time to revisiting the basic piinciples of the logic of research. 

  

   

  

      

   
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

     

  

     
    

The logic of the research process 

Ihave argued elsewhere (Mouton, 1996) that-all empirical (social) research conforms to a 

standard logic: Irrespective of the kind of study and indeperident :of the methodology 
used; all empirical projects conform to this logic. |.refér to. this as the ProDEC framework 
of social scientific reasoning. “ProDEC” reférs to. the four elenients that‘are. standard in. 

all forms of empirical research; a research problem (Pro), research design-(D), empirical evi- 
dence (E-and conclusions (C). This logic or structure is represented in Figure 4.1. 

Figure 4.1 not only shows the-basic dimensions of tlie research projéct, but-also the 
position or place: 6f the tesearcti proposal in the process. The proposal is.a' document 
that looks back at what. you have done up to this point-in your research, It documents 

what you wish to-do by giving the background to and motivation for the study, and 
how-you haye developed the research problem. statement (Phase 1). It also docurhents. 
‘your thinking about the most appropriate résearch design and the reasons why you- 

have selected that particular design (Phase 2): 
‘The proposal also: looks ‘ahead at, what is to follow: firstly, by indicating how you 

intend conducting the fieldwork (Phase 3), which is documented under the heading of 

“Research methodology”. Also note that it is standard practice to require a project 
planning framework or time-frame where you indicate jot only the stages to follow, 
but also the time allotted teach stage’ and the sequence of anticipated events. Finally, 

your proposal is also a forward-looking document if you conclude with.a possible chap- 
ter outline of the thesis (Phase 4}. 

‘So to summarise: The research proposal is a key document in that it is: both a back- 

ward- and forward-looking document. It documents your thinking thus far (primarily 
about the forinulation of the research-problem and research design), but also. outlines: 

the anticipated events (research methodology, time-frame and thesis structure). This. 

dual nature of the proposal is concretely reflected in the use of the past tense (some- 

  

  

   

   

   

  

    ‘The research propos 
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Phase 2.     

Phase 3 

Phase 4 

  

uo the thesis     
     
Figure 4.1: The logic of the research process: 

    

  

“times the present tense) for the first two: phases, and the futuré ‘tense. when writing 
about the-reséarch process to follow. 

   

The structure of the research proposal    

  

Although there are differences between research proposals that reflect differences 
between scientific disciplines, science cultures {social and natural sciences) and types 
of research design (empirical and conceptual studies), there is'a certain structure or 

logic that characterises all research proposals. This is simply. because-the proposal in 

fact rhicrots the basic phases in thé research process. 
Let us first look at the’standard components of a research proposal. Most research. 

proposals comprise the following sections using headings such.as those in Box 4.1. 
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BOX 4.1: GENERIC FORMAT FOR RESEARCH PROPOSALS 

Working title 

Backgrotind/rationaie 
Preliminary literature study 
Research problem.and objectives 
Research design 
Research methodology/methods 
Time-frame 

Outline of chapters 
References       

quite easy to show: how the remaining elements coincide with the four phasés of the 
research process (cf. Figure 4.1): 

Phase 1: From research idea to research problem 

The first phase of any research project involves:trahsforming an interesting research 

idea into a feasible, researchable research. prablem. This phase.is documented if the 

first. three sections of the research proposal: 

«© The backgroundjrationale section should indicate what the general aims of the study 

are and give the reasons for studying ‘this particular phenomenon. 

The preliminary literature study provides evidence. that you have dofie some pre- 

liminary reading on your topic, It alsa shows how you-developéd your initial ideas, 

which ultimately resulted.in the. research problemi statement or formulation, Where 

appropriate, it provides information, conceming the theoretical literature on the: 

topic, . 

‘The statement of the research, préblemshould be’a cléar and: unambiguous statement 

of the object of study (the unit of analysis) and che research objectives: The problem 

Statement is. sometimes formulated as specific research questions-or research hypo- 

theses. 

    

  

Some supervisors wiltaccept the first two'sections (rationale and, prelimi 

nary literature stisdy) combined into ane. However, this does. not usually 

anphyto the third section, the research problemi. The latter issuch a critical 

section in the proposal that most supervisors require that you address it 

separatdliyand clearly indicate what you will be studying or researching. 
andte what end (ihe research objectives) 

  

Ignoring the more formal elements suchas the title and references for a moment, it is 

   

  

    
    
        
     

  

     

  

      

  

  

OTH TaRCArER Bigpas   

Phase 2: The research design 

This section in the proposal addresses a key question: What type of study will be 

undertaken in order to provide acceptable answers to: the research problem: or ques- 
tions? In this section you indicate what type of réséarch design will be followed in your 
study, why you have selectéd this.design and what possible challenges or‘limitations in 

the design will require'your attention. 

Phase 3: The research process: 

How will you conduct your research? How you envisage conducting your-regearch is 
discussed unider the heading of “Research methiodology” (or “Research methods”). This 
section should include issues such as the following: literature study, sampting.or selec- 
tion of cases; measw/ement, data collection, data analysis-and interpretation. 
  

    

Stis.worth pointing out that sonie supervisors are hanpy ifthe sections.on 
research design and research methodologylmethods are collapsed into one. 
Un fact, in some cases where the choice of a research design is straightfor- 
ward and does not require much elaboration (as in literature reviews or 

hon-enpirical studies), a section orivesearch methodology only raay be. 

regardéd as sufficiertt. 

   

  

   
Phase 4: Writing the thesis 

When’ writing:the research-proposal you obviously do not know exactly how your the: 
   

” aia will be organised or structured, However, some supervisors like you'to give-an out- 
“line of the chapters -of the thesis, working on the.assumption that: such an-exercise 
helps:to Clarify your thinking. Even if the final-contents of the thesis look very different 
from’ the outliné provided in the teséarch proposal, it:does force you té think about the 

key-elements of your thesis and their ordering at an-early stage. 

In addition.to a section on chapter outline; you might also be required to give an    
“estimate time-frame or schedule, Again, the thinking behind this is that it forcés you to    

fructure your postgraduate project miore concretely, Which in turn requires a more 
disciplined approach to research: 

    

  

Four steps in transforming research ideas into research 
problems 

   ’ In the previouschapter we discussed some sources of resédrch ideas. However, a 
  research. ided.is just that. It is an idea ‘or a notion about what to investigate. It indicates 

a. broad domain (e.g. “something in the field. of business ethics such as corruption in 
the-South African civil service”). The. real challenge, however, is-to take that idea and 
‘transform it into.a résearch problem 6¢ résearch: question. In my éxperience, most stu- 
dents: find this a: very difficult and time-consuming process. There are a number of 
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steps that could’be followed to speed up this process. In each case, the step is dis- 

cussed with reference to the research’idea of a study on “corruption in the civil ser- 

vice”. 

SECTION'2:) PLANNING YOUR RESEARCH 

  

     

  

STEPS ILLUSTRATION 

  

The research’ prope: 

  

  

Step": Ensure that your 
formulation of the research 
problem is such that itis 
feasible (given time, money 
and other resources), so 

Different. research problem statements have differ- 

ent resource.implications. In-each of the cases 
above, you have to ask key questions about the 
time-frame of the study (é.g. What period will the’ 
historical.study cover?) or-quéstions about the spa- 

  

  

     
Step 1: Read as much as. 
you can about your 
research idéa (the prelitni- 
tiary literature review). The 
main objective of the first: 
scanning of thé literature is 
not so-mucirts lear about 

the results of previous 

studies‘or what methodolo- 
gies were followed, but to 
learn-about the different 
‘ways in.which this phenom 
enon bas:been studied. 

~meahings oF" corrupt 

‘The preliminary literature-review could reveal a 

wide rarige of studies, for example, studies.on-thé 
incidence of corruption and whether there is'an 

increase in its occurrence; studies on.the attitudes 

of the geniéral public towards Corruption and the 

appropriate response; studies on the-different 
” and.wtiether all types of, 

corruption are equally serious; studies onthe caus- 

es-or reasons behind corruption and whether all 

cases of corruption should be interpreted as refer- 

ritig to the. same phenomenon; studies to evaluate 

the impact of corruption on the morale in.a gov- 

ernment department, and ‘so-on, 

  

   

  

   

  

‘Step 2: Be clear about'the. 
‘unit of analysis, i.e. what 

exactly it is that you wish 

to research, 

The units‘of analysis of the different hypothetical 

“studies” referred to vary from studies of the 

behaviour of iridividual-civil servants (“individuals” 

as units of analyéis),-to studies of the attitudes of 

the general public:to such behaviour {again “indi- 

viduals”), studies of government departments (the 

impact of high incidence.on the “culture”.or 

“morale ofa. départmeiit), studies that look at 

actual ‘cases of corruptive acts or behaviour (“social 

actions” or “events” as units of analysis). 

  

Siep 3: Be clear about the 
objectives of your research. 
What are the general airs 
air goals of the study? 
(What do-you wish to find 
out or establish through 
your research?) Also-give 
the. specific objectives.     

Again it is obvious that the research objectives of 

the examples.are-very different. The aim of the 

study on the incidence of corruption over time is, 

historical-descriptive; the aim of the study on puib- 

lic opinion towards.corfuption is also descriptive 

bit of a quantitative overview type (a survey of 

aftitudes};-the aim of the study of acts of corrup- 

tive'behaviour is more qualitative-descriptive, 

whereas the ethical study on the types of.corrup- 

tion can be defined a8 having’a philosophical-con- 
ceptual objective. 

        

   

    

  

    
    

   

  
      

   
           
  

that you will be able to tial location of the study (How many and which 
complete the study suc government departrients will be included in these 

cessfully. studies? How mianiy cages of cortuptive betiaviowr 
will be included in the ethical study? What sample 
of the general public will be deemed sufficient for 
the public opinion study?).     
  

Following these four steps, will help you to focus your research. The first phase of the 
research process — transforming ideas intd research problems or questions ~ involves a 
gradual and progressive’ focusing of the research problem. ‘The image of focusing is 
very appropriate, Inthe sattie ‘way that your focus your binoculars to bring-a visual 
object clearly into your vision, you also focus your study through successive steps of 
clearer definition, clarification, and so on. Each of the steps contributes to’ this process 
of focusing in its own way. 

The preliminary’ literature review helps you ‘to deniarcate your field of study by 
showing youhew other:scholars.have approached the object of your study (Step 1). 

identifying the unit of analysis that you wish to study is another form of focusing 

    

        

© within.a broad domain of study (Step 2). 
Clarifying the research: objectives is the third step in foctisiig’ your research. 

© Through the formulation of very specific research questions’ or research hypotheses, 
you now “zoom in” on those aspects or-variables of the unit of analysis:that you are 
really interested in (Step 3). 

‘The final step iti focusing is. the “resource check". Given thé constraints of time, 

money, infrastructure, etc., it-is rarely the case that a master’s or doctoral student'can 

‘cover. a-topic in any:comprehensive fashion. You usually have to-defimir the time-frame 

of the study (e.g; study corruption events. since 1995), or the geographical boundaries 
(studying ‘corruption in :oné provirice. rathér than in ‘all provinces),. or’draiy a sample 
from a population (the public.opinion study) (Step.4). 

In the remainder of this section, each of the key elements of the research problem 

statement is discussed in more detail: the unit of analysis, the distinction. between 

reseatch problems atid social or real-world problems and the kind of research queés- 

tions that aré'typicilly asked. 

    

   
   Units of analysis: the object of study 

The anit of analysis refers to the what of the study: what-“object”, “phenomencn”, 
“entity”, “process” or “event” I'am. interested in investigating. When. this object is an 

© object in World 1 (a-real-life “object”}, we talk about empirical research problems. For 51    
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example, whenever | study human behaviour, historical évents or social programmes— 
all “objects” in World 1 — 1 am busy: with empirical research, When this object is an 
abject in World'2, we talk abour-conceptual or non-empirical problems. For.example, if 
1am interested in understanding trends in:the scientific literature, { will be studying (as 
“abjects") the ideas and Writings of other stholirs if World 2. Similarly, studies that 
focus on constiticting theories and models, analysing concepts or reviewing the body 
of knowledge are all son-empitical studies. The units of analysis in each of these cases 
“reside” in World 2. (Note: The distinction between “World 7”: and “World 2” is exten- 
sively discussed in Chapter 9.) 

A table that lists the moré typical “entities” or units:of analysis in. World 1 and 2 
might help you to understand this-very important distinction (Box 4.2). 
  

BOX 4:2: WORLD 1 AND WORLD 2 OBJECTS 

  

World 2 objects 
Scientific concepts or notions 
Scientific theories and models 

World 1 objects 
Physical objects (matter} 
Biological organisms (fh 
arid processes 

« Human beings (ifidividuals.or groups} 
Human actions and historical events 

  

ing organisms) 

Scientific methods and techniques 

‘The body of scientific knowledge or 

literature 

Social interventions (programmes or Scientific data of statistics. 
systems) 

Cultural objects (art of literature) and Schools of tliought, philosophies o 
technology worldviews : 
Social organisations (political: parties 
or clubs) and institutions. (schools, 

banks.or companies) 
Collectives (countries, nations or cities)       

Research problems and real-life problems 

Before discussing the: different types of research problem or question, it is.quite impor- 

tant to be‘able-to distinguish between real-life problems and research problems, [have 

found that.students often confiise: these two.categoties. Very often, when ‘specifying 
the research objectives or research questions for their study, students (and’even expe- 
fenced scholars) quite often confuse Worlds 1 and 2. 

Real-life problems ‘écur in World 1. They are the social, political, economic and 

health-related problems that we encounter in everyday life; such as poverty, unemptoy- 
ment, disease and illness, crime, violence, corniption, financial mismanagement, bank- 

muptcy, insolvency, scholastic-failuré and many more. How do we solve World 1. prob- 
lems such as-ctime and. unemployment? The answer: only through cetion, through.an 
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active intervention in the real world. In ordet to address the’ rising ‘crime. rates, we 

need to change the course of events chat are causing crime (such as high unemploy- 
ment} through an intervention such as job creation schemes or skills- development pro- 
grammes, Real-life problems are‘only solved through human action, 

Research problems implicitly or explicitly embody a research: question, such asi 
What are the causes of crime? Which factors in society are conducive to criminal 

behaviour? Or, once. one has intervened in order to reduce crime, we could ask: Has & 

crime prevention strategy been successful? [ri order to answer thesé questions, we. 
require information. Research always involves. some form of information-gathering and 
andlysis; some process'through which information, in. whatever form (data, documents, 
interviews, speeches, diaries, questionnaire responses, test scores} is first gathered, 
then analysed and finally interpreted. So.a research problem is not “tesolyéd” through 
“action” within World 1, but through “actian” in World 2, naitiely the practice of- 

research. : 

How does one go about deciding on the objective of the study once-one has a good 
idea of the. unit of analysis? One. way to’ approach this is to: try and formulate your 
teséarch problem in the form of'a research question. The next.section shows how this 
could.hélp. you come up with a‘clear and focused. research problem, and discusses thie 
types-of research question that are-most-often encountered in research projects. 

    

Research problems as research questions 

We often formulate résearch problems in-the form of questions aé a-way of focusiig 
__ the résearch pfobleri. An initial distinction should be made becween empirical and 

non-empirical questions. An empirical question asks. something about World 1; it 
© addresses a reablife problem. To resolve arr empirical question, we either have to col- 

fect new data about World 1 o7-we have to analyse existing'data. Non-empirical ques- 
tions ‘ate questions about “entities” in World 2, for example, questions about the 

= ineaning, of scientific conéepts, questions about ‘trends in scholarship or about the 
_ plausibility.of a new scientific:theory. in this case, we are asking questions that can be 

resolved without recourse to World 1, but rather an analysis of the body of scientific 
knowledge in World 2. 

      

     

   

   

    

Empirical.and non-empirical questions 
   

Empitical questions pertain to the following: 
f 

   
  

Question type | Question Examples 
  

    

Exploratory 

questions 

What is-the dase? What are the critical success factois ofa 
profitable company? 
What are the distinguishing features of a 
good leader? 

\ | -What are the key 
factors?,           
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Question type Question 

   
Examples 

      
  

Descriptive 

questions 

How many? 

Aré x arid y related? 

   
How many people died of Aids in South: 
‘Africa last year? 
1s there a correlation between parental 
support and scholastic achievement? 

  

  

    Causal. ques- 
tions 

  

Why? 

  

What are-the causes 
of y? 

      
What até the main causes of malnutrition 
in a-rurat community? 

Is smoking the main cause of lang can- 
cer? 

    

         
      
     

Evaluative 

questions: 

What was the 

outcome. of x? 

Has Pbeen 

successful? 

   
Has tfié new TB awareiteéss programine 
produced.a decline in the number of 
reported TB-cases? 

Has the introduction ofa new refiigera- 
‘tion technology led to more cost-effec- 
tive production? 

       
     

   
  

Predictive 
questions 

      
What will-the effect of 
xbeony? 

What effect will the introduction of a 
new antibiotichave on population P? 

  

Historical 

questions. 
What led to y 
happening? 

What were the events 

that led. up.to.y? 
What caused-y? 

What caused the demise .of socialism in 

Central Europe’ during the late 1980s? 

What led Nato countries to decide to 
start the aerial bonibing of Kosovo?. 

          

    

  

Non-empirical questions involve the following: 
  

Question type 

  

   Question Examples 
  

Meta-diialytic 
questions     What is the state of 

the att regarding x? 
Whar.are.the key 

debates in domain'x? 

   
What ig the:current state of research.on. 

environmental ethics? 

‘Whar are the key debates in current busi- 

tess fisk'studies?. 

What are the leading, positions/paradigms 
in research on siructural adjustment pro- 
grammes in developing countries?     
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Conceptual What isthe meariing | What is. the meaning of “sexual harass- 

questions of concept x? ment”? 

Theoretical What are the. most What are the most widely.accepted.mod- 

questions plausible theories or _ | -els, definitions or theories of “competi- 

models of. x? tiveness”? 

Which are the most | What do competing theories say.about 
convincing explana- | the effects of stress on productivity? 
tions of y? 

Philosophical/ | What.is thie ideal pro- | What is meant by-an equitable education- 

hormative file of x? al system? 
questions Do animals have rights?       
  

       

  

        +. Selecting the appropriate research design 

  

    ‘Oncé you. have formulated the research problem, your next step.is‘to select an appro- 
priate research design. Put simply: What kind: of study will you be doing? What-type of 
study will best answer the question that you have formulated? Befare teoking:at some 

ofthe more common types of research design, it is important that you clearly under- 
© stand thé notion-of.a “reséarch design”. 

‘A reséarch design: is-a plan or blueprint of how you intend conducting the research. 
=: Researchers often ‘confuse “research design” and “research methodology”, but these 

“are two. very different aspects: of a research project. Perhaps the easiest way to distin- 
guisti between them is by way of'an analogy. 

Ain. everyday exainple — building a house — will clearly demonstrate the differences. 
The building of a new house starts with an idea. Say a newly wed couple is contemplat- 
ing building their first house. Discussing what they want, they exchange. ideas: ideas 
about the shape, tlie-size, the number of bathrooms, the style and.other aspécts.: They. 
then bring. in aiy architect‘and ‘try and desctibe their idéas to him in great detail and 

“what they have in mirid” {idéas live in qur.minds!). The challenge for the architect is to: 

visualise these ideas and transform them into.a design or blueprint of the house. After 

the architect has shown the blueprint or design to: the couple, it may. go through a 
number of changes. witil they are satisfied that the design on paper fits their ideas. 
Once this phase-is complete, 4 building contractor ig appointed who-takes the design 
‘as the point of departure and starts: constructing the house: 

The building-of the house,.then, consists of the systematic, methodical and ‘accurate 

execution of the design. In the procéss of constructing the House, various methods and 

tools are used to perform different tasks (laying thé foundation, bricklaying, plastering, 
‘and so-on), Firially, at the end. of the process, the building inspector certifies that the 
house has been built in-accordance with the submitted design. 
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By this time, the similarities between building. house and doing your postgraduate 
research studies should be evident. We can suimmiatise thein as follows (Figure 4.2). 

  

f ye 

yc? House 
Lo 

‘a Project “+ 
eek a 

Qo 

} Research design . | 

Research process 

  

Architectural design 
of blueprint 

  

    

  

Coristructioix process 
oF or 

Methods and tools. Research methodology 

  

Figure 4.2: A metaphor for research design 

We can stimimarise the differences between research design and research methodology 
as follows: 

    

       
   ‘The research propo: 

Research designs are tailored to ‘address different kinds of questions. When we attempt 
to classify different-kinds of studies, different design types, itis not surprising: that we 
do so according to the kind of questions they are-able to answer. A broad classification 

of the main-design types is presénted, and a detailed discussion of all of these designs, 
together with extended :reading suggestions, is giver'in Chapter 10. 

  

TYPES.OF STUDY: 

  

      
       ‘Non-empirical studies 

{Philosophical analysis, conceptual. analysis 
théory building, literature reviews) 

‘Enmpitical studies 

    

   

    

  

    
Using primary data 

{Stirvéys, experiments, 
case studies, 

H/programme evalvation; 
ethnographic studies) 

Text data Numeric data 

(Discourse analysis” 
content analysis, 

Secondary data 
analysis, statistical 

textual criticism, modelling 
historical studies) 

  

    
  

Research design Research methodology 

  

  

  

Focuses on the erid product: What kind | Focuses-on the research process and the 

of study is. being planned and what kind | kind of tools.and procedures to be used. 

of result is:aimed at? 
  

Point of departure = Research problem Point of departure = Specific tasks (data 
or question. collection or sampling) at- hand. 
  

Focuses‘on the logic of réstearch; What 
kind of evidence-is required to:address 
the-regearch question adequately? 

Fécuses on the individual (not linear) 
steps in.the research process and-the 

most “objective” (unbiased) procédures 
ta be employed. —     

   
    

                
        

  

Figure 4.3: A typology of research design types 

    

   
    

     

‘This concludes our section on research design. The aim of this.section has been to clar- 

ify the concept of “research design” and present you with an overview of the main 
design types, in order to assist you in the selection-of the appropriate design for your 

study. 
The remairiing sections’ of.the research proposal — research methodology, time- 

frame/project planning and chapter outline —are not discussed separately in this chap- 
ter since séparate chapter's are devoted to each of these topics. The whole’ issue of 
Tesearch resource management {irieluding time plantiing) is addressed in the. following 
chapter. The stages in-the research, process-are discussed in Chapters.6.("The literature 
feview") and 7 {Conducting fieldwork"), whereas the structure and-organisation-of the 

   
        

‘thesis’aré the. subject of Chapter 8. 1 woild therefore recommend: that-you read = 57 
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through these chapters before finalising the research proposal, as:this, will give you-a 
good ided of what to include in the,proposal document. 

Formal aspects of the research proposal 

This chapter is‘concluded witha list of the moré formal aspects that need to be taker 

into. consideration when. you develop. and:finalise your research proposal. These formal 

considerations refer to matters of language, formatting and length. 

      

    

    

    
Language. 

  

‘The research proposal-is a scholarly or scientific document, This means ‘that it has to 

conform to, the style and format required by academic institutions. Your university or 

technikon may have a guide in which some of these rules are listed. If not, you can fol- 

low tle suggestions made in Box 4:3; 

   
   

  

    
   
      
  

BOX 4.3: LANGUAGE.AND STYLE.IN. PROPOSAL WRITING 

Sentences 

ly general, try to Keep your sentences’simple.and short. It is not-necessary fora 

piece of'writing'to be difficult in orderto be properly academic, To keep your 

reader's interest, vary the length of your sentences. Sentences. that are toa long 

or complex. invariably confuse the reader. Such overly lengthy sentences may 
have to be read more than nce, sémetimes over and over; until they:no longer 
make any selise. It never butts to'maké your meaning quite clear. Not everyone 
has thie time to unravel long, unwieldy, jargan-filled sentences. 

          

   

  

    

  

    

  

Linking devices 

Some conjunctions’ used’ to’ link. ideas, within and between sentences have 

become rather overused, particularly.in an academic context, The most obvious 

are therefare, moreover, flirthermore, hence.and thus. It should almost always be pos- 

sible ta'link sentences using a logical flow of ideas rather than conjunctions; but. 

on the rare occasions that intérnal logic is not enough, the words and, also, but, so 

and the occasional thereforé or however: should be more than adequate. Spend 
some time thinking of alternatives to these so that your writing-does not become 
repetitive and stereotyped. . 

    

   

  

   

  

   
    

  

    

  

Scientificjargon 

‘Téchnical terms or jargon should be kept to a minimum, If it becomes necessary 
to use a word that. you think the reader.might not understand then youshould 

give a brief explanation, either by supplying clues. about the meaning of a word 
throughdut the senténce or by'placing the definition in brackets. 
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Variation'and the use of pronouns 

Acomnion problem in academie¢ writing is a lack of variation, with writers using 

the same: nouns over and-over throughout the text. This soon becomes very 

monotonous. Make good use of variants and pronouns to ensure that your writ- 

ing is-more-interesting: 

Spoken vs written language 
spoken, infotmal language is often inappropriately used: in proposals, which 
should ‘contain mote formal, writing. The most common examples;of this are the 

> words get, like (for making comparisons), and afl (as in “ail (of) the books"}.. Some: 

synonyms for get, depending, on the context, are: obtain, gain, acquire, and find. 
For. example cin often be.ised in place of like. 

Grammar 

Almost all of us, whether English is our mother tongue or not, have problems 
with. grammar at some time or another. I our haste-to get our ideas down: on 

paper, we are often more concerned with content than'form, with the. result that 
Wwe-end up making mistakes. Séme mistakes are easily discovered during proof- 
reading, while, others. are not so easy eitlier to. spot‘or correct. If grammar is a 
problem for you, and you will usually know if this is the case, then you should be 
honest and try to do something about it rather than submitting a substandard 
piece of work: There até some. simple things you can do to-help yourself: 

* Write short sentences:as recommended above. The longer a sentence is, the 

more:complicated the grammar becomes, and the more likely it is that'you. will 

end.up.making mistakes, 

Ask.colléagues or friends to proofread your work. This'will help with grammar 
problems; aswell ag any gaps in your. reasoning. You may have known what 
you meant when, you wrote’ somettiing down, but part of-the explanation may 
still be ‘in-your head and not on paper! A good proof-reader. will help you sort 
this out. Alternatively, consult a. professional editor or proof-reader: if you feel 

that-you need more help than your colleagues can provide. 

Spelling: More than anything else, bad spelling irritates supervisors. Often it is 
yout typing’ rather than your spelling that is’ at faule, but whichever it is, if you 
do not corréct mistakes or take the timé to check your. spelling, it creates the 
impression of a hastily put together proposal. Alternatively, your supervisor 
might conclude that you could not be bothered to use a spell-checker or dic- 

tionary, and ate'therefore a sloppy worker. Either way, you are not taking 4 
good imipression on someone Who is going to decide whether of not to super: 
vise your research! 
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Formatting 

A proposal:needs to conform to.the formatting requirements of your home institution. 

This includes aspects such as: 
+ ‘Typeface (e.g. Times Roman, Arial) 
+ Font size (11 pt, 12 pt) 
* Line spacing (single spacing, double. spacing} 
   

It also mieans. conforming to the guidelines about section headings. Most institutions 

have-very specific rutes about these and you need:to follow them meticulously; even if 
you do not agree with specific rules. 

Finally, a proposal that has rmany spelling:errots.and gramniatical mistakes. makes.a 

very poor ifpression; With the easy availability of'spell-checkers and grammar-check. 

ets in most word-précessing: software, it is absolutely essential that your proposal doc- 

viment be neat and error-free: If you are not very proficient in English, then itis“alse 

essential that-you ask someone who has-English as-his: or her mother tongue or.a pro- 

fessional language editor to. read through your document before submitting it to your 
supervisor. 
   

  

Length and balance 

There. ig no. standard length for a research proposal. Even within institutions and 

between departments, you may find differencés, However, more often than not, one 

finds. that propésals have @ mininium length of approximately 4-5 pages and a maxi- 

nium length of 10-15 pags. The golden tule is to-ensure that you abide by the require- 

ments of your home institution. > 

‘Another consideration ‘when constructing.the research proposa! is the question of 

“balance” or “proportion”. By this [ mean the proportional. lengths of the main sections 

in the:proposal. A good proposal is well balanced; it has the right proportions! Let me 

‘itlustrate. 

if your proposal is five pages in length, then. each of the main sections (background, 

problem statement, research design, etc:) should have a length proportionate. to each 

other.A background séctioni of three pagés in a five-page proposal is out of proportion 

tothe total length arid makes the’document poorly balanced. Similarly, the section on 

reseaich methods cannot just be a short paragraph of ten lines. Too long ar too short 

sections invariably distort the balance of the proposal, and-meéan that too much or too: 

litele information is provided in specific séctions. 

Although theré are no fixed fules-abaiit the “ideal” balance of a well-structured pro- 

posal, ] usually suggest a format along the lines outlined. below to my-students: 
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BOX 4.4: THE WELL-BALANCED PROPOSAL 

Sections Suggested length 

Background/rationalé 3a page 

Preliminary literature study/ttieoretical framework 1 page 

Research problem arid objectives %page 

Research design Lg page 

Reséarch;methodology/methods 34 page 

Time frame ie page 

Chapter outline (optional) 4 page 

List of references lg page         

Concluding. comments: This rather lengthy chapter has been devoted to the construc- 

tion and structure: of the research proposal. Examples of two -proposals. with some 

annotation are inchided in Chapter 11. Having read this.chapter, you shotikd now have 
‘a better idea of what is. involved'in putting together a well-constiucted, logical and 
clear résearch proposal. You should bear in mind the fact that the research proposal is 
not merely a document that is required by-the university or technikon for formal rea~ 

sons, but it also becomes the basis. of-your further project planning and execution. A 

well-designed research proposal is your toad map for the further steps in thé research 
process and is théreforé an essential tool for the succéssfi] management of your post: 
graduate studies. 

One consequence. of a, well-constructed proposal is that it makes explicit the 
resources you will-réquire to complete your study within.a reasonable timé-frame and 
cost. in the following chapter, we turn to these more concrete resource issués ‘and 
maké suggestions about how you could manage this. process effectively. 
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The literature 

review 

  

he importance of the literature review 

Strategies for séarching the literature 
@owards more effective reading of the literature 
he criteria for a.good literature review 
How to organise your réview of the scholarship 

Chronologically: by date of study 
By school of thoughtitheory/definition 
By theme or construct 

By hypothesis 
By case study 
By method 

he number of references   
  

There are two ways of looking at the literature review: éither as a study. on its own, 
which some people prefér to'cail a “litératufe study”, or-as the first phase of an empiri- 
cal study, Either way, it is. essential that.every'‘research project begins with a review of 

the existing literature. There are a number of very good reasons why a literature. review 
forms an essential component of any study and these-are discussed inthe first section 
below. In the remainder of the chapter, ways of gaining access to the literature are dis- 
cussed, ‘and some tips dn how to read thé literature more effectively and efficiently are 

given. The criteria for-a. good literature review are then. discussed and, finally, an 
overview. of different principles according to which you-carv organise your information 
when writing up your literature review is provided. 

The importance of the literature review 

Lét'me begin with a sotmewhat controversial statement. The term “literature review” 
does not, in fact, encapsulate all that we intend’ to convey by the term, When you 

  

   

      

  

The literature revi 

  

embark on your:study, one-of your first:aims should be to find. ut what has been done 

in your field of study. You should start-with a review of the: existing scholarship or 

available body of knowledge to see how other scholars have investigated. the research 

problem that you are interested in. Your interest is, therefore, not merely in literature 

(which sounds as if-it refers merely to:a collection’of texts), but in a body of accumulat- 

ed scholarship. You want to learn from other scholars: how they have theorised, and 

conceptualised on issues, what they have found empirically, what instrumentation they 
have used and to what effect. In short, you ate interested in the most recent; credible 

and. relevant scholarship in your area of interest. For this reason, the. term “scholarship 

review” would be more accurate! 

One reason why I prefer to talk about.a review of the existing scholarship is that the 
term tells you more about what you are looking for. The accumulated scholarship in 

any discipline or field. of study refers to the following elements (here using research ori 
poverty as.my example of.a-field of study): 
* Definitions of poverty 

* Different theories, models and hypotheses in the field of poverty research 

Existing data and empirical.findings that have béen produced by previous-poverty 
research. 

Measuring instruments (questionnaires, scales and iridices) that’ have been devel- 

oped to-measure the-extent or scope of poverty 

So, when we talk about reviewing 4 body of scholarship (a literature review), we are in 
fact interested in a whole range of research products.that have been produced by other 
scholars, There are a:niumber of reasons why a-review of the-existing scholarship is.so 

important: 
© To ensure that one does not merely duplicate a previous study. 

To discover what the most recent and authoritative theotising.about the subject is. 

To find out what. the most widely accepted-empirical findings in the field of study 
are. 
To identify the avaitable instrumentation that has proven validity. and reliability. 

To ascertain what the most widely accepted: definitions of key concépts in the field 

are. 

One could-add one.other, very important, practical reason: 

To save time-and avoid duplication arid winecessary repetition. A good review of the 
available scholarship not’ only saves you time in the. sense that it helps you to avoid 
making. ercors and duplicating previous, results unnecessarily, but also because it 
provides clues and suggestions about what avenues to:follow.. 

In the following section, some strategies,that you could follow in.making your review 

of scholarship more’ effective are discussed. 
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Strategies for searching the literature 

What are the main sources-of information that you need to access-and where do you 
locate these. resources? Table 6:1 summarises the main types of information source or 
database that you might require’for your study, a8 well as how-arid whiére you can find 
them. 

Table 6. 

  

= Types, location and-actcess points of the main sources of information 
     
‘Type of information: |: cation “Means of accessing the source. source : : : m 

  

  

Books, mhoriographs, Library catalogue 
conference 
proceedings, 
reference materials 

Library'books 
  

SACat.on SABINET 
SA Studies CD-ROM 

South African. titles. 

  

Bookfind 
WorldCAT 
Internet search éhgines and 
directories 

Overseas titles 

  

Index to.South African periodicals 
{available on SA Studies CD-ROM or 

‘oniine} 

Jourhal articles South African journals 

  

Genéral and domaiti-specific indices 
(cf. Chapter 13 for. an-extensive list) 

Overseas journals 

  

  

  

  

Online journals internet 

Newspapers, South Aftican media | SAMedia 
magazines, reports 

Internet, 

Theses and South African theses | $A Studies 
  dissertations 
Overseas theses Dissertation Abstracts International           

A variety. of bibliographic tools havé been ‘developed: to assist you in the identification 

of the literature that you need for your research. The library. catalogue (originially card 
catalogues but nowadays. usually computerised) remaing an important and essential 
first stop for most research students. Library ‘catalogues always have been, and still are, 
vety good tools for accessing the monograph holdings (books, anthologies. and theses), 
but are jess helpful in firiding journal articles: This is wliy niany indices (indexes) and 
alistracting services (such as the Social Sciences. Index) began producing bibliographic 

              

  
  

indexes and citation indexes to help scholars find detailéd-information.in the thou- 

satids-of journals:published worldwide. Beginning-in the late 1960s, publishers began 
making the records from these print indexes available for searches.through computer 
terminals (online searches). More recently, advances in information storage and specifi- 

cally ‘compact disc technology, have made a third search methodology, namely. CD- 
ROMs (cottipact disc réad only memory), possible. This means that in addition to print- 
ed catalogues, indexes and, abstracts that-are available online, you-can also search on a 

growing number of CD-ROMs in your field to access the whole range ‘of résources avail- 

able (cf. Chapter 13). Incideritally, it is worth menitioning that becaus€ of the. large stor- 

age capacity dn CD-ROMs, itis now possible. not only to put bibliographic databases or 

indexés:on such discs, but also full-text documents such as the Encyclopaedia Britanttica. 

Figure 6.1 summarises the main categories of search tools that are available to you. 

  

Available in your local library through 
your library catalogue.        

Online databases 
  

External, such as SABINET (South Africa), 
Dialogue 

  

Bibliograpiahi¢ databases, such as SSCI, 
‘SA Studies, Medline, CAB 

      

    
CD-ROM databases   

  

      

   
   

Bibliographic databases such as Mine 
and seach engines (Lycos, Aita Vista) and 

méta-search engings (Copernic) 

laternet 

Full-text, databases, electronic journals. 
(e.g. Seciological Research Online) and 

financial databases (MacGregor's) 

  

           
Figure 6.1; The main categories of search tools 89 
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Towards ‘more effective reading of the literature 

Here‘are some practical tips to assist you when reading the litérature, 

Tip-1: In most:types of research (with the possible exception of historical studies) you 
should ‘start with the most recent sources and work your way backward. One-of:the 

advantages of this retrospéctive reading is that it is easier to reconstruct debates and 
discover how {ater studies built.on earlier stirdies. 

Tip -2: Always.read the abstract or summary of an article first before-starting to read the 

whole-article. Other good" chies to the usefulness of an-article are the headings and the 

references in the list of reférences-at thé end. Wheh taking out a book, use the table-of 
contents and preface. or introduction as:the exploratory entry point before embarking 

on reading. the whole text. Remember that book reviews are equally good starting 
points. 

Tip 3: A well-structured -article should.have a-clear introductory section, as well asa = 

concluding summary-section. The introduction and summary of an article should tell 
you quickly ‘enough whethier it is worthwhile to proceed or whether you should stop 
reading at that point. 

Tip 4: Once you have established that an article or chapter in-a book or other source is 

relevane'to your study, you should continue to-read it in-depth and systematically. If it 
is well structured, you might bé ablé to identify the logic and line of.reagoning of tlie 
author quite quickly. [n other cases, you might find, that the reasoning is dense, cénvo- 
luted, complex-and requires serious deciphering! tn order to,make sense-of what the 
author is trying to corivey, | find it useful (in both cases) to visualise the main argu- 
ments put forward by the aiithor.] make tiotes, draw diagrams'— anything to help me 
reconstruct the argument. A good nule is: Uniess you can, reformulate the gist of an arti- 

dle in your own words, you probably have not understood it completely. 

The criteria for a good literature review 

Here are some criteria that you should apply when putting: your literature review 
together: 

It should be exhaustive in its coverage of the main aspects of the-stady. It is obviously 

impossible to do a review that includes every-single article or contribution ever writ 
ten ona patticular topic. The meré'speed at which. scientific publications are gener- 
ated would make-such 4 goal unattaifiable, anyway... However, the supervisor may 
expect the review. to be exhaustive in terms of its coverage of the main aspects or 

themes of the study. 

A good review is fair in.its treatment of authors. Never prestimé that you know a body 
of scholarship so well that you cannot learn. from:the ext article. Never approach a 
study with a pre-set interprétation. Always-aim fo do justice to the author's:argu- 
ments:and reasoning before starting to-criticise the article. 

      

  

The literature: review: 

+. Aliterature reviews should be topical and ndt-dated. Although there are big: differences. 

in the publication culturés of human and natural scientists, it is hardly ever accept- 

able just to consult older studies, In some natural science disciplines, a coverage 

that goes back five years. might be adequate. In some huiman séience. disciplines, 

there might be classical or so-called setninal studies that may be: quite old but which 

need to be included in-your review. Always consult your supetyisor and ask. his or 

hef advice in-terms of the time period that you should cover. 

A literature review can normally not be-confined to, internet resources, There is. a real 

témptation amongst students nowadays ‘to draw most, if not all, of their sources. 

from the Internet, The bulk of scholarship, however, is still published ‘in standard 

scientific journals and books and these. shuld be your first stop: 

A good literature review should be well organised. A review of the literature: does not 

mean that-you merely-cover the information, sources and:then summatise them one 

after the other. As we will sée iri.the tiext section, a literature review is ‘nota mere 

compilation, -or'summary, or listing, of information sources. This is whiy your search 

of the literature must be structured. ard logical. So how should you sttucture your 

review? In shoit, it should be based on the research problem under study. The. key 

‘concepts in ‘your research problem statement andin the detailed research questions 

that you ask, are yout guides'to your bibliographic search, However, as. every expari- 

anced scholar will tell you, the literature review is not simply driven by your 

research questions, the dpposite also'appliés: the mote, you réad the more clasity 

you get, which often leads you to change the.formulation of your research problem. 
Iris traly.an interactive and a cyclical pracess. 

  

How do you know when to stop reading? When.do you know thiat your review of the 

literature is adequate: in. terms of cévérage? Whien have you reached “saturation” 

point? 
+ ‘When you havea repetition of references and authors 

* When no new themes or viewpoints emerge 

« When secondary reviews, commentators or book reviews confirin what you hive 

found so far 

How to organise your review of the scholarship 

There-are a number Gf ways:to organise your review of the literature. By “organise” | 

mean how you striicturé the resilts of all your reading: For example, if you have con- 

‘sulted 30 or 40 sourcés (articles, reports, chapters in books; etc.), how do you. structure 

and present'the resuilts.of your-reading? There ate at least six possible ways that we 

will discuss here 

1. Chronologically: by-date of study 
2. By school of thought, theory, definition. 

3. By theme or construct 

  

4, By hypothesis 
5. By case study 

6, By inethod 

6 
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1. Chronologically 

A chronological presentation is perhaps the most basic and least structured way of pre 

senting the results of your reading. Yow would start by discussing the older studies and 
presenting the. main findings. of'such studies, and proceed until you end with the latest 
research, Although [do not particularly like a.merely chronological presentation of the 
literature review (mainly because it means that the student has-not been able to extract 
mofe general.themes of topics), it sometimes:is the:only way of making. sens¢-of the fit- 
erature. This is often the case in.studies of an exploratory nature where very little has 

been-written, and in empirical studies where litde or no theory exists. Under such con- 

ditions, it might be the only way that you can structure the discussion. 
Using a.chrénological structure on its“own is different ftom using it together with 

another inethod of organising the literature, as is shown below. 

  

Example 

dic a:South:African study (Watson et-al.; 1994). that altned to ‘test ‘and. validate. fl : 

tor analytic striichiré of a career decision scale; the authors. structure their literature 

reviéw clironalogically. "They begin their discussion with the ori s 
the Career Decision Scale ‘in 1976. They then discuss an adapted version of the scale 
for high school students: by Hattman‘and Hartman in: 1982: This version'was further: 
refined in 1983: Finally, they-discuss the most recent research on the. scale (studies:con:.: 

ihicted in: 1988) Before: they proceed to discuss’ the results of their own research. The 
organisation of the: literature ‘by date makes sense. because:it clearly. documents the: 

idevelopitent of tlie scale. over tire: from iS. initial development, through ‘various ver" 

sions of refinement, : : 

  

     

  

    

2. By school of thought, theory or definition 

‘The aim of theoretical and concéptual’studies. isto review and discuss:the most rele- 
vaitt and appropriate theories, ‘models or definitions of a-particular phenomenon. In 
many-empirical.studies, a review of the most pertinent theoretical positions or schools. 

is seen.as the first step in the research process, A review of such theoretical positions 

forts the-theoretical framework for the empirical study, usually by deriving hypotheses 
from one or.more of thé accepted theories of models. 

In both.cases the literature review should. be organiséd around the theoriés‘or defin- 

itions. There is no single rule that would dictate such an organisation. Some-options 
are: 

* To organise the theoretical schools’in chronological order-from the oldest .or most 

established to the most récent: Such an approach’ has the advatitage that you can 
show through your discussion. of such theories or schools. of thought how the. 

debates, originated and.developed. up tothe contemporary state of affairs,   

The terataes revel 

  

« To organise the theoretical frameworks or definitions in such-a manner that you dis- 

cuss the position that you will adopr iii your-sitidy at the eid. This means’ that you 
begin by discussing those theories or definitions that you believe ate inappropriate 
or have been discredited by recent scholarship, This is then followed by a-discussion 

‘of the position(s) that will form the frame of reference for your study, 

Example: 

dnd: study on. ihe: Se mn children of exposure ‘to political violence, the autho 

_ behavioural approach, the intetactionist ‘school and paeoa ie ‘This approach 
common in theoretical. and,couceptual studies where there are established theo- 

ties or paradigms. 

  

3. By theme or construct: 

Your literature study can also be organised arounda theme or key construct in the 

study. What the key constructs or ceritral. themes .of studies ate; is usually immediately 

evident from ‘the formulation of the research problem. In many such studies the’aim is 

Hot to-tést a theory of to review theories but rather to find a classification or typology, 

of just-a clear definition of the key construct in the study, Organising the review of the. 

literature according to a°theme or construct is more prevalent in exploratory studies 
(both quantitative and quatitative). 

   
ample . mS 

Tit. Study. of the. factors’ ‘that.cant ‘proniote creativity. int small aiid dium busines: a 

ises tu Soutlt ‘Africa, Maas et af, ee ‘organise their literature| around. the Key. 

  

  

  

processes, f 
tag: ths: ‘classification” they, proceed. te disciss: eacli ‘of te: four. ‘elements: (61 

; On the basis of these elemerits they produce an operational 
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4, By hypothesis 

in empirical-studies where there is an establishéd body-of empirical results, it is quite 

often the case that debates rage over the best explanation or hypothesis for a-set of 
findings. Various hypotheses. might have. been formulated and subjected to empirical 
tests. It might also be, that the debate is basically about the correctness of one of two 
compéting oF rival hypotheses. It is then commian that the author would have reviewed 
all the relevant, and especially the most recent,.studies‘and shown what the evidence is: 

in favour of each hypothesis: The “hypotheses” then act-as the principle according to 
which the literature is organised. 

Example 

In-a' recent study- of self fislfillit 5 aa pe 
belief led to its own fulfiment), thie authors (Smith, pas i & Eccles, 1999) examine 
whiethet ‘sich. prophecies:‘accumultte, dissipate or remain stable. Research itt this area 
over time ‘has established.a: umber of conipeting hypdtheses:as beitig plausible: These’ 

‘ore the accumulation ‘hypothesis: (this hypothesis’ states that a self fulfilling prophecy. 
process, ‘once triggered: by a_perceiver's- expectations, continues so. that targets. con- 
forme store and inote to the perceiver’s original expectations); the dissipationhypothe-” 
sis; which argues that such ‘prophécies dissipate over: time, and the stability hypothesis, 
which Claittis that such prophecies aré siniply niaintained over titie, The review of the 
literature; where very précise and clear hypotheses iare'established in the body of schot: 
arship, is.then organised around ech. of the hypotheses: : 

   

    

    

   

5. By case study 

in studies where the units .of analysis are large groups, such as collectives (Countries, 

nations, regions, cities) or organisations (companies), it is not unusual-ta find. reviews 
of the literature organised around instances or cases of such collectives.or organisa- 

tions. It is-even moré. prevalent when the aims of the study are more exploratory and 
descriptive, rather than explanatory or evaluative: In'studies of this:kind, the aim of the 

literature review is ustially.to provide examples ~ across a wide rangé — of the phenomi- 
ena which may illustrate or demonstrate a certain point, 

  

Example. 

dn’.d ‘shidy. of the rise of islamic findantientalisin-in Africa; Sema (1992) analyses its 
political:impact throughout Northern Africa, The:study-as‘a. whale meta-analytic i i: 
natare:dind.is organised by country-(Egypt Tunisia and Morocco) a5 the most obvious 
way of discussing. the:topie. 

    

   

  

  
  

‘Thelitérature review: 

6. By method . 

Although not very common, studies chat focus on the different methods used to inves- 
tigate a specific phenomenon: may. use the different’ methods or techniques ‘asthe 
organising principle, for example, where~the aim is to compare: more. quantitative 
approaches (surveys or field experiments) with more qualitative. approaches (such. as 
casé studies or riatrative studies}. It then makes sese to organise’ the literature accord- 
fing to the different methods and show how’each method produces.a different (or per: 
haps even similar) set of results compared with the other. 

Example 

idy of the methodological issties int-reasturing: sexual behaviour, Gribble et al. 
is “ont.th lem of reporting bias: The. main research question jalves.- 

around the us ‘use of interviewer-administered: ‘questionnaires. IQs), compared: with self. 

adititiistéred questionnaires’ (SAQs).. Their: review ‘of the literature, is ‘then organised: 
according. ‘to: studies. that: Have-used the: different methods, and ‘the: dif ierene in 

results obtained. See 

  

The number of references 

Students-often ask me how-many references are regardéd a3 adéquate'for'a master’s or 
doctoral. study. My reply is that it depends fi‘st-and foremost on'the kind of study that 
you do and also the field or discipline. Different research designs have-different impli- 

cations: as far as the literature review is concerned: In meta-analytic studies; where the 

primary aim is to-review-the literature, it is likely that you will end up witha very long 

list of references. Similarly, in theoretical and conceptual studies, as well as in more 

historical .and textual studies in the humanities, extensive bibliographies are not. 

uncommon: On the other hand, studies that have a very specific empirical focus tend to 
have more moderate reference lists, The more applied and problem-diiveni a study is 
(asin many. programine évaluation studies), the less likely you are to need an exterisive 
review of thé body of scholarship. 

Another factor that determines thé “size” of the licerature review is whether you-are 

doing a master’s or doctorate. Given the emphasis on theory development and the 
requirement that you make.a contribution to the body-of knowledge at doctoral level, 

ic follows that dctoral studies nornially have larger. bibliographies (3 or 4 times larger) 
than master's. studies‘of-a similar type. And, finally, there-is no doubt that disciplinary 

differences are important determinants of the size and scope of literature reviews 

(although these aspects are also correlatéd-with the type of design). Studies’ in the 
humanities and languages- often require extensive refererice lists, whereas the more 
experimental and clinical discipliniss {such as chemistry or physiology) have more limit- 
ed lists. This is because the natural sciences in general-work with more recent scholar- 

ship (of the last year ora few.years) compared with the human scierices, where it is 

6 
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quite often still valid or even essential to,refer to.sé-called classical-or serhinal sources; 
ever if they-are centuries or decades old. The fact that -you might have to refer to so 
shaniy older sources is in itself a'reason for having 4 more extensive bibliography. 

In, a quick review of- 100. master’s and doctoral ‘theses. in the University of 
Stellenbosch fibrary, my research assistant faund the following range.of numbers of ref: 
erences for the different science cultures (Table 6.2). 

Table’6,2:. Average number of references per study per disciplirie 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

“Range 

Humanities 720-540 

Social Sciences 20-220 93 150-580 320 

Health Stiences 28-215 100 25-380 200 

Natural Sciences 16-140 96 34-275 172 

Enginéering 20-156 70 24-210 110               

A number of trends emerge from this review: 

It is clear that those disciplines which are more orientated towards historical, textu- 
al-and conceptual studies (Humanities) havé more extensive reviews. of the litera- 
ture, The more empirical disciptines, as well as ttie more applied sciences-(é.g. 
Engitiéering), do not produce such lengthy reviews. 
Doctoral studies: have tide’ extensive literature reviews-on average than master’s 
studies, with the ratio ranging between 2 to 1 and 3 to. 1. 

These trends or “principlés” are summarised in Figure 6:2. 
1 must. stress that the trends presented’ above should be approached cautiously. 

They constitute very general rules:of thumb that should only be used as guidelines and 
reflect: my own personal view on what constitutes the minimum-ot: average number of 

references for studies of these kinds, Your supervisor may have very different views on 
these matters’and it is advisable chat you discuss this with him or her before finalising 

your review of the literature! 

      

The literatiire yevie 

  

DEGREE TYPE 

  

   
   
     

  

   
Most extensive Moderate'to extensive 
bibliographies bibliographies 
(400+ references) (150+ references}    

Exjierimental studies 

=D 
Histartealtextual studies 

iiasier's thesis     
DESIGN TYPE 

Moderate bibliographies Limited bibliographies 

     
(1004 references) (60+ references)    i 

Mini-thesis   

    

  

Figure 6.2: Trends regarding the average number of references in 
postgraduate studies 
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  The research 

thesis 

  

  

The logic of the thesis 
Deductive reasoning 
Inductive generalisation 
Retroductive reasoning 

The structure of the thesis 
Structure at the-thesis level 

Structure at the chapter level 
Structure.at the paragraph level 

he rhetoric of the thesis   
  

Your-studies should ultimately culminate in the writing of-a-tliesis or dissertation: This 

is the final hurdle to be cleared and sometimes poses’the biggest problems for the 
first-time researcher. Even if you are compétent and éxperienced in all the other skills 

Tequired to-bé or become'a good scholar, few people master the art of writing. scientifi- 

cally overnight. To put together a coherent, logical, cledr-and persuasive argument, 

because that is the literal meaning of “thesis” or “dissertation”, usually involves repeat- 

ed practice, many drafts, and.a great deal of effort and even frustration. 

in this chapter, three aspects of thesis writing are discussed: 
The togic of a thesis (How to construct a persuasive argument) 

The:structure of a thesis (How to organise the evidence in a coherent and systematic 

manner) 
The rhetoric of a scientific thesis (How to write in an academically acceptable man- 

net) 

The more technical aspects of thesis writing; especially. questions-of referencitig, are 
addressed in Chapter 14. 

    

      

  
  

The logic of the thesis 

The thesis {or dissertation) is the final embodiment of your research ‘project. It is the 
documentation of your thinking, the decisions that: you took during the. research 
process and, é¢ven more importantly, it isa reconstruction of the fogic of'your reséarch.. 

Thave argued elsewhere (Mouton, 1996, Chapter 26) that the ldgic, i.e, the principles of 
reasoning, of the research thesis is the logic of validation. It is the act of advancing and 

‘datifying-arguments, reasoris and evidence for reaching certain conclusions. Your.the- 
sis culminates in a final chapter of two in which you présent the final conclusions; 

where you state your findings, arid, somietimes make specific recommendations. These 

findings will vary according to the key research questions and objectives of the study 
and can be grouped as follows: 

Empirical findings: You have. made new factual discoveries-or confirmed the existence 
of previously hypothesised phenomena. 
Descriptive findings: You présent evidence, of interesting and ‘significant patterns: in 
existing or new data, or new trends in-existing or new. data {survey.studies, correla: 

tional studies). 
Causal findings: You show that a causal link exists betweeti two or more variables. 

Theoretical findings: You presérit 8 new- explanation (hypothesis), model or theory to 
account for existing or. new observations, 
Interpretive findings: You advance a new interpretation or reading of-an- existing text 

or'set of texts (typical in hermeneutic, historiéal or text-based studies). 

Evaluative findings: You provide evidence. for the-successful outcome, benefits or 

impact of ceitain interventions (drugs, clinical methods, programmes). 

  

Inall of these cases, your argument should follow a'similar logicryou have, to show that 
your data (in whatever format) support your coriclusions ‘or findings. This meatis that 
‘your thesis has'to adhere to’the following three rules of scientific evidence: 

= OBJECTIVE. EVIDENCE 

is the evidence. “scientific’, i.e. objective and systematic as opposed to. anecdotal, 
selective or arbitrary? Have-you taken the necessary steps to ensure that your evidence 

is based-on good sampling techniques, proper coriceptuialisation and operationalisa: 
tion, reliable data collection and error-free ‘capturing and editing? (See previous chap- 
ter on fieldwork.) Although all studies invariably-contain some amount of error or bias, 

the aim of science. (and the art of scholarship) is to miinimise error.as far as possible 
(see also Mouton, 1996, Chapter 17}. 

  

= APPROPRIATE EVIDENCE 

Is the evidence relevant to the research problem? The evidence that you collected 
should address your research problem and research questions (or hypotheses) tiead on. 
It is not. uncémmon for régearchers'to ééllect evidence (iriformation or data) that is 
irrelevant to the research problem. This happens in cases where the researcher has not 143 
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formulated a clear-.and focused research problem, resulting in a kind of shotgun 

approach to data collection. ‘Rather collect. more data than. is required than run the risk: 

of havirig too little ‘data, even.if some of it is redundant! 

= THE WEIGHT/SUPPORT OF THE EVIDENCE 

Is the evidence sufficient: or Strong énougti to. support the weight of the conclusions 
that are. drawn from it? Your conclusions and interpretations are only-as strong as the 

quality ‘of your evidence. It-3s not uncommon for scholars-to exaggerate their findirigs 
in-their eagerness to. impress their audience (and especially their supervisors), One may’ 
find that a researcher makes claims that exceed the weight of the evidence. Put differ- 

ently, the evidence is not sufficietit to carry the weight of the conclusions. 

More spécific examples of common errors in scientific reasoning are discussed in 
Box 8.1. te should not come as a surprise that this discussion.on the rules of evidence 

in-sei c reasoning. brings. iis back fo the: basic logic. of the research process, as dis: 

cissed in Chapter 4, i.e. the logic of prablein, design, evidence and conclusions. This togic 
shouldbe mirrored inthe structure of yourthesis in.che following manner: 

  

  

Logic of research | Logic and structure of the thesis 
  

Research problem. | ‘Chapter 1: Background chapter:that presents the reasons for 
selecting the particular problem, thé rationalé for the study, 

as well-as 4 statement of the research problem. 

  

Chapter 2: Summary.of the review of the literature chat basi- 
cally presents the most authoritative scholarship on the 

research problem. 
  

Design Chapter 3; Discussion of the research design’and methadolo- 
gy followed in your study in order to-investigate the prob 
Jem as formitlated above: 
  

Evidence Chapters 4f: Presentation’and-discussion.of the data or 
information collected and analysed in the study. 
  

Conclusions Chapters 6 ff: Final chapters in which the main conclusions 
of che study.are summarised, discussed aid interpreted, and 

= where appropriate — recommendations are made for fur- 
ther. research and practice or policy.         

Before discussing the structure of the thesis in-more detail, it is.worth dwelling for a 
moment on the forms’ of scientific reasoning and commen eftors in reasoning, er So- 
called fallacies. There ate basically: three types ‘of reasoninig that 'you could employ 
when writing your thesis. These-are deduction, inductive generalisation and retrodue- 

                

tion. 1 will ‘discuss each type-in more: detail using an ‘example of a recent study 
(Box8.1). 

  

BOX:8:1 EXAMPLE OF FORMS OF REASONING 

The following example was extracted.fiom an article:by Moore, S.M., Kennedy, 
G.,, Furlonger, B. & Evers, K. (1999)'on “Sex, sex-roles, ‘and romantic attitudes: 

finding the balance”. This article was published in an électronic journal: Current 
Research in Social Psychology, 4(3): 124-134. 

Aim of study 
The aim of the current study was to ‘explore sex differences in romaritic attitudes 
or beliefs through investigation of the'contribution of sex roles-as well as biologi- 
cal sex. The issue of whether there are male/female differences: in romantic 
beliefs, style, or atticudes.lids alieady been heavily researched but iio unequivocal 
pattein emerges, (p. 125) 

Some backgrourid 
Sex or génder roles are characteristics, behaviours and interests defined by a 
Society or culture as appropriate for:members of each sex. In Western society, 
traditionally appropriate sex roles for men have been as worker, breadwinner, 
head ofthe household:and leader in the community, activities:assumed to require 

so-called masculine personality traits such as assertiveness, confidence, bravery 
and independence. In: classic sex. role theory, these “instrumental” traits were. 

seeti as. the opposite to stereotypically feminine, expressive traits. such as 
warmth, nurturance, dependency and cooperation, traits more suited to feminine 

Sex-typed behaviours of child-rearing, responsibility for family relationships and 
household duties. (p. 126) 

Theory and hypothesis 
Sex role theory. implies that positive attitudes toward non-sexual expressions: of 
love (as aré typically reflected.in “fomance” scales) are more likely to be ‘associat 
ed with traditionally femixine (expréssive) craits than with traditionally masculine 

(instrumental) traits. Following this, the major hypothesis of the study was that thete 

would be sex role-differences in romantic attitudes. Individuals (not just femates) high-on 
stereotypically feminine traits were hypothesised to have stronger romantic attitudes 

than individuals (not just males). high on stereotypically: masculine traits, (p. 127) 

Sample and methodology 
The: participants comprised. a convenience-sample of 252 adults, including 84 
third-year psychology stidents from a university in Melbourné, Australia.and 168 
mémbers of the general community recruited by the’ students. There were: 98         
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males (38,9%) and 154 females (61,1%) in the-sample. A three-part survey was con- 
structed to measure sex roles, romantic attitudes -and demographic characteris- 
ties of the subjects. Part A of thé survey comprised the Bem Sex Role laventory 
(Bem; 1974), which consists -of. 60 -selfdescriptive, personality-characteristic 
adjectives designed to measure’ psychological. masculinity and femininity as two 
independent variables, ... Part B comprised. the Romantic Attitudes Rating’Scale 
(RARS) designed by Pederson and Shoemaker to measure attitudes and beliefs 

about romantic love. .... Patt:C of the survey:measured demographic. variables, 
including age category, gender, country of birth and relationship status. (pp. 
128-129) 

The survey was administeted to stidents in Social psychology laboratory class~ 
es. Each ‘studerit rectuited two additional. participants..outside of class timé. as 
part, of the requirement, for completing the. laboratory programme: In order to 
increase the age range studied, students were requested to recruit at least one 

participant over the age of thirty years: All participants were informed of their 
right to withdraw from the: study and chae all individual data would be anofy- 

mous and ‘confidential. (p. 129) 

Discussion. of findings and hypothesis. 

Within the limits imposéd-by the study {including the use of a corivenience sam: 

ple and some. measures with. low to moderate reliability), mean scores on the 

romance ‘scales indicated that romantic attitudes were strongly endorsed. Issues 

of concern and communicating with a loved one were particularly affirmed, clése- 

ly follawed in: popularity by behaviours interpreted as. demonstrating love; mea- 
sured by the subscalés Expressions, Sensitivity/Spontaneity, and Romancing: 
Participating in day-to-day activities together, as reflected in the Togetherness 

subscale, was.judged as less romantic than the other dimensions (especially 
among those already in ‘elationships),, but thesé activities were nevertheless 
asséssed as more roniantic than aéutral. {p. 131) 

‘As hypothesised, sex. roles- were associated with romantic attitudes. Specifically, for the 
most part individwals with strongly.endorsed psychological characteristics classified as 
traditionally feminine (e.g. warm, loyal, sensitive. to the needs of others, understanditig) 
were more romanitic than iow feminine individuals, regardless of sex. Men and women, 

‘who scored high oii masculinity (traits such-as self-reliance, independence, assertion, and 

ease in-décision-making}, -so long as they were also high femininity scorers, were just as 
romantic-as traditionally ferninine women. (p. 131) 

Discussion of “unexpected” findings 
Overall, males with a relative balance of ‘masculine and feminine craits {androgy- 

nous and undifferentiated) showed stronger romantic attitudes than men who 

wete sex-typed (masculine) or cross sex-typed’ (feminine). The most. romantic 
fesniales were, However, ‘the. most feminine with respect-to: their psychological   
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traits: Their level of masculinity was irrelevant to whether they.supported raman- 
tic attitudes, One possible explanation for these differences may be that’ psychologi- 
cally feminiie males hold a marginal status in today's society ‘and could feel 
threatened by. admitting to romantic feelifigs. Alternativély; these results could sag- 

gest that men's asséssmenit of their psychological femininity is tempered by their 
assessment of théir psychological masculinity; while women view these dimen- 

sions mioré independently: {p. 132)       
Deductive reasoning 

Deductive inferences or deduction involves drawing conclusions from. premises (other 
statements) that necessarily follow from such premises, The conclusions in a deductive 
arganient’are already contained (explicitly or implicitly) in the premises. The most com- 
mon forms of deductive reasoning in science.are the following: 
+ Deriving hypotheses froin theoriés and models: The: deductive derivation of research 

hypotheses froma theory or model: : 
* Coneéptual explication: When. the meaning of a concept is dlarified through the 

deductive derivation of its constitutive meanings 

In our example in Box 8.1, there is.a.clear deductive inference when the-authors derive 
their research hypothesis from-a theory of gender roles. ‘The statement of the theory is 
as follows: 

Sex role theory implies that positive attitudes toward non-sexual expressions of 
love (as are typically reflected in “romance” scales) are more Jikély to.be associat- 
ed with traditionally feminine (expressive):traits than with traditionally masculine 

{instrumental) traits. 

‘The research hypothesis (deductively dérived froin the theory) is: 

Following this, the: major hypothesis:of the study was that there would be sex 

role differences in romantic.attitudes. Individuals (not just females) high on 

stereotypically feminine traits were hypothesised to: have stronger romantic atti- 

tudes than individuals (not just males) high on-stereotypically masculine traits, 

The use of the-phrase “following this” is’ already an indication that'a deductive infet- 

ence. ig being made. Other phrases that’ usually. indicate that deductive reasoning is 
being formulated, are “on the basis of the aforementioned”, “hence”, “thus”, “there: 

fore”,.“this leads to ...". 

Inductive generalisation 

Inductive generalisation (or’simply “generalisation” involves, applying inferences ftom 
specific observations (such as a sample of cases).to-a theoretical population, Any form m7 
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of statistical inference’ in Which you generalise from a sample.to the target population feelings) thac were not predicted by the theory’ The researchers then postulate cw 

is:é form of inductive generalisation. In everyday experience, we commonly generalise : possible explanations that might account for these-differences. Whether. these explana~ 

from stiiall numbers of observations to a general population or set of events. : tions ot hypotheses.are credible-or plausible is.in some sense left to the reader {and 
Our. extract in Box 8.1 is, it-fact, not a very god example of inductive gefieralisa- future research). 

tion. The authors undertook:the study amongst-a vety specific university sample {Social Having discussed the three common. types. of scientific reasoning, it’ is perhaps. 

Psychology students at ani-Australian university). Furthermore, the sample drawn was a appropfiate'to coriclude this section with examples of “poor reasoning”. Some of the 
conveniente sample (therefore a.non-probability sample), which seriously limits the more commion failacies in. scientific reasoning are: listed in Box.8.2, together with a 

    

general. application of the findings. Any conclusions drawn. about-the:validity of thesé 
findings for-a larger population, for examplé, “all Psychology-studerits:at Australian wni- 
versitiés” or “all. students at Australian universities” would have to be: interpreted very 

cautiously. However, the principle is fairly obvious: whenever one draws a sample from 
a target population and then, once. the results.are available, generalises from the sam- 
ple to refer back to the population, one is employing induetive genefalisation. 

Retroductive reasoning 

Another form of inductive inference involves using inferences from observations or 

data in ordér.to constiuct or “infer” an explanation of such -observations. It-js-also 

referred:to ag “inference to the best explanation”. This is'a comman form of reasoning, 

{also in everyday reasoning}. On the basis of observations that we have made, and per- 
ceived patterns «and trends ‘in the observations, we “think up" an explanation or 

hypothesis that would explain the observed ‘events. The. creation: of hypattieses that 
provide plausible accounts and explinations of observed events and data, involves 
retroductive inferences. 

Qur research example in Box 8.1 provides a good example of retroductive inference. 
in their discussion of the results, the authors poitit out that: 

i S Overall, males. with a' relative balahce ‘of masculine and feminine traits (androgy- 

i ° nous and undifferentiated) showed stranger romantic attitudes than men who 

E were sex-typed (masculine) or cross sex-typed (feminine). The mast romantic 
ee females were; however, the most ferhinine with respect to their psychological 

traits, Their level.of mascillinity was ircelévant to whether they‘supported roman- 

: tic attitudes. 

f 

: ti 
t 

‘The question is how to expiain these differences between males and females, They con- 
tinue by suggesting two possible hypotheses or explanations: 

One possible explanation for' these differencés may be that psychologically feminine 
Riales hold a:marginal status in today’s'society and could feel threatened by 
admitting to roniantic feelings. Alternatively, these results could suggest that men's 

assessment.of their psychological femininity is tempered by their-assessment of 
their psychological masculinity, while women view these dimensions mot¢ inde- 

pendently. 

This is, a-typical example of retroductive reasoning — observations have been made. and 
118, certain trends detected (differences .between-males and females concerning romantic 

            

  

short description of each. 

  

BOX-8.2:. COMMON FALLACIES OF SCIENTIFIC REASONING 

Unstipported generalisations: Always ensure-that you have-enough evidence (empiti- 
cal,-exyperimental, documentary) to. stibstantiaté your.conclusions. Students. very, 

often generalise beyond thé fahge ‘Gf the evidence that has. been presented, 
Avoid using words. such as “ail” and “eyery” unless you are certain that there are 

fio. exceptions. 

Appeals ‘based oft qutharity: Claiming that-your view is, supported by. an expert is 
not always-sufficient or appropriate, and only useful if the person or “authority” 
quoted is generally recognised a8 an éxpert in the field. 

Inipressing by large aumbers (the bandwagon argument): Large numbers alone donot 
tell enough. Claims made ‘on this-basis need tobe evaliated'on their own merits 

betatise statistics can be stisleading, For’ example, claiming thar "75 out of 100 

patients who used this therapy are still alive” does not tell the entire story. 

Affrining the consequent of the “past hoc” fallacy: This faulty reasoning results from 
a misunderstanding.about what.causes an event, For example, if you ate cereal 
for breakfast and then the plone rang, .it would be wrong co assume that the 

phone rang because you ate cereal. 

False andloxy: This occurs when you. compafe'a number of cases on the basis of a 
few similarities and then conchide:that they are similar in-other respects as well. 

For example: South Africa and Zimbabwe are’both African countries with. devel- 

oping economies, therefore, they must be similar in other respécts (political hi 
tory) as well. Often the dissimilarities between the cases outweigh the similari- 

ties. All rélevant characteristics ofthe cases have to be taken into account, 

  

Circular reasonirig: This is when you. try to prove.a point by just returning, to the 

point itsélf.An example of this might ber “Stress:leads'to unproductive behaviour 
because it is so tedious.” “Unproductive” and “tedious” are véry closely linkedin 

meaning; so no new information is provided. 

‘Ad hominem reasoning {attacking thé person): This ditécts. attention away from the 
argument at liand by-attackiig the personality of the individual involved. The per-     
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soni arguing'ignarés the issue and instead turns the focus to the credibility of his 
or'her opporient. “Not only does Candidate X support abortion, but he’s also 
been married four times,” 
Non.sequitur reasoning: Non sequitur means “it does-not follow’, and it refers to 
conclusions that-do nor have logical corinections to the evidence provided. In 

other words, you are assuiming a connection between events that are disconnect- 

ed and unrelated. “Violence in movies has a bad effect‘on children; therefore, no. 

one. should see violent movies.” 

Red herring argument: This is when the person arguing brings ina side issue that, 

“Tne research thesis: 

  

  

eally relevant to the purposes of your thesis, or material that you have covered 
before:arid should therefore be removed. 

A draft or working outline could ‘consist of ari informal list of: topics and 

subtopics, organised by chapter, which you are thinking of covering in your the: 
sis. Your supervisor might-even require that a draft chapter outline be submitted 
at the beginning of your research. Such an, outline is tiseful because it not only 
helps:you. to. clatify your thoughts; but also helps-the supervisor in his: or her 
assessment of what you are trying to accomplish. Such, an-outline might reveal 
that your thinking has not crystallised sufficiently; that you are- attempting: to 

cover too much, or that the design:that you propose is inappropriate for the stat- 

ed: research problem. The draft outline is usually revised as you progress with 
your studies. The reading of more literature, the accumulation and analysis of 
éinpirical evidence and further discussions of your findings with your supervisor. 
may lead to adjustments to’ the outline. it remains, however, a useful and éssen- 

This concludes dur discussion of the logical issues involved in the construction of a the- tial conceptual frame ‘of reference that-brings coherence and. structure-te your 

sis. In the following ‘section, we examiine-how you:should go about organising and : work! 
structuring your résearch material. A final outline should enhance the organisation-and colierence of your thesis. 

‘Whén ‘you reach the point of starting the final ‘write-up of your ideas, it is still 

advisable to work.argunda final outline. Ini most cases; this could be the final ver- 

sion of the “draft” or “working” outline. 

An outline is not ualtke-a map of uncharted terrain, It provides ‘you with direc- 

tion and pérspective. An-éifective outline will map out the journey you (as well as 
your redder) will take, and a satisfactory conclusion will wrap up the sequence of 

ideas in a-nice package. The format of the‘final outline-can vary. it can be written 

as a topic outline, in which you use only short phrases to suggest ideas, or-as a sen- 
tence outline, in which you use full sentences (even very brief paragraphs) to show 
the development of ideas more fully. 

hag no relevance to’ the point beifig-miade.-For example: “She is a°goad doctor; 
she drives a great car and is really fun.”   
  

The structure of the thesis 

Whereas the “logic” of your thesis refers to the principles of reasoning that are 
employed in the construction ‘of your main arguments, the “structure” refers to. the way 
in which you pian and organise it so-as to present your case in the strongest possible 

manner. Remember, yout aim is'to-convince the reader (anid especially your supervisor} 
that-the evidence. chat you present: provides overwhelming. siipport for the conclusions 

that you draw, Your supervisor will be persuaded that a strong case has been.made 

when, after reading your thesis, he or she concurs with your argument, i.e. with the 
way ift which you have devetoped the research problem-statement, the way in which 
you Haye collected and analysed your evideiice (experimental, historiéal, documentary, 
survey, etc.) and the-coriclusions that you have drawn on the basis of the evidence. 

fc is often suggested to students that they draw up-an outline .of the thesis before 

embarking on writing up their research. An outline of the thesis: should contain the 
“story lin" or coré reasoning. that will be followed.-In fact, some ‘supervisozs believe 
that.an outline of the final thesis-should-take shape as early-as the development of the 

proposal {see Chapter 4). Box 8.3 contains some.ideas on the use of outlines in the 

development of'your thesis. 

    
  

  

When we talk about the:“structure” of a-thesis, we have at least three levels of struc- 
ture in mind: first, the overall structure-of the thesis; secoiid, at the chapter levet, and 
third,-at the paragraph level. A generic format at each level with the key “elements”, as 
well as a brief description of what each of these implies, is presented here. 

Structure at the thesis. level 

  

The discussion here: takes the typical empirical study (especially in the social, business 
and applied natural sciences) as frame of reference, | would contend that other types of 

design (such as literature reviews, textual studies and philosophical analyses) would. 
still conform to some of the principles discussed below. The main differences relate to 

the chapters on empirical findings; where non-empirical designs, such as those men- 
tioned above, would: not involve reference: to fieldwork practices {outside or archival 

and library-related activities). 

  

BOX 8.3: USING OUTLINES 

Using an outline cai help-you organise your material and discover connections 
between pieces of information that you were.not aware of when you first con- 

ceived the‘ plan of your thesis. It can also. make you aware’ of material that isnot 
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Table 8.1: Generic format for thé structure of a thesis 
  

Preliminaries 
  

Title page Your title shouid.be stiort, clear and to the point. My 
rule: if it is longer than two lings it-is probably too long! 
  

Acknowledgements itis;common practice to acknowledge the caniribution of 
everyone (especially the’supervisor) who made a signifi- 
cant contribution to your thesis, as well as those people 
who supported you duting your studies, 
  

Sumiarylabstract Most universities require.a summary of the main abjec- 
+tivés of the study, the design arid methodology followed, 
as well'as the key findings and recommendations. Ensure 
that you follow the guidelines about style-and length. 
  

Table of contents Your'thesis should have a.detailed “table of:contents” 
with accurate page.numbers. 
  

List of tablesflist of 
figures 

Itis standard practice to have separate lists of all tables 
and figuresicharts in your thesis. 
  

Chapter 1: Introduction 
  

Developirig the idea for 
the thesis. and motiva- 
ticn for the study. 

Begin by. contextualising the study. Relate how you came 
to decide on this topic and its relévarice arid tmiportance. 
What are the main reasons (theoretical, empirical, practi- 

cal} that led you to decide on this topic? 
  

Deriving the research 
topic fron preliminary 
reading 

Show how-your preliminary reading in the literature led 
t6.a réfinément and focusing of your initial ideas. 
Reconstruct the development of your ideas by showing 
the gradual clarification of the research problem. 
  

Identifying and articulat: 
ing'the teséarch prob- 
lem, question or 
hypotheses 

State the overall aims and goals of the study as they.crys- 
tatlised-during your preliminary reading and thinking 
about the problem. Formulate the specific research objec- 
tives of the study through the specification of key.(con- 
crete) research. questions and/or research hypotheses. 
  

Géneral inidication of the 
research design and 
‘methodology 

At this stage it is appropriate to presenta rough indica- 
tion of the design,.plan. or structure. of your study and 
the méthodology that you followed in addressing your. 
researcti problem, 
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Chapter 2: Literature 
réview/theoretical 
framework 

The:chapter-on the literature review.in an empirical study 
usually also contains the theoretical framework that has 
informed the study. 
  

Introduction: demarcat- 

ing the literature cov- 
ered 

Itis advisable to begin this chapter by inditating what lit- 
erature has been covered and how you decided to 
demarcate the scholarship to be included in-your review 
of the literature, 
  

Key concepts defined 
(where riecessary) 

Ailresearch involves certain key. concepts around which 
the study's built; Such key-concepts need to be defined 
as early.as possible in the study: 
  

Discussion-of literature 
‘that you have read 

Present the literature that you have read in an organised 
and structured manner (see Chapter 6 for principles of 
organisatian). Be fair in your treatment of authors. Avoid 
repetition or merely. compiling lists of summaries: without 
integrating your readings.into-a ccherent text. 
  

Condlude the chapter 
with a summary of the 
main:conclusiotis.or find- 
ings 

The chapter. shoilld end with ari overview of the main 
conclusions you have reached'on the basis of your review 
of the literature. These conclusions are essential because 
they would have informed.and influenced the-empirical 
part of your study. 
  

Chapter 3: Research 
design and method- 
ology 

This chapter documents the design and methodology fol- 
lowed during your fieldwork (see Chapter 7). 

  

Hypotheses, conceptuali- 
sation, definitions, key 
variables 

Begin by defining the research hypotheses (where appro- 
priate) and the key coricepts and variables that formed 
part of the study. Show how such hypotheses were 
arrived at (derived from existing theories or borrowed 
from other empirical studies}, which definitions of vari- 

ables were chosen and on what grounds. 
  

Issues of measurement Discuss the instruments used in the measurement ofthe 

key variables of the study. Actual copies of instruments 
should be appended. 
  

Sample design and.sam- 
pling methods 

Explain the sampie'design, the sampling techniques 
employed and the criteria used in the-choice of sarnple 
size. 

  

Outline.of remainder of 

thesis     ‘Conclude your-first chapter:with_ an outline.of the rest of 
the thesis. Discuss briefly how your thesis will unfold:and 
indicate the main topics that you will-discuss in each of 

‘the remaining chapters.   
  

    Data collection methods 

and fieldwork practice   Give full details of the data collection process, including 
gaining access to the subjects, data collection techniques 
and procedures used, dates and settings of data gather-. 
ing.   
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Data capturing and data 
editing 

Describe procedures used in capturing and editing data, 
post-coding procedures, measiures to minimise error, 
etc. 
  

Data analysis Describe the rationale behind your selection of data 
anatysis procédures as wall as the actual procédures 
used. 
  

Shortcomings and 
sources of error 

It is usual to end this chapter with a-discussion of the 
Qlidlity ‘of data collected by highlighting shortcomings, 
limitations and gaps‘in the data, 
  

Chapters 48: Results: 
presentation-and 
discussions: 

The chapters that follow document the results of your 
fieldwork arid may be“érganised into one or tore chap: 
ters, depending on the nature-of the study, the research 
objectives, the-complexity of the research design and 
the amount of data‘collected. 

  

  

Sample profiles A discussion of the sample and its characteristics is 
essential in order to understand the nature of the find- 
ings. Some:supervisors may prefer the sample profile to 
be included in the previous chapter (methodology). 
  

Presentation.of results 
{tablés, graphs) 

Describe and summarise the main results that you 
obtained using tables and other'visual devices (graphs, 
Figures, plots). 
  

Discussion of results by 
hypothesis or theme 

Discuss the main trends and pattéms in the data with 
reference to the hypotheses or research questions. 
  

Concluding interpreta- 
tions 

Draw your-distussion tagether by interpreting thé main 
findings. Highlight the main results - both positive and 
negative. 
  

Chapter 5: Conclusions 
and recommendations 

Your concluding chapter is perhaps the most iftportant 
in your thesis because itpresents the end product of 
your endeavour. 
  

Summarise and:discuss 
salient points 

Discuss the. main 'findings that you-have obtained in, 
your study by drawing together the results from the 
previous chapters: 
    Interpret'results in.terms. 

of literature or theory   it is essential that you now show how your results and 
conclusions-relate to the literature:and theory in this 
‘domain. You do this by showing the confections 
between your results-and the literature reviewed in 

Chapter 2:   
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Discuss gaps, anomalies 
and/or deviations in the 
data 

Discuss any anomalies and surprising rests. Show 
whether your results confirm-or:deviate from the expect- 
ed’and give reasons for the latter. Be honest about ambi- 
guitles in the data. It is often impossible to explain alll the 
Febults within one consistenit:theory or framework. 
  

Make larger significance 
of results explicit 

Show the larger rélevarice and value-of your study. Also 
show where there are still gaps and uncertainties that 
might require further scholaiship. 
  

Policy and other recom- 
mendations: 

In some types-of study, itis common practice to conclude 
with recommendations regarding further research, the 
implementation of findings, and possible policy.implica- 
tions, 
  

‘ist Of references (hot 
bibliography) 

A bibliography i a'complete list ‘of all Suircés consulted. 
A list of references inciudes.anly those sources that you: 
‘explicitly refer to (and quote) in your text. Make'suré: 
that you know which of these options is required. by your 
supervisor. 
  

‘Appendices. 
* Questionnaires! scales 

* Covering letters 
«Ethical documentation   

  

  You may be required-to-append various kinds of docu- 
ments, dépending on thé kind of study and the rules or 
preferences of the institution or supervisor. 
{In ofder to save space, it is not uncommon for docu- 
ments such as those listed in the left-hand column.to be 
included usitig a sthailer font'size.)   
  

Structure at the chapter level 

Table 8.2: Generic format for the structure of a chapter 

  

The triad The principle that chapters should ideally. exhibit a 
threefold or triadic structure has been ‘implemented in 
this book. 
  

Introdaction {outlining 
the main sections of the 
chapter) 

Example: Chapter 2 
The.chapter begins with-a section that introdtices thé 
mainrtopics of the chapter and the sequence of the 
topics, 
  

The body (organised. log- 
icalty and economically)     The body:of the thapter is mnade-up of six sections 

ranging from the nature of supervision to research 
etiquette.   
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‘The summary (brief: The chapter concludes. with a summary that reiterates the 
: review of main argu- main points made in the chapter. The final paragraph 
s éhents or points made'in | links the-current:chapter to the next one by mentioning 

the.chapter) the topi to-be covered in the next chapter and briefly 
stating why it should follow the current chapter: 
  

The ‘crutial role of bridg- 
ing sentences and-para- 

a graphs 

In order to assist you (and the reader) in following the 
main points of your argumeritation, it is imperative to 
have bridgirig sentences (backward- and forward-look- 
ing).and: bridging paragraphs in your chapter. A number 
of constructions are commonly used to alert the reader to 
the relationship between seriténces or paragraphs that 
follow on the previous.ones. Because of the importance 
of this point, a list of such constructions is sumriarised in 
Box 8,4 below. 
  

The logic of section 
headings — your, head- 
ifigs should: mirror the 
logic of the argument 

A well-structured chapter will éxhibit logical and system- 
atic section headings. Since a section heading “embod- 
ies" the core idéa or topic of that section, it is reasonablé 
to expect that a well-designed and organised-chapter will 
have “logical” section héadings. {nfact, a good test for 
this is to take the chapter contents and inspect the sec- 
tion headings oi their’own: you should be able to.recon- 
struct the main themes and. arguments of the chapter, At 
the very least, the chapter contents should give you a 
good idea of what you can expect when reading ‘it. 
  

No dangiing'subsections Sifice-each section {and:subsection) should ideally explore 
one and only one-main idea or theme, it does not make 
sense to have one subsection, e:9. 1.1 1.1.1 - 1.2 
“The subsection (1.1.1) 1s referred to.as.a.dangling subsec- 
tion. Since there is.no 1.1.2, it makes no sense to divide 
‘the main section (1.1) and the heading should just be 
eliminated. It is only when there is a second, related 
thefne that you wish to introduce under'section 1.1 that. 
it would make sense to move to-1.1.1 and then also 1.1.2. 
  

Too many'leveis become 
confusing     Some texts recommend not having more than four: levels 

of subsections (e.g: 1.2.1.2). The number of levels you use 
will clearly depend on the nature of the study, as well as 
the length. of the chapter. it is- unlikely that.a-short ten- 

page chapter would need to have more than two-or, at 
the most, thrée levels of subsections.   
  

There are many ways in'which you can link sentences and paragraphs (explicitly signal 
their relationship to your findings).so as to-ensure a logical flow of reasoning, Box 8.4 

126 _lists'some-of the more common “devices” or strategiés in this respect. 
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BOX 8:4: LINKING DEVICES. 

Elaboration: After making a-particular point, oné sometiiies wishes to.elaborate 
and draw out the. implications of what has beén.said so as to. make it more under- 

standable' and also. more persuasive to the reader. In these cases; we would use 
linking devices sitch as: more specifically, or this (also) iniplies that ... 

Example from Chapter.4: In a nittstiell — the research proposal is:a project planing 
document and-embodies your thinkiig about the. study as yois énvisage it at'the begin- 
ning of the project. This implies that the more thought you have pur into your proposed 
research, the better developed, organiséd and logical the research proposal will be. 

Reaffirmation: In some cases we may wish to repeat-an argument or point made, 
especially if we'believe that it is central to our overall argument. Reaffirming the 
point is a way of tepeating it.but.in slightly. different tecma.. Words and phrases 
such as the following indicate that we are abouit t6 reaffirm the previous: point: 

stated differently, in other words, in short, etc. 
Example from Chapter 5: in order for you to be able to organise your master’s or 

doctorate, you need to know what this involves. You have to understand at the beginning 
what volunie Gf work is entailed by postgraduate shidies,. Stated differently, you need fo 
have a.holistic approach to.your studies. 

Conchisions' After a lengthy: sét of arguments or having presented the. evidence 
for.a particular point of view, one wishés to indicate that a (summarising) conclu- 

sion is about to féllow by liking constructions such as: therefore, -heace, thus, it fol- 

lows that, then and consequently. 

Example from-Chapter 4: The challenge’ for the architect is to visualise these’ ideas 
Ghd transfornt them into a design or blueprint, of the house. After the architect has 
shown the blueprint or design to the couple, it may go through a number of changes 
until they are.satisfied that the design, on paper fits their ideas, Once this phase is com- 
plete, a building: contractor is appointed who takes the-design as the point of departure. 
dnd starts constructing. the house: The building of the house, thieh, consists of the’ system- 
atic, methodical and accurate execution of the design. 

Contrasts: Having argued in favour of a patticuiar point of view or position, it is 

good practice td-also-present opposing and contrasting views. This-is-indicated 

by-the use of such constructions as however, on the other fiand, conversely and in 
contrast. 

Example fam Chapter 6: The key concepts:in your'résearch problem stateinent and 
in the detailed research questions, that yost ask are your guides to -the bibliographic 
searches that you undertake, However, every experienced scholar wil tell you that the lit 
evature review is not simply driven by your research questions, the opposite also applies: 
the-more you read, the niore clarity-you get, which often leads you to change-the formu: 

lation. of your research problem. 

  
     

  

8 
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Structure at the paragraph level 

Table 8.3: Generic format for the structure of a paragraph 

Tha research these: 

  

Bring your paragraph to a logical 
close-with a summarising sen- 
tenice. It is even better if this sen- 

Example: However, there are a number of core 
functions that characterise the nature of supervi- 
sion to which we now turn aut attention: 

  

Triad at the paragraph levet 
A paragraph is'a sequence of 
related Senterices that carry.and 
develop a'single idea, This main 
idéa.can be implicit but is most 
often found explicitly in a'key 
sentence, A paragraph is'a cohe- 
sive unit if all of the sentences 
support the main idea or key sen- 
tence, and the paragraph is 
coherent jf ll the sentences are 
linked to the preceding and fol 
lowing sentences. 

Without oversimplifyirig the matter, one could 
argue that a well-structured and logically coher- 
ént paragraph consists of three-elements: 
1, Alead-in or main sentence that'makes the 

topic of that paragraph explicit. 
2. The core sentence or sentences.in which you 

elaborate on the main topic or point made in 
the firstikey sentence. 

3: Acconéluding sentence that summarises the 
argument of the paragraph. 

  

  

Building:a paragraph around a 
single, core idea. 

A well-structured paragraph is built around one 
central idea or topic, Unitéss you adhere ‘to this 
rule, you-tun the risk of-attempting to:canstruct 
a paragraph that makes too many points requir 
ing multiple evidence and a complex logic. 

  

  

Start the paragraph with a lead- 
in-or main séritance. 

Example (taken from Chapter 2): Numerous stud- 
jes Hiave shown that.the quality of the superviso= 
ry relationship is'a key- factor in the successful 
completion of postgraduate research theses. 

    

  

The next:sentence(s) elaborates 
on the.niain‘idea. 

    
Example: There are large variations in this:rela- 
tionship because of differences between disci 
plines, academic: departments and differences of. 
style émongst supervisors. Another “factor” that: 
determines the nature of the supervisory rela- 
tionship Js the fact that students themselvés- vary 
So much. Students differ in terms of their degree 
of independence and expertise in research, 
maturity, motivation and commitment to post. 
graduate studies. Some students are able to 
articulate their needs and expectations clearly 
from the beginning, which may assist the super- 
visor in'meeting the student's supervision needs. 
Other students are fess clear about the direction 
Of their studies, what they require and how to 
articulate this. Such students usually require 
more guidance and support and are only able to 
work independently much later int the research 
process. 

    

    

tence not only summarises the 
points made in thé paragraph, 
but also (explicitly or iniplicitly) 
looks ahead to the next para- 
graph and in this way provides a   tink to that paragraph.       

the rhetoric of the thesis 

In the. final section of this chapter, we focus on the principles-of style, content and 

fotm in scientific writing; Academic or scientific writing is different from everyday, con- 

vérSational speech and informal Writing (such as writing in your diary or writing.a letter 
to somtieone else). tt is a-form of technical writing, with its‘own specific vocabulary (jar- 
gon)and set of rules: some explicit, others:implicit. It is, therefore; not: surprising that 

most new.and inexperienced scholars take time:to master the “art” of scieritific writmg. 

Like most skills, it improves with practice. The more you write, thé easier ‘it will get! 

Here are.some general rules of scientific writing that. you may find useful when statt- 

ing to write up ‘your research, 1 have‘compiled these twelve rules from a huniber of dif 

ferent sources {see “Additional reading” at the end-of the chapter). 

  

  

Rule 1; Write clearly, simply and to the point. 

Some students. believe — mistakenly ~ that writing scientifically means writing long and 
complex sentences. ln their eagerness to.impress they resort to using unnecessarily 

flowery words, sciéntific jargon, exaggeration and other rhetorical devices'that merely 

serve to detract from the meaning of the sentence. Do not use words or phrases that 

are redundant, Do not repeat yourself. In general, try to keep your sentences simple 
and short. tt-is not necessary for a piece of writing to be “difficult” in order to be “acad- 

emic”. 

Jn order to fielp keep your reader's interest, it,is.certainly a good idea to vary sen- 

tence lengths throughout any piece of writing, but.sentences that are too long invari- 

ably confuse the reader as they have to be:read more than once, sometimes many 
times, and the flow of the writirig is then interripted, confusing the réader. It never 
hurts to make your meaiiing quite clear in simple sentences: not everyone has the time 
to-uniravel long, unwieldy, jargon-filled sentences: 
Mauer (1996: 382) has good advice: 

Sentences are meant to. convey meaning — they are not treasures ‘to be.retained at, 

all.costs, A sentence that confuses the writer is bound to.confuse'readers as well. 
Re ruthless about your own writing, Change it until it says exactly what you. 
intend it to-say. 

8 
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    Rule 2: Use positive constructions. 

A conimon mistake made by inexperienced writers is to use negative constructions. 
Such ‘constructions are invariably more difficult to. undérstand than -positive construc- 

tions, Compare the following two seftencés: 

I do not agrée:thata conveniénce sample.does nat bias the results of'a Survey. 

| agree that a convenience sample. biases the results of a survey. 

The’ sécond seritence, which ig positively phrased, is both clearér and shorter, arid 
therefore conveys.the méaning of the writer much better.than the first sentence. 

Rule 3: Avoid passive constructions. 

Sentences that are written inthe passive voice are more difficult to understand. Avoid 
phrases such as “It was'found that ...” or “The design:that was-decided upon ...” or 
“The analyses conducted revealed The insistence.on using the passive voice has its 

origins in an old-fashioned (positivist) approach to scientific writing which claimed that 
such an-approach maKes the text moré neuttal and objective. Nowadays it is perfectly 

acceptablé, and even encouraged, to let the author speak! There is nothing wrong with 

“{ found that ...” or “I decicled upon a design that ...”. This does not mean that.one 
should not occasionally use the passive voice..In fact, if you have read this book-care- 
fully, you will have-noticed that | have. used both'the passive.and the active voice. 

in the same way that the excessive use’of the passive voice become’ borinig and pre- 
sents a false objectivity, ‘the excessive uée of the active voice may créate the impression 
of a very self-centred ‘author. The solution ties in finding a balance between these two 

extremes. 

  

  

  

  

Rule 4: Do not-use an indefinite “this”. 

When you use the word “this” there has to be a clear antecedent. Mauer (1996: 385) 

ses the following. example: “The firidings showed that there was a difference between 
mien ahd wointen in the completion of the task. This poses 4 problem.” As Mauer paints 
out, the reader cannot be sure’ whether “this” refers,té the findings, the men, the 
women, the difference, the task, or even the completion of the task. 

Even. more‘ confusing is the-use of “this” at the beginning of a'new paragraph. The 
following. example shows why it should be avoided at'all costs: 

The-choice to use a stratified sample was dictated by the heterogeneous nature 
of the target population..Based on information obtained from the latest census, it 
was éstablished that our target population manifests Significant différences in Jan- 
guage, age, income levels dnd other demographic vaiiables. By using a stratified 
sampling design one is able to reduce sampling error without having to resort to 
very large sample size. Given the-high costs of personal interviews, the data col- 

  

The research thesis 

  

lection method chosen for this study, it was not possible to choose’a sample size 
of more than 500 cases. 

This means that we had to be very careful about the design of the questionnaire 

so.as to ensure that it-dees not become-too lengthy -: . 

The use’of “this” inthe éxample above confuses more than it clarifies. It is not clear to 

the reader whether “this” refers to the decisions that informed the sampling-design or 
choice. of personal interviews or both! 

Rule 5: Avoid sexist and derogatory language. 

Language that may be construed as derégatory to any group’or individual should be 
avoided as it may be.considered abusive. This does:not; imply that one should-necessar 
ily-follow-every. fad and fashion that-is. potitically.correct. However, it is important te 
ensure that, for example, afiy form of sexist language be avoided at all times. Different 
writers attempt to avoid a sexist bias:through the-use. of rather cumbersome construc 

tions stich as “he/she”, “he or she” or “(sjhe”. This, urifortunately, can make: the text 

much less readable. The best option is probably to. rephrase your sentences in such a 
way that the personal pronoun is not required. Where this is not: possible, it is prafer- 
able'to'usé “he” throughout. and insert’ a brief statement of your non-sexist intent in 

the preface, or on the. imprint page. 

    

Rule 6: Avoid cofloquial (spoken) language: 

Spoken, informal language is often inappropriately used in proposals, which should 
coniain more formal writing. Inexperienced ‘sclolai$’ often ‘write as they speak. The 
most common examples’ of this are ‘words such aé get, liké.(for making comparisons), 
and ail (as in “all (of) the books"). Some synonyms for get, depending on the context, 
are-obtain, gain, acquire, find. (A thesaurus is a usefull tool for helping-you find syn- 
onyms,} 

Rule 7; Structure and organise your argument. 

Before putting your ideas ‘on to-papér (or the computer); check that you. know what 
you want to say. Think through the argument and ensure-that the sequence and logic 
are. clear and-sensible- Map the route of your reasoning by using outlines (see Box:8.3) 
and tefer back to such outlines constantly while you are. writing. [hn addition, if you are 

constructirig a lengthy argument, you may wanit to summarise periodically, as well as 
indicate how your argument will proceed in the rest of the writing. 

Rule 8: Assess alternative perspectives and rival points of view, 

The construction of a persuasive argument: also involves taking alternative viewpoints 

into consideration: AS a scholar, you. have to show why your reader should accept your 131 
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interpretation as opposed ‘to someone else's.’ This means that you have to consider 

explicitly, and perhaps even partially accommodate, those arguments that may -reason- 
ably be raised: against your viewpoint. This has the additional value of making you 

appear'reascnable and open-minded! 

Rule 9: Think through the sort of evidence that would be 
convincing to a competent reader. 

Evidence includes ‘both factual evidence, as well a8 your judgements: about such facts. 
However, it is: neither convinicing nor adequate'to state that something is “just my 
opinion”, oF to hold that:your opinion cannot be criticised because. you are “entitled to 

it’; You must-substantiate'the basis for your position at every turn in your thesis. The 

stronger. your claim-is (e.g. causal elaims-or evaluative claims about the succéss-of an 

interventian}, the. stronger the evidence should he. to, make it rationally persuasive. 

  

Rule 10: Use linking devices. 

An argument, especially in scientific documents, usually involves citing various kinds of 
evidence (from the literature, your own data, etc.) and showing how all of this adds.up 
to'the conclusions you haye reached. Througtiout this, process you must link various 
sub-arguments and supporting arguments-in order to construct a. coherent while. In 
this way you will ensuré that your argument flows smoothly and: logically frorisection 
to section,” paragraph to pafagraph and sentence ‘to. sentence, Linking devices are 
imipertant cools for ensuring: the logical flow of your reasoning (see Box 8.4): 

liv this regard, usé positive and negative conjunctions judiciously and sparingly, but 
do use them because they are like signposts that guide your reader through your line 
of reasoning. They also acts as‘ cues to yourself that highlight the organisation. and 
stricture of your!argumentation: 

Rule-11: Edit and:rework your writing, 

‘The advent of word processors and computers, has made editing and reworking of texts: 

much-easier. It is difficult to be-creative and critical at the same-time. | find it easier to 

put, my ideas onto the screen immediately and then return to them later/and edit, 

reorder and rewrite. Perhaps you wiil find’ that ‘you work best the opposite way round. 
What is certain; howevér, is that you are unlikely to. produce a finished product in the 
first draft. All writing, and this is particularly true of-academic writing, requires mumer- 
ous-drafts, continuous checlcing and editing until-you (and your.supervisor) ate satisfied 

with the end product. 

Rule 12: Check grarrimar and spelling. 

i made the: point earlier that most scholars and postgraduate students at South African 
ies do not have English. as theit home language. Writing in English, especially 

              
  

“OTR research th 

  

“scientific” English, does not come naturally. It.requires.a great deal of practice. n our 
haste'to get our ideas down an‘paper we are sometimes more concerned with.content 
than. form, with the result that we often make mistakes. Some mistakes are easily dis+ 

covered: chiting proofreading, while others, particularly if you are not literary-minded, 
are riot so easy either to spot’or to remedy. Most current word processing packages 

have bitiltin speil-chéckets and’ gramniar-checkers. Get into. the routine of applying 
these facilities ‘after having written the first draft. of any text! However, while these 

tools are useful for initial Janguage scieening, they are not foolproof; and:your. final 
draft’should be subjected to language éditing by-an expert as well. 

Concluding comments; Your thesis is the final milestone in a lengthy process of hard 
work and intensive scholarship. To a large extent, everything depends on the quality 
scientific, linguistic and technical — of the.thesis. What are the characteristics of a good 

thesis? Ry way of surarharising ‘this chapter, [ would suggest that a.good thesis.is one 
that: 

Convinces your stipervisor that what you have done is important and worthwhile, 

Presents the results. of your research inva logical, systematic and clear manner. 

Makes a contribution to: our understanding of the world and, therefore, needs to be 

taken seriously, 

‘And, inthe final analysis, is'a piece of work that you car be proud off 

The’ aim of this chapter has been-to. emphasise three-key aspects. of quality in thesis 
construction: 
© The logic of principles of reasoning that. must be adhered to in order to’ make a 

strong case‘for your ultimate conclusions'or findings 
‘The rules that undetlie a properly organised and well-structured thesis or disserta~ 

tion 

The rules that govern a well-written-scientific thesis 

‘A finat piece of advice: In. my experience, the more you read Scientific literature, the 

easier it becomes to develop the'skills and style required of a-good scholar: The more 
you read other scientific writings, and especially if you read attentively and reflectively, 
the more you learn about proper and acceptable forins.of scientifié reasoning, different 
ways of structuring your évidence and also ways of presenting such evidence in: the. 
most persitasive and’ convincing mater. 

in all of this, you should never: lose sight of the face. that science and, scholarship 

should be fun and enjoyable. There are few things in lifé as satisfying as_the experience 
of new scientific insights, the discovery of an interesting and potentially sighificant new. 
theory or interpretation; and the realisation that.you have madé-a worthwhile conttibu- 
‘tion to‘our usiderstanding of some aspect of social and natural life. t 

1 wish to-conclude.this chapter, as well as the first part of the book, with two.quotes 

that ‘embody the philosophy that | believe should ‘underlie all forms of scholarship. 133 
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Although both quotes refer specifically to the social and human sciences, 1 would sug- 

gest that the sentiments they express are applicable to-all forms of science. 

The objective of the iuman:sciences is the deepening of our understanding of 
what it is to tive a human life (Sullivan, 1983: 304). 

The primary intellectual aim of che humanities and-social inquiry, quite generally, 
is.to help us to realize what is of value to us in-our personal and social lives. What 
ultiniately matters is personal and social progress towards enlightenment and 
‘wisdori: all academié progress is but & means to this end (Maxwell, 1984: 73). 

ADDITIONAL READING*® 

Kennedy, M.L. & Smith, H.M, (1986). Acadeinic: 
writing, Englewood Cliffs, Nl: Prentice-Hall. 
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exercises for understanding university readings 
and for writing many types of assignment. The 
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kinds of essay topics (e.g. coimpare aid can- 
trast). 

Leivis, 8.8 Inglis, J. (1982). Report writiig. 
Cambridge: National Extension College. Report 
writing. is'a clear and concise book that demon: 
strates an approach to writing effective reports 
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numerous exainples and exercises to help the: 
reader interact with the information. 

Maur, KF. (1996). The art of scientific wri 
InJ.G. Garbars (Ed., Effective fésearch in the 
human sciences. Pretoria: JL. van-Schaik. In.an 
excellerit overview of the issues involved inrsci- 
entific Writing, Mauer begins witli a discussion 
ofa number of misconceptions about academic 

‘writing. commionly ‘held by students. He'then dis- 
cusses some general principles of structaring:a 
esis, techniques for reviewing the teratute, 
soine stafidards for <clentific writing and lan- 
‘guage usage, and concludes with a section on 
the use'and presentation of tables-and figures: 

Strunk, W-& White, E.B. (1972). The elemerits.of° 
style, New York: Macmillan, Although somewhat 
old; still one of thé best books on academic wri 
ing. The book includes chapters-‘on grammar, 
composition, and an-espécially usefil one on 
word usage. 

Winkler, A.C.& McCuen, J.R.{1999). Writing the. 

reseirch popét, Sth ed. Fort Worth: Harcourt 
Brace. very practical workbaok.on writing 
research papers ahd theses. Itis particularly 
strorigon ihatters:of style, referencing and sys- 
tems of documentation. It includes examples of 
student papers (from the United States) and cov- 
ers both the MLA anid APA bibliographic and citi- 
tion styles. 

1. ‘These -have been compiled using the following websites: 
bitpyAininy iss,stthomas.edu/stndyeuides/bi_writiing’Z0webs htm 

‘tpi athabascau.cahunl/services/advise/ssbib:hand#sece 
hitpywebster.commnet.ed 
tipiaww.brint.com/papersiwriting htm 
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The Three Worlds 

framework 

Research problems are. usually formulated in order to address “real-life” problems: 

problems in the social and physical world such.as stress, unemployment, crime, vio- 
lelice, poverty, aid mariy-indre..When we talk about defining. or concéptualising the 
research problein, we refer to the’ process by which someone has. identified a real-life 

problem and “translated” it into a research. problem. tn. otder to descrike’ and clarify 

this and other aspects of the logic of research, we make use of a simpte-structure'— the 

Three Worlds framework. 

This framework, first developed in Understanding social resedrch (Moutoty, 1996), has 
proved tobe helpful for several reasons: 

* To understand the differences ’in levels of analysis in-scientific reasoning. 

* To make serise of the differences of “status” between different knowledge claims. 

To. understand the interplay between ‘the world. of'scientific research and everyday 

life better. 

To kelp -studerits distinguish bétween research problems: (World 2) and real-life 

problems (World:-1), a distinction that is crucial for developingthe research propos- 
al. 

To show how methodological choices (World 2) impact ‘on the. way in which we 

investigate real-life phenomena (World 1). 

To. show the links between meta-methodological issues such as philosophical and 

ethical considerations (World 3) and:methodological issues (World 2). 

Thie framework is based’ on.a distinction between thréé “worlds” (or “frames” or “com 
texts”): 

* World 1: The world of everyday life and-lay knowledge 
*. World 2: The world of science anid scientific research 
* World 3: The world-of meta-science  
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World 4: The world of everyday life and lay knowledge 

Most of our lives are spent in World { - the ordinary social and physical réality that we 
exist in. In this world, we live. as ordinary humarr-béings int ntultiple contexts ~ the fami- 
iy, the workplace, the school, the church and miany more, lt the world of everyday life 
we prodiice and use knowledge of different kinds. We refer to this as fay-knowledge: the 
stock of knowledge that we use in everyday life that enables us to cope effectively with 
our daily tasks. This is the knowledge that we have-acquiréd through learning, éxperi- 
ence and. self-reflection. Different ferths are used to refé to this body of lay knowl 
edge: cormmon Sense, wisduin, experiential knowledge, self'knowledge, insight, practi- 
cal knowledge, and know-how. We apply our lay: knowledge to solve problenis, to 
Teach consensus. and gain insight into. everyday’ tasks.-Such knowledge is essential to 
being human‘and enables us to leid a hiaman life. 

World 2: The world of science and scientific research 

‘This book is primatily about the world of scientific research.Once you have decided to 

embark on_a. master's or doctoral study, you have “entered” the world of science. 

What, therefore, is distinctive about the world of science and how-is it different from 

the world of everyday life? 
Perhaps tlie’ most distinctive feature of the scientific: enterprise is that the scientist 

selects phenomena from World 1-(the world of politics, business, social interaction, li 

ing things, matter} and makes these into objects-of inquiry. Although ordinary people in 

World 1 also occasionally reflect-on the: nature of things, it is oiily in the world of sci 
énce that we subject‘objects to systematic and rigorous enquiry. 

The search for “truth’. of “truthful knowledge” is the overriding goal of science. 

Whereas in everyday life we search-for knowledge that’ will:help us copé better with: 
the challenges and demands of each day (a very pragmatic interest); the aim of science 
is to. generate truthful (valid and reliable) descriptions, meade] and theories of the 

world. have référred elsewhere to this as the epistemic interest of science (Mouton, 

1996, Chapter 7). “Epistemic’” ‘is derived from episteme, the Greek word for “truchfut 

knowledge”; Although it is, of course, not possible to produce scientific results that are 

infallible and “absolutely” trure far all times and contexts, we are motivated, as scien- 

tists, to constantly strive for-the most truthful and the most valid results. 

World 3: The world of meta-science 

Human beings:continuously reflect on their actions. This is true in Wofld'l, where we 
regularly subject our own actions and decisions to self-criticism, where we wonder why 

we decided to do-something -in the, way that we did, and'where we reflect on the rea 

s0ns.and justifications for certain actions. 
Reflection is even more prevalent in the world of science. As scientists, we have to 

constantly submit our research decisions to critical reflection (which theory to select; 

which indicators to lise it the measurement of a. phenomenon; which research design   

The Three: Worlds tamework: 

to choose, etc); It is précisely,-as Karl Popper has argued, because science is a-selfcor- 
recting enterprise, that we constantly submit our decisions to quality checks in order to 
attain truthful and-valid results. 

Over the years, this practice has led to the development of various meta-disciplines, 
Stich’as the philosophy aiid methodology of sciericé, research éthiés, and the sociology 
and history of science. These discipliites are, referred to as.meta-disciplines (anid located 
in World 3) because they all involve reflection.on the nature, of scitnce and scientific 
research, The word meta is-derived from the Greek meaning “beyond” or “over” (com- 
pare.“metaphysics”). 

Figure-9. piesents'the basic framework with the focus.on the-three worlds from a 
perspective of general knowledge production. tt also emphasises the different interests 
or motives that. underlie knowledge production in each world (pragmatic, epistemic 
and critical), 

  

World 3; Meta-sciencell 
{Critical interést) 

Philosophy of science Research ethics 
Research methodology Sotiology and history of 

science 

World 2: Science 

(Epistemic Interest) 
Scientific: knowledge Scientific research 
Scientific disciplines 

i 
World 1: Everyday life 
(Pragmatic interest) 

Social-and physical reality Lay’kniowlédge 
Multipte worlds           

Figure 9.1: The. basic framework: the three worlds    
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Figuré'9.2 has a differént'focus, ldoking at-the thrée worlds fram the perspective of 
doing research and, specifically, at how to-distinguish between research problems in 
World 2.and real-life problems in World 1. 

  

  

  

World 3: Meta-Ssclence 

Paradigms in the philésophy of science, ‘e.g. aositivism, realism, 
postodemism, ‘critical theory, phenomenotagy 
Paradigms in research methodology, e.g. quaniitative, qualitative 

and participatory action research 

  

  

World 2: Science 

“Body of knowledge" 

Theoriés, models, typdlogiés 
Concepts and definitions 
Findings; data 
instrumentation, scales, tests, 

questionnaires 

Research process: 

Problem statement —design — methodology — conctusions 
  

  

  

World:1: Everyday life 
Social/practical problems:(ctime, unemployment, learning problems, 
‘stress, violenice, étc:) 
Requite interverntion/action/programmesitherapy           

Figuré.9.2: The relationship béetweeri meta-science, scierice, ‘and everyday life. 
knowledge (a focus on research. problems}   

The Three Warlas framework 

Figure 9.3 shows how thé framework can be used (especially-in the sicial sciences) 
to understand the epistemological .and methodological differences between'the main 
research approaches. For example, it shows how a quantitative methodological para- 
digmi has links with certain meta-scientific positions on. the one hand, and also how it 
diffefs from the other main approaches to Wold 1 in terms of its “positioning” vis-a-vis 
real-life “objects”. 

  

  

World 3: Meta-science 

Realisii (Bhaskar) Interpretivismr Critical theory 
Positivism Phenomenology (Schutz) _-(Habermas/Fay) 

— 
Quantitative paradigm Qualitative paradigin —_Participatory paradigm 

{Striietured) (Verstehen) {Action research) 

  

World 2: Methodological approaches 

        

World 1: Real-life objects 

Outsider Insider Participant           
Figure 9.3: The relationship between philosophical paradigms (meta-scierice), 

methodological approaches and the rea! world 

Concluding comments: The Three Worlds framework is.a tool or instrument that helps 

to organise one's thinking about science and: the practice of scientific research. Like 

any tool, it has‘its strengths. and timitations. [ts strengths, ] would argue, lie in its abili- 

ty.to help you make sensé of.different levels of reflection about the world. In everyday 
life we reflect in a non-scientific manner about the ‘world around us. [n.the world.of sci- 

encé we enter a miuch more rigorous and. systematic mode of reflection about the 
world, In.meta-science we engage in critical reflections om our scientific endeavours in  
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order to continuously improve: the nature. of scientific inquiry, The limicationis.of the \ 
framiework are that it might suggest that these “worlds” ave self-contained wholes that . 
can operate relatively independently from each other. That would be-a-mistake, The 
term “world” should not be taken literally. The threefold distinction between Worlds 1, 

2-and’3 is-still only an analytical distinction, Other terms such as “modes of reflection” 

‘or “frames of reference”, hich could also be used to make the'same point, are. more. 

appropriate terms to indicate the interwovenness of:these “worlds”, Inthe final analy- ° 
sis, if you find it to be-@ useful instrument in a better understanding of the hature.of E Research design 
scientific practice it has served its purpose, 

map 

     

  

  

  

Empirical studies 
Ethnographic research: participant observatian studies 

Ethnographic research: case studies 

Participatory researchiaction research (PAR) 
Surveys 
Comparative, cross-cultural and-cross-national studies 

Experimental désigns (laboratory studies) 

Fleldinatural experimental designs 
Evaluation research: implementation (process) evaluation 
Evaluation research: experimental and qiiasi-experimental outcome 
studies 
Evaluation research: naturalistic and empowerment evaluation 

Statistical. modelling and computer simulation studies. 

Secondary data analysis (SDA) 
Content-analysis 

Textual analysisthermeneuticsitextual criticism 

Discourse and conversational analysis 
Historical studies, oral history and narrative analysis 
Life history methodology 

Methodological studies 

Non-empirical studies 
Conceptual analysis. 

Theory-building or model-building. studies 
Philosophical analysis: 
Literature reviews. 
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The aim of this chapter is to assist you in the choice of your research design, to:make 

you aware of thé advantages as well as the limitations-of each design, and to refer you 

to good additional reading and websites foreach design ‘type. Using the typology of 
research designs presented earlier (in Chapter 4), the research designs discussed in this 
chapter have beery mapped out using the following four dimensions: 
* Empirical versus non-empirical studies 
*. Using primary (new) data versus analysis of existing or secondary data 
* The.nature of the data: numérical versus textual data 

« The degree. of control: highly structuréd (laboratory) conditions versus natural field 
settings 

Cross-tabulating the first two dimensions produces the map in Figure 10.1. 

  

Primaty data 

Ethiiogtdphiic désigiis, 
participatory research, ‘surveys, 
experiments, field expariments, Methodological 

‘comparative studies, studies 
evaluation research 

Discourse analysis, 
conversational analysis, 
life-history tmethodology 

Empirieat “ : Non-enipirical 

Secoridary data analysis, 
‘modelling and simulation ‘studiés, 
historical studies, content analysis, 

textual studies.   
Existing data     

  

Figure 10.1: Mappirig designs (Level 1)   

Figure 10.2 is limited to empirical studies only, which. are mapped according to’ the 
dimensions 6f primary/secondary- data and degree. of control. F also: séparate.out clus- 
ters of désigns focusing on numerical and textual data. respectively, 

  

Primary data 

Laboratory Surveys, 
experiments éomparative studies: 

Field experiments “Ethnographic studies, > 
parlicipatory action 

research 

High control ~~" Low.control 

Modelling and: 
simulation studies 

Historical, narrative; 
textiial studies 

Existing data     
  

Figure.16.2: Mapping designs (Level 2) 

Legend: Nuinerical data | 

Textual data F] 

Hybrid mixed data. 

On the. basis of this four-dimensional’ framework it becomes pdssible ‘to. categorise 
each design type miore precisely. Summarising the dimensions and the resultant cate- 
gorisation generates the typology set ott in Table 10.1.  
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Table 10.1: A classification framework of design types 
  

Dimension Type. 
  

Ditviension 1: Ranging’ fro 
{conceptual 

11 empirical to rion-empirical + Empirical 
) Non-empirical 

  

Dimension 2: Primary or new data collected versus 
analysing existing data 

Primary 

Secondary 
> Bybrid 

  

textual 
Dimension 3: Type of data, ranging from numeric'to. Numeric 

Textual 

« Combination 
  

Diménsion 4: Degree of control or structure in.design ~ High control 
Medium control 
Low control   

  

Using this typology, I give 
der of the: chapter: 

two éxampies of how designs are’ categorised i the remain- 

  

Experiment Dimension 1: Empirical Dimension 2: Primary 

  

Dimension 3; Numeric Dimension 4: High control 

  

Textual analysis Dimension: 1: Empirical Dimension 2;Secondary 

    Dimension 3: Textual Dimension 4: Low control   
  

in the-case of non-empirical designs, the data type and degree. of control dimensions 
become irrelevant,’ for example: 

  

Philosophical analysis:   Dimension 1;Non-empirical | Dimension 2: Hybrid       
  

I addition to a classification of-the design type, each’ design is also discussed in terms 
ofa number of other key issues, as explained below: 

1. This also means that-the fol lowing categories — data collection, sampling anid analysis ~ are not 
appropriate when discussing these-types of study. 

Réstarch dssigitini 
  

Description A brief definition of the key characteristics of the design 
  

Design classification Classification of research design in tetms of the four- 
dimensional typology discussed above, 
  

Key research ques- 
tions 

What are the typical kinds of research question addressed 
by’ this design? 
  

Typical applications. Examples of'where the design is. used, and-mofe specific 
and concrete forms of the design type. 

  

Metactheory Which meta-theorctical paradigms (World 3) are most 
closély asséctated with this design type? 
  

Conceptualisation/ 
mode. of reasoning 

What. forms:of conceptualisation-are followed? What is 
the role and place of theory in.this design? To what extent 
are research hypotheses deductively derived from existing 
theories? What is the dorinant mode of reasoning? 
  

Selection of cases 

& 

In empirical research designs, how are. cases to bé investi- 
gated selected? This refers to the use or non-use of sam- 

pling techniques, 
  

Mode of observation What are ‘typical modes of observation? What are-the 
most common methods and techniques used for gathering 
data? 

  

Analysis 
¥ 

Whiat are:the typical methods and techniques used.to 

analyse data, texts and/or documents? 

  

Strengths What are the methodological strengths and. advantages of: 

this design? 
  

Limitations ‘What are the mast:important limitations of this design 

type? 

  

Main sources:of error 

i 

What are the most common sources of error-or threats to 
validity associated with this design? 

    Additional reading 

and websites   A list of introductory and.advanced reading’ on this design 
type. In addition, where possible, I have also included ref! 
erences to.good-websites: 
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Empirical studies 

4. Ethnographic research: participant. observation studies 

  

| Description! 
definition 

Studies that are usually qualitative in natuce which aim to: pro- 
vide an in-depth. description of a group of peopile or commuri= 
ty-Such descriptions are-embedded in the life-worlds of the 

actors being studied and produce insider perspectives of the 
actors and their practices. 

  

Desigh classification Empirical Primary data 
  

Textual.data Low control   
  

Key-research 
questions 

Exploratory.and descriptive gliestions. 

  

More specialised 
design types. 

Participant observation studies; field studies;naturalistic 

research {Denzin}. 
  

‘Typical applications Ethriographic:studies of communities or cultures. 

Field studies in natural settings. 
  

Meta-theory Various. sociological theories (symibolic'interactionism, 
Verstelten) and-other more humanistic-interpretive traditions 
{phenomenolégy: semiotics; cultural anthropology) are intellec- 
tually linked to ethnographic research, 
  

Conceptualisation/ 
mode of reasoning 

Inductive; a-theoretical, 

Usually no hypothesis ~ guiding ideas’or expectations. 
  

Selection of cases/ 
sampling 

Theoretical or jodgement sampling. 

  

Mode of observation’ 
Sourcés of data 

Participant observation; semi-structured interviewing (individual 
and focus group}; use of documentary sources. 

Research design map. 
  

Main sources:of 

error 
Potential bias-of researcher; lack of rigour in analysis. 

  

Additional reading 
and websites 

Sonie classical texts ori qualitative research in general and ethnog: 
tophy in particular are Smith et al.(1982), Burgess (1988, 1992) 
and Silverman (1985). For basic introductory texts to ethnogra- 
phy, see Atkinson({1992a; 1992b), Fetterman (1989), 
Hammersley and Atkinson (1995), Shaffir et al, (1991), Thomas 
(1993) and Wolcott (1995). 
Other good references are: Adler (1987), Allan (1991), Aunger 
(1995), Bailey {1995), Burawoy et.al. (1991), Cook (1995), 
Emerson etal. (1987; 1995), Fielding (1995), Fine (1993), 
Hammersley (1993), Hobbs et al. (1993), Lofland (1995}, MacRea 
{4991}, Maynard (1989), Schivartzman (1993) and Van Maanen 
(1988), 

Websites: 
httpy nova.edlu/sss eb.htm! 
www walbeita.ca/~jsnorris/qual..h 
weww.irnpdx.edu/~kerlinb/qualresearch 
httpAvww caqdas,soc.surrey.ac.uk 
  

2. Ethnographic research: case studies. 
  

Description’ 
definitions 

Studies that are usually qualitative in nature:and'that aim.to 
provide an in-depth description of a small number (fess than 50) 
of cases. 
  

Design classification Empirical Hybrid data 
  

Text:and numeric, Low control     

  

Analysis Analytic irdduction {Znianiécki): grounded theory approach 
(Glaser and Strauss}. 

Key research 
questions 

Exploratory arid‘descriptive questions. 

  

  

Strengths High construct. validity; in-depth insights; establishing rapport 

with research subjects, 

Typical applications Case studies of compariies or organisations (business studies); 

case studies in social work research (focus:on the family; house- 

hold; small communities); case studies in political sciénce where: 

countriesinations or regions are.studied as cases: 
  

  

Limitations:   Lack of generalisability of results; non-standardisation of mea- 

surement; data collection, and analysis'can be very time consum- 

ing.   Meta-theory     Various sociological theories (symbolic interactionism; 

Verstehen} and-othey more himanistic-interpretive traditions 
(phenomenology; semioties; ctitural anthropology) are intellec- 
tually linked to etlinogiaphic-case studies.       
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| Conceptualisation/ 
mode’ of reasoning, 

Selectioit of cases/ 
sampling 

Inductive; a-theoretical..No hypothesis is formulated. in som “| 

cases certain, “general ideas” of “expectations act'to guide the 

empirical research, 

“Theoreticat of judgemerit sampling: 

  

Mode‘of ebservation/ 
sources of data 

Analysis 

Strengths 

Limitations 

Main sources of error 

Participant observation; semistructured interviewing (individual 

and focus group}; use of documentary sources and other exist: 

ing’ data. 

Analytic induction (Znianiecki); grounded theory approach 

(Glaser'and Strauss). 

High construct validity: in-depth insight&s establishing rapport 

with research subjects. 

Lack of generalisability of rests; non-standardisation of mea: 

gurementy data collection ‘and analysis casi be yéry time-consumm- 

ing: 

ial bi 5 igour in analysis. Potential bias of researchet; kick of rigour in analysis 

The best initroductory fexts are by Stake (1995) and Yin (1994). 

Other well-known texts are Kohler Riessman (1994), Hamel et 

al, (1993}, Smith et al. (1982}, Yin.(1993), Rose (1991), Stoecker 

(1991) and Ives (1986). 

  

Additional reading 
and websites 

L. 

Description’ 
definition   

Stuidies.chat'loak at specific disciplinary. applications are:in educa- 

tion (Binneberg, 1985). psychology (Bromley, 1986), clinical 4 

research (Behling et al., 1984), marketing (Bonoma, 1985) an 

nianagement studies (Lée; 1983). 

For amore philosophical account of the epistemological foun- 

dations of case:study research, see Ragin et al, (1992). You val 

find a comprehensive reading list of case studies in Dufour ¢t al, 

(1992). 
Websit   

3. Participatory researchiaction research (PAR) 

’ 1d06 1iswarld 

"| 
Studies that involve the subjects of research (research partici 

pants) asan integral part of the design, Use mainly qualitative 

trethods in order to gain understanding and insight into life-   ‘worlds of résearch participants, Mast types of PARhave an | 
  

Resebrdh aasigninap! 

  

explicit (political) commitment.to the empowerment of partici- 
pants and to changitg the social conditions of thé participants. 

  

Design: classification Empirical Primary data 

  

Textual data Low control   
  

Key research 
questions 

Exploratory and descriptive of action-related focus. 
Participatory-action research in community and developinent. 
studies, 

  

Typical applications Education action research. in classrooms and schools. 

  

Meta-theoty PAR has. affinities with the neo-Marxist critical paradigm in gen- 

eral anid, in education, with the Work of Fadl ‘Freire 460 more 
generally with the new paradigm approach by Reason and Rowan 
{1981}. Some authors distinguish between,a Northern tradition 
(Whyte) and a:Southern: tradition (Fals-Borda). These traditions 

place differerit emphases on the more critical assumptions 
underlying PAR. 
  

Conceptualisation/ 
mode of reasoning: 

More inductive than deductive; the emphasis:on the partici- 

pants and ‘their world-views; a rehrctance to impose any pte-set 
theory or-explanation. 

  

Selection of cases/ 
sampling 

Non-probability selection principles, 

  

Mode of observation/ 
sources, of data 

Participant observation; semi-structured interviewing; using 
documents; constructing stories.and narratives: 

  

Analysis Qualitative forms.of data analysis.-In-certain fotins of PAR; the, 

data analysis‘is viewed as-a collaborative effort between the 
researcher and the participants, 

  

Strengths Where successful, the PAR involves participation and invalve- 
ment an'the part of subjects, which enhances chances of high 
construct validity, low refusal rates-and“ownership” of findings. 
  

Limitations The small number of cases-and low degree of control affect 
overall génefalisability and possibility of strong causal arid 
structural explanations. 

  

Main sources of error   Researcher effects (overly étnotional or subjective involvement); 
possible manipulation by-research participants of research 
process to-serve their own interests.     
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‘Additional reading 
and websites 

For an introductary overview; see Prozesky and Mouton 000). | 

Avery practice-oriented South African text by Kathleen Collins 

(1999) is also worth reading. 

For other texts see: Akong’a (1991), Argyris-and, Schin (1991), 

BarturieK (1993), Chester (1991), Cornwall and Jewkes.(1995), 

Dugan (1993), Elden and: Chisholm (1993), Fals-Borda (1984), 

Fals-Borda and Rahman (1991), Greenwood et al: (1993), 

McTaggart (1991; 1994), Rahman (1988; 1991; 1993), Rahnema 

(1990), Reason {19% 993; 1994), Sarri and Satri-(1992), 

Swantz.and Vainio-Mattila (1988), Whyte (1991-1994; 1995) and 

Whyte et al (1991). 

Websites:     i 
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4, Surveys 

Description/ 
definition 

Studies that aré usually quantitative in nature and which‘aim to 

provide-a broad overview of a representative sample of a large 

paputation. 

Research design 
  

Selection of cases/ 
sampling. 

Probabilistic sanipling {in the.inajority of cases}, although non- 
probabilistic sampling (convenience or quota sampling) is often 
used especially in market research. 
  

Mode of obsetvation/ 

sources-of data 
Structured questionnaires; structured télephone interview 
schedules; structured mail questionnaires; structured electronic 

questionnaires, 
  

Analysis Descriptive and inferential statisti¢s, n'the analysis of large suit 
vey data sets, typical techniques would include tabulations, cor- 
relations, regression analysis, factor analysis (for data reduction) 
and the use'of statistical graphics (har charts, plots, pie charts) 
for more visual presentation. 
  

Strengths boténcial to generalise to targe populations if appropriate san 
pling-design has been implemented; high measurement reliabili- 
ty if proper questionnaire-construction:and high construct valid: 
ity if proper controls have been implemented. 
  

  

Design classification 

Key research 
questions 

More-specialised 
design types 

Empirical Primary data 

Numeric data Medium control. 

predominantly descriptive (as. in pilot. surveys}; Exploratory {as in pilol “ys 1 eel (or so 

in attitudinal surveys and public opinion polls} 
called “analytical” surveys). 

Longitudinal surveys; cross-sectional surveys; panel surveys; 
cohort studies. 

Limitations Lack of depth and insider perspective sometifnes tead ta criti 
cisms of “surfice'leval’ arialysés; survey data are sometimes 
very sample-and context specific — this is especially true of pab> 
lic opinion polls. 
  

Main sources-of-error Sampling error; questionnaite error; high refusal rates; high 
non-response; interviewer effécts; respondent effects; fieldwork 
error; data capturing error; inappropfiate selection of statistical 
‘techniques, 
  

  

Typical‘applications polls; attitudinal surveys: isational suiveys: public opinion Organisatio ys: P su 

community-based surveysyneeds assessinent surveys: 
studies, 
  

Meta-theory ‘Although linked to a more behaviourist or positivist metatheo: 

ry (especially by critics) it is more correctly associated with the 

tradition of variable analysis (Lazarsfeld; Stouffer) and the 

Colurhbia school in the’ 1950s.   
  

Conceptitalisation/ 
mode of reasoning   —_ Surveys-can either be theory driven (ariaytical surveys) and aim 

to:test hypotheses, or much more inductive and a-theoretical     (exploratory studi ‘lot surveys). 

Additional reading 
and websites 

  
For introditctory and basic texts on the practice of survey 
research, see Cox (1995), Czaja et al. (1996), Fink (1995a; 1995b; 
1995¢; 1995d), Fowler (1995), Hague (1993), Labaw (1981), 
Oppenheim (1992), Salant et al. (1994), Schuman et al. (1981) 
and Sudman and Bradburn (1983). For specific texts on telephone 
surveys, sée Lavrakas (1993), Frey et al. (1995). Otumail surveys, 
see Bourque et al. (1995) and on the use.of computers in surveys, 
see Sarig (1991). 
There are-now many texts.on ‘common sources-of error in-sur- 

vey-research. The following references cover the area adequate- 
ly: Groves (1987), Schaeffer (1995), ‘Sudmairet af..(1996), 
Tomaskovic-Devey et al. (1996), Bradburn et al. (1991), Reynolds 
et al. (1993) and Sanctiez (1992). 

Websites: 
www veu.edu/cppweb/srlweb/survmeth.htm 

www: feti.edu/~spap/faculty_htmi/refauant.hemnl 
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5. “comparative, cross-cultural and crogs-tiational studies 

  

Description! 
definition 

Comparative studies focus on the siinilaritiés and (especially) 

differencés between. groups of units of analysis. Such “objects” 
can include individual organisations, cultures, couritries, soci 

eties, institutions and even individuals. 

  

Design-classification Empirical Hybrid data 
  

Numeric and textiral data Medium'concrot   
  

Key research 
questions 

Descriptive questions; historical questions; causal questions. 

  

More specialised 
design types 

Typical applications 

Meta-theory 

Cross-national:studies;-cross-cuttural studies, 

Ctoss-cultural psychological studies. 
Cross-national studies in international politics or economics. 

No specific meta-theoretical tradition, although postmodernist 

theorists have been very criti¢al of assumptians underlying 

cross-cultural comparisons:     

Conceptalisatio” 
mode of reasoning 

Both deductive and inductive-approaches. 

  

Selection of cases! 
sampling 

probabilisticand non-probabilistic; depending on:the numiber of 
“cases” selected, If individuals-are units of analysis (¢ross-cultin~ 

al psychological studies), then normal sampling designs apply. 

In the. cases: where. countriés or political:systéins.or nations are 

compared (political science), the selection of cases or sampling 
is done on theoretical grounds. 
  

Mode of observation’ 
sources of data 

Surveys or use.of existing statistics and data. 

  

Analysis Statistical methods (urveys), of qualitative and interpretive 

andlycic strategies in.the case of textual data. 

Research design’ map? 

  

Limitations Problems in the selection of “appropriate” cases for the purpos- 
es of selection, ie. the degree.of comparability of cases. Ini 
cross-cultural and cross-national studies, there are the.obvious 
constraints associated with differences in languiage, culture, 
symbols; signs, and.so on: 
  

‘Main sources of error Small samples; translation errors; measurement error; context 
effects: 
  

Additional reading 
‘and websites 

Usefial works on contpardtive research methodology are: Allardt 
(1990), Berent et at. (1982), Caidén (1989), Hayashi (1992), 
Kocka (1993), Mace et al. (1994); Mochmann et al. (1993), 
Namboodiri (1994), Niessen et al. (1982), Ragin (1987; 1991; 
1994); Rokkan (1993), Rose (1991) and Scheuch'(1980}.. 
‘Good overviews on the issues involved in cross-national and cross- 
cultural research are giveri-in:Antonowsky et.al. (1989), Drasgow 
et al, (1988), Henderson ét-al.(#992}, Hughes-et al. (1993), Jones 
et al. (1992), Masser (1984), Miller et al. (1981), Rokkan (1993), 
Sanders (1994), Triandis (1980), Watkins (1989) and Williams 
(1984), See also moré discipline-based articles oni ctoss-cultinral 
research with reference to communication studies. (Bantz, 

1993), surveys (Sasaki et al., 1990; Szalai, 1993; Norval, 1984; 

Burton. et al., 1987); consumer research (Durvasula et al., 1993); 
evaluation studies (Jinkerson‘et al., 1992}; media research 
(Lonner; 1986); psychology (Sinha, 1990; Retief, 1988; Mauer & 
Retief, 1987). 

Website: 
www. ssi cla.edu/soc/groups/scr/ 
  

6. Experimental designs (laboratory studies) 
  

Déscription/ 
definition 

Studies that.aré usually quantitative in.nature and which aim to 

provide a.causal study of a small number of cases under highly 
controlled conditions. High control is achieved througii labora-. 
tory conditions, The possibility of causal‘inference derives from 

the-use of randomisation techniques, experiméntal and compat- | 
ison groups, and repeated measures over time. 
  

  

Strengths   The logic of comparison approximates causal inferences and 
alldws scholars'to. attempt stronger causal hypotheses. It also 
allows for comparison of different theoretical viewpoints across 
differeiit settings.   Design classification Enripirical Pritnary data 

  

Numeric data High control   
  

Key research 
questions       Gausal questions   
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More specialised 
design types 

Latin square design; Sclorion four group désign; factorial 
designs. 
  

Typical application's Applications vary from fundamental/pasic experiments (as in'the 
natural and behavioural sciences) to more applied clinical trials. 
  

Meta-theory Inthe behavioural sciences (psychology) there is a strong histor- 
ical link with behaviourism. In general, thé undeflying episte- 
mological assumptions would be consistent with a realist:phi- 
losophy of science; especially the aésumptions about causality. 

Research'desian’map 

7. Field/natural experimental designs 
  

Description/ 
definition 

Studies that are usually quantitative in natiire and which-aim to 
provide abroad averviéww ofa representative sample ofa latge 
population: Field experiments:distinguish themselves from 
“true” or “classical” éxperinients by the fiict thac they occur in 
natural settings (rather than laboratory or artificial settings), 
Also, because of practical and ethical concerns, they do act 

involve randonrassignmenc of subjects co experimental and 
conipatison groups. 
  

  

Conceptualisationy 
mode of reasoning 

‘Strongly theory-driven with hypothesis-testing design predomi- 

nating. However, expeririients that are mainly exploratory (“trial 
and error”) also occur. 
  

Selection of cases/ 
sampling: 

Sampling with small numbers. 

Design classification Empirical Primary data 
  

Numeric data Medium control   
  

Key research 
questions. 

Descriptiveand causal questions. 

  

  

Mode of observation’ 
sources of:data 

Stnictured absérvation and phiysical measurement; psychomet- 
ric techniques. 

  

Analysis Mathematical and statistical methods (especially regression and 

analysis of variance techniques). Small smplé.size usually dic- 
tatés using non-parametric statistical tests of significance. 

More specialised 
design types 

Quasi-expetimental design types: non-equivalesit-comparison. 
group designs; time series designs and interrupted time'series 
designs; regression discontinuity designs; multiple baséliie 
designs. 
  

  

Strengths ‘The ability to-infer causality and test causal relationships. 

  

Limitations. Small sample sizes make generalisability risky: Laboratory set- 
tings — especially in thé ium Sciences — create their own arte- 
facts and errors, which also limit the external validity of find- 
ings. 

Typical applications Social experiments; applied résearch that is-dimedd at tracking 
change over time (baseline studies). In the latter sense, there is 
a clear overlap with some forms of evaluation research. 
  

  

Main sources of error Experimenter error (e.g. experimenter expectancy effects; 
demand effects), subject eiror, measurement error, context 

effects. 

Meta-theary In the behavioural sciencés (pisychdlogy) there is'a strong histor- 
ical link with behaviourism: In general, the underlying episte- 
mological assumptions would be consistent with a realist phi= 
losophy of science, especially the assumptions about causality. 
  

  

Additional reading 
and websites     The following isbist'a selection frorh literally hundreds of avail- 

able texts-on-experimental methods: Balisell (1994), Boniface 
(1994), Christensen (1991), Cochran et al. (1992), Cox (1992), 
Hicks (1993), Hinkeiman et al. (1994), Kirk (1995), Lewis-Béck 
(1993), McKenna (1995), Ross et al. (1994) and Van den Brakel 
and Renssen (1994). 

Websites: 
httpy/trochim.humén.cornell.edy/tutorial/abrahami/shk16.htr 
ttpu/trochim.human,comell.edy/tutofia/belue/betu 

Conceptualisation’ 

mode of reasoning 
Field experiments in basic science (such as’ social psychology 
experiments} are often designed to test hypotheses or models. 
In more applied social experiments, such as Headstart, the 
design cquld be more inductive-and.a-cheoretical. 

  

Sélection of cases/ 
sampling 

Normaily probabilistic sampling but without random assign- 
ment of subjects to experimental and control conditions. 

  

Mode of observation/ 

sources of data 

Structured observation; questionnaires; interviews. 

    Analysis     Mathematical and.statistical methods (especially regression and 
analysis of variaiice techniques}. 
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Strengths The natural setting of field experiments increases generalisabili- 
ty of restits, It also-decreases the likelihood of laboratory 
effects (inithe social sciences) such as'experimenter effects: 
  

Limitations Moderate-ability to infer causality, depending on complexity. df 
phenomenon. 

Conceptualisation/ 
mode of reasoning 

Some programme evaluations are:completely.a-theoretical (so- 
called black box evaluations).and:are aimed at assessing 
whether the outcomes have materialised. Other exponents have 
called for so-called theory-driven evaluations (Chen, Lipsey). 
  

  

Main-sources of error Less ‘control of extraneous variables than in experimental 

designs which, in turn, leads to weaker causal claims. 
Context effects; measurement error; sampling error and sample 

size; fion-equivalence.of &perimental and-control groups owing 
to lack of randomisation. 

Selection of cases/ 

sampling 
Selection. of cases is determined by the natiire-of the interven- 
tion and type of process evaluation: It may involve both proba- 
bilistic sampling and. theoretical selection. 
  

  

‘Additional reading 
and websites 

For‘a-brief, but good, overview, seé Robson (1993, Chapter. 4). 
General texis: Bawden et ai 2); Beretta (1983); Bururivand: 
Wothke (1985), Burtless (1995}, Cook (1979), Dennis (1990; 
1994}, Dennis and Boruch (1989), Dunford (1990), Havemar: 

(1986), McNeal and Hangen.(1995), Riecken and Boruch (1974), 
Ross et al. (1994) and Van den Brakel and Renssen (1994), 

Website: 
roc man;cormell.edu/tutorial/abraliams/sbk16.htm: 

Made of ‘observation’ 
sources of data 

Multiple methods. of data-collection. [t is-common in implemen- 
tation’evaluation studies toutilise all-available modes of obsér- 
vation: both structured (questionnaires; tests; scales} and less 
structured (focus group interviews; individual interviews; partic: 
ipation observation), as.well as:analysing existing documentaty 
‘sources (annus reports; field records; participation records; 
etc). 
  

Analysis Combination of qualitative and: statistical methods of analysis. 
  

  

8. Evaluation research: implementation (process) evaluation 

Strengths implementation. evaluation reseafch §&.4 form of applied 
research aimed at assessing. whether intetventions have been 

well conceptualised and properly implemented. , 
  

  

Deséription/ 
definition 

Implementation evaluation research-aims to answer the ques- 

tion of whether an intérvéntion (programme, therapy, policy or 
strategy} has been properly implemented (process-evatuation 
studies), whether the target group has‘been adequately covered 
and whether'the intervention was implemented as designed. 

Limitations, Access and coverage of implementation sites; timing of study (if 
impleniéntation has already commenced). 
  

Main sources of error Measurement error; subject effects; researcher effects, 
  

  

Design classification Empirical Hybrid data 
  

Numeric and textual data Medium control   
  

Key research 
questions 

Déscriptive. questions. 

  

More specialised 
design types 

Needs. assessment studies. 

Evaluability assessment studies, 
Programmnie monitoring studies, 
  

Typical appli¢ations Progratnme monitoring: performance measurement, 
  

Meta-theory,     No obvious meta-theoretical paradigm.     
Additional reading 
and websites 

  
For good introductory texts-on programme evaluation, see 

Freéman et al. (1993), Herman: (1988), Posayac.(1992), Rossi and 
Freeman {1993);,Rutman (1977),Smith (1990} and Williams: 
(1986). 

For specific texts.on programme monitoring or implementation 
(process) evaluation, see King-et af. (1987), Patton (1979) and 
Schreirer (1981): 

On evaluability assessment, seeSmith (1989) and Wholey (1981; 
1983; 1989). 

For a-comprehensive bibliography ip'to 1991, see Dekker 
{1991}. Finally, for a one-stop overview of current trends; the 
best single text is the handbook on programme evaluation 
(Bicknian & Rog, 1998), 

Websites: 
www.uep-utica.org/uwlinks/outcomes.hrml 

www jhucep.org/i&e/index.stm   
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9. Evaluation research: experimental and quasi-experimental 
outcome studies 
  

Description’ 
definition 

Outcome évaluation resedrch’aims to-answer the question of 
whether an intervention (programme, therapy, policy or strate- 
gy) bias been successful or effective. The main aim of outcome 

or product evaluation studies is to establish whether the 
intended (and unintended) outcomes of the programme have 
Materialised,. This would include‘immediate or short-term out- 

comes, as.vell as long-term outcomes for the-so-called “impact” 
of the programme). 

  

Desigri Classification Empirical Hybrid:data 
  

Numeric and textual data Medium,controt   
  

Key research 
questions. 

Descriptive questions; evaluative questions. 

  

Mare specialised 
design types 

Outcome or éffect studies. 
impact assessment studies. 

Cost-benefit analyses; cost-utility studies. 

  

Typical applications Social impact assessment; environmental impact. assessment: 

  

Meta-theory Behaviouralist and realist meta-theories (e.g. Pawson & Tilley, 
1997} areassociated with quasi-experimental and quantitative. 

evaluation studies (Cook, Campbell and Stanley}. 

Research desi 

  

Limitations Context effécts; sampling ertor; measurement error (opera- 
tionalising and measuring outcome indieatérs). 
Sampling error; maturation; history effect; selectivity effects; 
instrumentation effects; generalisability. 
  

Main sources-of error The classic texts are Campbell and Stanley (1966}-and Cook and 
Campbell (1979). 
  

Additional readliig 
and websites 

For other useful texts, see Cheetham et al. (1992), Chen (1 1994}, 
Conlisk (1986}, Cook etal. (1986), Greene et al. (1989), Gregory 
et al. (1992}, Horton (1993), House (1984), Lee etal. (1990), 
Polansky (1994), Reichardt et al. (1994), Sanders (1992), Turpin 
et al. (1991), Weiss (1987) and Yin (1992). 

Fora comprehensive bibliography ip to'1991, See Dekker 
(1991). Finally, for a one-stop overview of current trends, the 
best single text is the handbook of programme evaluation 
(Brickman & Rog; 1996). 

Websites: 

wuww.ucp-utica, org/uwlinks/outcomes, htm! 
yaw jhucep.org/rRe/index.stm 
  

10. Evaluation research: qualitative (naturalistic) and 
empowerment evaluation 

  

  

Conceptualisation/ 
mode of reasoning 

Some programme evaluations are completely a-theoretical {s0- 
calied black box evaiuations} and are aimed at assessing 
whether the outcomes have materialised, Other exponents have 

called for so-called -theory-driven evaluations (Chen, Lipsey): 
  

Selection of cases? 
sampling. 

Probability sampling methods: 

Description’ 
definition 

Qualitative {or “riaturalistic") evaluation approaches involve the 
use of predominantly qualitative research methods:to describe 
and evaluate the performance of programmes in their natural 
settings, focusing on the process:of implementation rather than 
‘on (quantifiable) outcomes, Empowerment evaluation is tliz-use 

of evaluation coricepts, techniques and findings to'foster 
improvement and selfdetermination (Fetterman). 
  

  

Made of observation/ 
‘sources:of data 

All forms.of evaluation research usually. dse-all available data 
collection methods. These-could be:structured or semi:struc- 
tured, -depending oi the specific design type, but more often: 
than not involve all forins of-structured and semi-structured 
methods. 

Design classification Empirical Hybrid data 
  

Numeric-and'textual data Medium control     
Key research 
questions 

Descriptive questions; evaluative questions, 

  

  

Analysis Structured and more quantitative methods such as.ANOVA and 

regression analysis. 

More specialised 
design:types. 

Fourth-generation evaluation (Guba and Lincoln},. naturalistic 
evaluation (Patton), empowerment evaluation (Fetterman). 
  

  

Strengths     Ability to assess causal outcomes and impact, 
Typical applications     Naturalistic and empowerment evaluations are most frequently.   used in implementation evaluations (ratlier. than outcome évalil- 
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ations), especially where there is a specificfocus.on formative 
evaluation. These are also preferred-designs wher working-with 
developing communities where participation by the participants 

in the evaluation is desirable. 
  

Meta-theory Interpretive:metatheories are linked to. naturalistic Patton} and 
fouzth-gesieration-(Guba and Lincoln} approaches to programme 
evaluation, whereas-critical meta-theory is associated with 
empowermentevaluation approaches (Fetterman). 
  

€onceptualisation/ 
mode of reasoning 

Normally inductive and _a-theoretical, which links with assump- 
tions about consultation.and participation (naturalistic inquiry}. 
  

Sélection of cases/ 

sampling 
Case selection mostly corisists.of “thedretical sampling” in natu- 

ratistic’ evaluation désigns: 

Research desight nia: 

11. Statistical modelling and computer simutation studies 
  

Desesiption/ 
definition 

Studies that are aimed at developing aid validating.accurate 
Tepresentations (models) of the reat world. In statistical mode!- 
ling, a specification of a model is constructed through a process 

of abstraction from what are theorised to be the:procesées in 
the “teal world". By méans-6f some statistical technique (e.g. 
regression analysis), che model is used to genefate expected 
values that are compared with actual data, A simulation model 
can bé “run” to-produce oiutput; while a statistical model 
requires a statistical analysis programme, 
  

Design classification Empirical Hybrid data 
  

Numeric-data’ ‘Medium (statistical) controt”»       

Made of observatioi/ 

sources.of data 

Preference for qualitative and participatory methods, such par- 
ticipant observation and.semi-structured interviewing. 

Key research 
questions. 

Descriptive questions: causal questions, predictive questions. 

    

Analysis Qualitative and participatory methods. 
  

Strenjiths. Establishing rapport and trust with research subjects; high con 
struct validity: insider perspective. The collaborative.and partic 
patory nature of this design minimises suspicion and distrust of 

research with a cancomitarit increase in trust and credibility. 
  

  
Limitations ‘The emphasis on naturalistic forms of inquiry makes it difficult 

to evaluate prograrhme outcomes:-systematically and rigorously, 
The result is that strong causal inferences. regarding programme 
benefits and impact are difficult, if not impossible, to make. 

More spécialised 
design -types 

Statistical modelling: Path analysis; structural-equation model- 
ling (Lisrel). 

‘Computer simulation studies: Dynamic:microsimulation; simula- 
tion based on DAL {distributed artificial intelligence). 
  

Typical applications Modelling financial data (investment or marketing analysis). 
Modelling trends-in society (including history analysis}. 
  

  

Main sources of error Errors. typically associated with naturalistic'studies, e.g. observ- 

@rand intérviewer bias, as well as lack of rigorous:control (no 

control. groups-or randomisation of subjects). 

Meta-theary No specific meta-theary. However, the epistemological assamp- 
tion of all forms of modelling would be consistent witha realist 
theory of the world. 
  

  

Additional reading 
and websites   For texts oni naturalistic or qualitative evatuation, see Dorr- 

Bremmie (1985}, Guba'(1987}, Lincoln and Guba {1986}, Patton. 

(1990) and Tessmer.(1994). 

For texts an empowerment evaluation, see Fetterman et al. 
{1996}, Patton (1997) and Seriven (1997). 

‘Web: : 

Empowerment evaluatior 
htepy Stanford.edu/~davi 

Faurth-generation evaluation: 
http: wi -ndirect.co.uky4th. hr 

jowermentevaluation.html 

Conceptualisation/ 
mode: of reasoning 

Most forms’of statistical modelling and computer simulation’: 
that aini to:test'and validate models have to be yery-specifi¢ 
about the underlying (theoretical) assuriiptions. Such studies, 
therefore, cerid to be mare deductive in nature: 
  

Selection of cases/ 

samplitig 
Normal probability sampling techniques. 

  

Mode of observation’ 
sources of data 

Structured modes of observation, such-as.survey-data, census 
figure’, finaricial.and tnarket data, experimental and systematic 
‘observational data. 
  

Analysis     
  

Multivariate statistical techniques, such as path-analysis, struc:   tural equation modelling. and multiple regression analysis.      
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Strengths The ability to model Large-scale phenomena and to simplify rela- 

tionships-in order to explain.and predict better. 

  

Limitations ‘Quality of the data or complexity of phenomena does not 

always allow complcte specification.of a model. 

  

Main sources.of error. Quality of data; undérspecification of model; plausibility-of 
assumptions, 

  

Additional reading 
and websites 

  
12. Secondary data analysis (SDA) 

Déscription/ 
definition 

For gerzeral introductions ta thodeiling in science, see Pidd (1996). 

For'texts that focus on. causal modelliag (especially in the social 
and management sciences), See Alwin (1990), Birnbaum (1981), 
Blalock (1985:.1991), Gilbert (1981), Hellevik (1988},.,ames et al. 
(1989), Medsker et al. (1994), Retherford et al. (1993), Simon et 
al. (1985); Sobel (1996) and Wunsch (1988). 

For‘texts on.computer-simulation, see Gilbert (1995) and 
Whicker and Sigelman (1991), 
Website: 

at ‘ctiflinks_stats/sot ‘e.htm! 

Using existing data (mostly quantitative), SDA aims at reanalys- 

ing such data.in order to tést hypotheses or'to validate models. 

  

Design classification Empirical Secondary data 
  

Numeric data Medium (statistical) control   
  

Key research 
questions 

‘Typical applications 

Descriptive questions, 

Causal questions. 

Analysis of census data;-secondary analysis of survey data; mar- 
ket analysis. 

  

Selection of cases/ 

sampling 
No sapling possible; giveis that existing data are analysed. 

  

Mode.of observations 
sources.of data 

The primary data for SDA are survey data (cross-sectional, but 
especially longitudinal surveys) as:census information. 
  

Analysis Stavidard statistical techniques. 

  

Stréngths Savings in time and costs because of the use of existing data or 
‘the possibility of rearialysing previoiss findings, 
  

Limitations Secondary data analysts are not able to conirol for data collec- 
tion errors and are constrained in analysis by original objectives 
of the'reséarch. 
  

Main sources of error Errors associated with contextual analysis in.multilevel or hier- 
archical data Sets;misuriderstariding of otiginal objects of the 
principal investigator, . 
  

‘Additional reading 
and websites, 

For a first overview of the advantages arid liinitations of SDA, 
see Practer (1995); The most comprehensive introductory text 
is:Dale et al. {1988). Hakim’s work (1981) focuses'on British data 
soins, butalso hs use sections on che role of data archives in SDA, 
Other useful texts are Hinde {1997}, Kiecole et al. (1986), McCall 
etal, (1991) and Stewart (1993). ‘ 1 Maca 

Website: 

Given the close link between SDA arid data archiving, a good 
starting point to learn more-about SDA trends is the South 
African Data Archive. It has a complete list of links-to other 
national data archives. You-will find it at: 
itpyAvww.nrfacza/sada/, 
  

13. Content analysis 

    

Meta-thieory Not associated with any specific metatheory. Epistemological 

position would ténd to favour the.use, of quantitative analysis, 

variable analysis and ocher more positivist and réalist assump- 

tions. 

Description’ 
definition 

Studies ttiat analyse the contertt of texts or documents (suck as. 
letters, speechés; annual-reports), “Content” refers to-words, 
meanings, pictures, symbols, themes ar-any message that can 
be communicated. 
    

Conceptualisation/ 
mode of reasoning   ‘Although the researcher in SDA cannot undertake primary: analy: 

sis, one of the advantages of SDA is that it-forces you to be     Design classification Empirical Secondary data 
  

Textual data Low controt     explicit about the assumptions and theory that underlie the data. 
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Key research 
questions 

More specialised 
design types 

‘Typical-applications 

Meta:theory 

Exploratoty.or descriptive questions. 

Qualicative conterit analysis. 

Quantitative content analysis. 

Propaganda analysis; analysis of speeches; editorial statements; 
ietters.in newspapers; analysis of anniual-reports. 

No specific theory, although'some authors have referred to: 

approaches such as semidtic analysis. 
  

Conceptualisation/ 
mode.of teasoning 

Usually inductive and a:theoretical. However, there are exam- 

ples of content analysis studies that aimed.to test specific 

hypotheses. 
  

Selectidin 6f cases/ 
sampling 

Ranges fron using probability sanipling methods to theoretical 
sampling. 
  

Mode of obseryation/ 

sources of data 

Analysis 

“The data sources-are given, hence thie only methodological 
issues concern the principles and procedures of selécting the 
data.or documents. Content analysis is usually aimed at public 

documents, espécially editorials in-newspapers and magazines, 
advertisements, letters, political speeches, annual réports, and 

so ons 

Both qualitative (thernatic; chronological) and quantitative 
(descriptive statistics) techniques are used. 

“Research design Wap 
  Additional reading 
and websites. 

L 

The classic texts are Berelson (1952}, Holsti ve hs. ti (1: 

Krippenidorf (1586). * ois 0969) and 
Other usefil texts are Carle ¥y (1994) and Woadrtim/(1984). Fo ater texts ee Kelie eta. (1991), Popping (2000) Roberts 

; 197), Rosengren (1981), Sif : (283: (1981), Sifverman (1993) and Weber 

Websites dedicated to content analysis: 
hetbuavw.gsiedu/~ content html 
httpvwww.content-analysis. de 
    
74, Textual analysis, hermeneutics, textual criticism 
  

Descriptiniv. 
definition 

Analysis of texts (religisits of literary) i f texts: 8 OF literary) in-wrder to understand 
the meaning of such texts, means | 
  

Design classification Empirical Secondary data 
  

Textual data Low control     

Key research 

questions 
Exploratory questions; désctiptive questions; conceptual 
(semantic) questions; theoretical. questions. 
    

  

Strengths ‘The analysis‘of texts and decuments.is an unobtrusive (non- 

reactive) method; which means that errors associated with the 

interaction between researchers and subjects (such as-observa 
tion effects) are-avoided. Quantitative. content analysis is partic- 

ularly useful for research involving large volumes of text, 

More spiécialised 
design types 

Biblical hermeneutics, including historical criticism, reception aesthetics and other forms of theological hermeneutics 
egal hermeneutics. : Philosophical hermeneutics (Gadamer, Ricoeur), 
Deconstruction stuidies (Derrida, De Man), 
Literary criticisinfeminist literary criticism. 
  

  

Limitations Authenticity of the data sources: fepresetitativeness of texts 

analysed which makes the overall external validity. of the find- 

ings limited. 
  

Main sources.of error Selection effects in sampling texts, although. sampling tech- 

niques are often used, No or little iformation on intentions 

and background.or original auttiors’of texts seriously limits the. 

interpretation. All content analysis inivolvés the development of 

coding schemas or systems. main source of error; therefore, is 
the inter-rater reliability of such schemas where more than-one 

Typical applications 

Meta:theory 

‘Conceptualisation/ 

mode of reasoning: 

Exegesis of réligious texts. 
Interpreting literary texts. 

Analysis and interpretation of art obj inti ly in. of art objects (paintings; scul i: 
musical cotnpositions). Parnes sculptures 

Semiotics; Structuralism; feminism: critical theory. 

Both inductive and deductive modes of, reasoning. Inductive: 
forms of textual analysis are a-thearetical and attempt to-gene- 
rate an understanding. of a hitherto unknowh or little iknown 
text. More often, ‘though, textual analyses attempt to test, 
reject or validate existing analyses and interpretations, Such 
forms of textual analyses are deductive in nature. , 
    ‘coder is involved.       Selection’of cases/   sampling: Texts are selected on theoretical: nts. grounds (resear joni 

objectives of the study). (research question:            
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Strengths: Plausible and credible interpretations of texts not only shied 

fight on'the meaning of the text but also on historical periods, 

cultural trends and socio-political events. 
  

Limitations ‘The quality and authenticity of texts‘are a major determining 
factor of the quality of the interpretation. Multiple, and.some- 
times conflicting, interpretations may confuse rather than 

inform the reader. The contextuality (and. intertextuality).of 
texts may constrain one's. understanding thereof. 

Research  desigi 

  

parts of words (morphology); meaning (semantics) and the 
oider of words in sentences (syiitax). Discourse analysts study 
larger churiks of language. 
  

Design classification Empirical Hybrid data 
  

Textual data Medium control   
  

  

Main-sources of error Intetprétive bias (selectivity and bias in interpreting texts); qual- 
ity of text sources (e.g: in Biblical hermeneutics}; authenticity of 
docisments (debates on authiorship); lack of contextual informa- 
tion;. intentignalist. fallacy. 

Key research 
questions 

Exploratory questions; descriptive quéstions. 

  

More specialised 
design types. 

Critical discourse analysis (CDA); conversational analysis (Harvey 
Sacks). 
  

  

Additional reading 
and websites 

For general texts on interpretation and hermeneutics, see 
Bleicher (1980), Lundin et al. (1985), Mitchell.(1983). Thisletor 

(1992). 

For reference works on literary criticism, seé Grodén and 
Kréiswirth (1994) and. Makaryk (1993}, 

For a usefull electronic article, which-reviews the history and dif- 

ferent approaches to hermeneuti¢s, see: 
httpy aL mit.edy eficma/pa} 
871/memo.html 

Specific websites 
Biblical hermeneutics: 
https cocities.com/Athens/5948/hermeneutics.htm 

1986-ai-memo- 

For a useful electronic.article on what deconstruction is ("Being, 
just with deconstruction"), see: 
httpy yale eduyla salkin/arti eingjust|.btm 

‘On literary theory aiid literary criticism: 
htty r.edu/—~mryderite dat modern. ht 

‘Typical-apptications ‘Analysis of everyday conversations and discourses: 
Analysis of field experimental discourses. 
  

Meta-theory, The ethnomethodological work of Harold Garfinkel was one of 

the first theoretical positions associated with. the analysis of dis- 
course. The (post)-structuralism of Michel Foucault hasbeen che 

major meta-théoreti¢al influence on discourse analysis. Harvey 

Sack’s dramaturgical theory informed conversational analysis or 
CA. 

  

Conceptiilisation’ 
mode of reasoning 

Predominantly inductive: interpreting and making sense of 
“chunks” of distourse. 
  

Selection of cases/ 
sampling 

Studies use béch-sampling-methads fo seléct texts and non- 
sampling methods (theoretical sélection). 
  

Mode of abservation/ 

sources.of data 
Data are usually collected through interview methods (tran- 
scripts) in natucal field settings. Otherwise, existing discourses 
(conversations or speeches) may also be arialysed. 
  

  

15. Discourse and conversational analysis 
  

Descriptiow. 
definition     A moré recent version of textual analysis, discourse analytic 

studies, also aims to. study the meaning of words but-within 
targer “chunks” of texts, such as‘conversations.oF discourses; 
Discourse-analysis is sometimes defitted as the analysis of lan- 

guage “beyond the:sentence”. This contrasts with the types of 
analysis more. typical of modern linguistics, which is, chiefly con- 
cerned with the study of microlinguistics: the study-of sinaller 
Gnits.of language, suchas sounds (phonetics and phonology), 

Strengths By focusing on the larger (Semantic) contexts of discoursé, 
these forms of analysis are high on construct validity, Often, 
texts for discoursé analysis are produced: through ton-obttusive 
strategies that reduce reactivity and-observation effects. The 

emphasis on discourse in natural-settings also enhances con- 
struct validity, 
  

Limitations Given that most discursive ptactices are contéxt-dependent or. 
context:bound, such studies are limited in their generalisabitity. 
  

Main sources of error     Lack of generalisability; lack of control over the data production 
process, interviewer effects where new data are collected.   
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Additional-reading 
avid websites. 

Potter and Wetherell (1987} have writteta good intreduction to 
‘discourse analysis-and its. implication for social psychology, For 
other texts on discourse analysis, see Bloom et al. (1994); 
Duchan (1994), Edwards et al. (1993), Fairclough (1995), Forman 
et al. (1995), Mumby (1993), Potter et al, (1995), Sanders (1994), 
Sherrard (1991). Simagorinsky (1994), Spencer (1994), Van Dijk 
(1993) and Wooffitt (1995). For a book devoted to South Affican 
stidies.in discoursé-analysis,'see Levett eval, (1997). 
Atkingon’and Hetitagé (1984) is arguably the best: collection on 

conversation analytic studies:.For other texts on conversation. 
analysis, see Boden, (1990a, 1990b),-Goodwin (1990), Psathas 
(1995), Sacks (1984), Silverman.(1993}, Van Dongen (1991) and. 

Zivamerman (1988), 

Websites: | . 
hutpyAvww.bible.acu-edu/discourse/bibliogr. htm (céntains-a bib- 

liography ott-discourse-analysis) 
hitpywww aberac.uk/media/Sections/textan02:html 

For an excellent overview of critical discourse analysis, see the. 

articlé by Teun van Dijk 
http: bum. uva.al/~teun/eda.btm 

Research design map: 

  

school, the Annales school, Marnist historiography up to post- modernist theories of historiography, 
  

Conceptualisation/ 
mode of reasoning 

Depending on the underlying theory of history or historiogra- phy, both induetive and deductive (theory-driven) approaches to historical scholarship are common. 
  

Selection of cases/ 

sampling 
Jn traditional ‘historical scholarship, the selection. of éases is 
usually determined by theoretical constraints. 

  

Mode of observation’ 
sources of data 

Use of a variety of documenitary (official archival. and unofficial) 
‘Sources including personal documents (letters, diaries; autobi- 
ograpliies), registries, public records (birth, marriage, death cer- 
tificates); and'soron: 
  

Analysis Most commonly, inductive methods (especially retrdductive rea- 
soning) in trying to. make sense of histary. 

  

  

16. Historical studies, narrative analyses 

  

Description/ 
definition 

Historical:studies attempt. to reconstruct:the past and the 

ctironology of events. 
  

Design classification Empirical Secondary data 

Strengths The ability to reconstruct the past. through tatrative fechniques; 
the eimphasis.on process and change, 
  

Limitations. Limitations are linked to limitations.of the data, the undér- 
‘standing and judgement of the historian; differences ‘in theore- tical perspectives-which are contradictory, 
  

Main sources.of error Authenticity Of documents; principles that underlie the selec- 
tion.of documents; representativeness of documentary sources: 
accuracy of interprétations; subjective bias; 
  

  

Textual data Low control   
  

Key research 
questions 

Exploratory, 

Historical-destiiptive: A narrative analysis attempting to recon- 
struct the past as accurately as possible. 
Causal questions: Attempting to reconstruct a chain of: events 
and identifying those-events.that caused or triggered other-sig- 

nificant events (¢.g. causes of the Second World War): 
  

More specialised 
design types 

Historical case studies; narrative studies; event history analysis 

{and other forms of quantitative historical analysis), 

  

Meta-theary   Different meta-theories on the nature:of historiography and his- 
tory, ranging from the “naive” empiricism of the Von Ranke     

Additional reading 
and websites 

  
For general texts’on the historical method, see Barzun and Graf 
(1992), Breisach (1994), Brooks (1969), Burke (1991), Cannon (1980), Clubb et al. (1989), Floud (1975), Garraghan’{1973), Gottschalk (1969), Kovaichenko (1991), Lavin et al, (1989), 
Leashore et al. (1985), Reiff (1991), Shafer (1980) and Topolski (1976). 

For texts oni narative analysis, see 'Cortazzi (1993), Hatch etal. 
(1995), Josselson et-al, (1993), Kohier-Riessman (1993), Miles et 
al. (1993) and Tonkin.(1995). 

For texts on oral history, see-Cupta (1995), McMahaniet at, 
(1994), Tonkii'{1995), Vansina (1985) and Yow (1994), 
Website            
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17, Life history methodology 
  

Description’ 
definition. 

Analysis, of small nurtibiérs of cases (usually of inidividuals) aim- 
ing to reconstruct the life history of an individual. The focus is 
on the story of the persoi-as expressed and told by the person 
him: or- herself. 
  

Design classification Empirical Hybrid data 
  

Textual data ‘Medium control   
  

Key research 
questions’ 

Exploratory; descriptive; causal questions: 

  

More specialised 
design types 

“jhe Lite history? higterical biographies; psychological; the diary. 
diary interview study (Zimmerman and Wieder); the tog, the'lit- 
erary diary. 
  

‘Typical applications. Incpsychology: focus an autobiographical studies and thee use of 
diaries and letters (Allport, 1942). 
In anthropology: (Gottschallcet al., 1945). 
In sotiology: focusitig:on individuals — originally very much on 
“deviant” behaviour. Prominent studies done by Chicago: school 
in the. 1920s and 1930s-on such individuals, e.g. various studies 
by Clifford Shaw (1930, 1931, 1938). 
In history: reconstructing the life or biography of (great} individ- 
uals, focusing on persorial documents such as diaries anid let: 
ters. 

  

Strengths In-depth account and insight into the life-worlds of a small num- 
ber of individuals; high construct validity; insider perspective. 
According to Plummer (1983), its main strengths are its empha: 
sis-on the subjective reality of the individual,-on process arid 
change, and on the totality of the person., 
  

Limitations According:to Plummer, the main limitations of this type of study 
aré issues related to representativeness (generalisability), retia- 
bility and validity, and specifically source-of bias (interviewer 
bias, respondent bias arid context effects}. 
  

Mai sources of érror Selection effects; Hawthorne effect; interviewer bias and subjec- 
tivity. 
  

‘Additional reading 
and websites 

Chave'tound Phimmeér (1983) to be the most accessible intro- 
duction.and overview of'life history methodology: 

For other texts on fife history methodology and the use of biogra- 
phies-and autobiographies, see Bertaux (1981), Chambon 
(1995), Denzin (1989), Hatcivet ai, (1995), Helling (1988), Le 
Sof 1385 Mandelbaum (1982), Mann (1992) and Stanley 
1993). 
Website: 

www. trinity.edusmleart history til 
  

18. Methodological studies 
  

  

Meta-theory “The original proponents of this iwethodology traced their ideas. 
back-t0 the pragmatism of Dewey-and the symbolic interaction- 
ist theories of W.1. Thamas, 

  

Conceptualisation/ 
mode of reasoning 

Predominantly inductive: working from the data {personal docu- 
ments). Recotistructing the life history of a person invaiyes 
mostly retroductive forms of reasoning. 

Description’ 
definition 

Studies aimed at developing. new mettiods (such as question: 
naices,.scales and:tests) of data collection.and-sometimes also 
validating a nevily developed instrument thrauigh a pilot 
Study. 
  

  

Selection of cases/ 
sainpling 

Theoretical selection; typical cases: 

Design classification Empirical/non-empirical Hybrid data 
  

Numetic-and textual data High to medium control     
Key research 
questions: 

Exploratory, descriptive and evaluative quéstions. 

  

Made of observation’ 

Sources of data 

In-depth interviewing; autobiographical sketches: analysis of let- 
ters, diaries and other personal documents. 
  

Analysis, Qualitative forms 6f data analysis, such as grounded theory and   analytical induction. 

  

Typical applications Developing new measuting instruments, validating existing 
scales and tésts through item-analytic, factof-analytic and dis- 
criminant analytic studies, 

  

Meta-théory         No specific meta-theoretical approach. 
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Conceptualisation/ 
mode of reasoning 

Both.inductive and deductive miodes of reasoning are used. In 

inductive methodological studies, empirical data are analysed 
with a view to learning something about the methodological 
‘quality of:the data, A typical example is exploratory factor analy: 

sis, which aim at developing a factor structure. from empirical 

data without a spacific theoretical model. Deductive approaches 
to. methodological studies are equally common..Aivexample of 

such an approach is when a‘hypothesis or theory about the 
effect of interviewer race or affiliation is tested on ‘eipirical 

data, Another example is the testing of the factor structure ofa 

scale that was developed in Europe on a South African sample. 
  

Selection of cases/ 

sampling 

Since most methodological studies utilise either experimental 
or survey detign types for the collection of data, common forms 

af probability'sampling would apply. 
  

Mode of observation’ 

sources af data 

Methodological Studies are usually done in conjunction with 
other empirical studies (especially surveys, experiments, com- 
parative studies). However; it is not uicommon to'find a 

methodological study conducted on existing data (SDA). 
  

Analysis Normal statistical and qualitative forms of data analysis. 

Research design mar 

  

Main sources of error Since most methodological studies use-data collected through 

standard design types such-as surveys and experiments, they 
are susceptible to the same sources of error that are-found 
there, e.g. sampling error and measurement error. 

  

Additional. reading: Examples of methodological studies are Alwin (1991), Blaikie 
(1991), De Leeuw.(1992; 1993}, Lutynska (1980), Molenaar 
(1992), Saris (1990), Scherpenzeel et al, (1992) and Van der 
Zouwen et al: {1993}. Other sources to consult are Bulmer. and 
Warwick (1993) and Peil (1982) on research problems:in devel- 
oping countries; Sudman and Bradburn (1983) on methodologi- 
cal effetts in survey research, and Rosenthal and Rosnow (1991} 
on experimenter effects. 

  

Non-empirical studies 

19. Conceptual analysis 

  

Descriptions 
definition’ 

‘The analysis of thé meaning of words or concepts through 
clarification and elaboration of the different dimensions of 
meaiting. 
  

  

Strengths Methodological studies in'the fields of experiments, surveys 
and cross-cultural studies have produced very worthwhile infor- 

mation about sources of efror in empirical research. The most 
famous‘have been on interviewer and observer effects: 

(Hawthorne's studies; Rosental’s studies on experimenter 
expectancy effects), subject.effects (social- desirability, demand 

characteristics, response set effects-in Surveys}: As far as the lat- 

‘ter is concerned, ground-bréaking work has been done. by the 

Institute for Survey Research at the University of Michigan by 

people like Séymour Sudman, Norman Bradburn and Stanley 
Presser. 

Design classification Non:empiticat Secondary textual data 
  

  

Key research 
questions. 

Determining the meaning of concepts. (semantic questions). 
Clarifying conceptual linkages through classification and cate~ 
gorisation. 
  

  

Limitations     Mast of the methodological research in the field of experimen- 

tal and survey studies has been conducted in the United States. 

‘One obvious limitation, therefore, is the applicability of these 
results to. other contexts. and countries. Most of the method- 

ological research ini the area of cross-cultural:research, although 
done in. various countries (including developing countries), is 
quite dated and its relevance for current réséarch practice. is not. 

obvious. Very little methodological research has been done in 
developing countries, where one often finds specific miethod- 
ological. challenges, e.g.sampling ini rural areas, interviewing 
illiterate populations, and so on: 

More specialised 
design types 

Different forms of conéeptualisation are linked-to: various.“theo- 
retical” and“philosophical traditions, such as'the analytical tra- 
dition, phenomenclogy, critical theory (néo-Marxism), critical 
realism, humanism, existentialism and-criticat rationalism. 
Within the:so-called analytical tradition ‘one finds a variéty of 
forms of conceptual analysis: linguistic analysis, logical empiri- 
cismi, logical positivism.and ordinary language analysis. 
  

Meta:theory Current meti:theoretical debates revolve around differences 
between modernist and:postmodemist assumptions :and beliefs. 
Modernist philosophers (as in ratiovialism, realismi:and humian- 
ism).woutd approach conceptual ainalysis very differently from 
postmodéinist philosophers. 
  

Strengths     Conceptiial analysis brings coficeptual-clarity, Well-structured 
conceptual analysis makes conceptual categories clear, expli- 
‘cates theoretical linkages and reveals'the conceptual implica- 
tions of different viewpoints..       
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Limitations. Poor conceptual analysis leads-to conceptual confusion, theo- 
retical ambiguities and fallacious reasoning. 
  

Main sources of error Conceptual errors inchide vague and ambiguous definitions, 
classifications that are not mutually exclusive -errors.in reason- 

ing (see Chapter 8) such as affirming the consequent, tautologi- 
cal reasoning, ad hominem reasoning, and so on. 

Research cesign map? 

  

More specialised 
design types 

Constant comparative method. 

Grounded théory approach (Glaser and Strauss). 
Mathematical model-building: 

  

‘Typical applications ‘Theoretical and conceptual studies aimed at dévelopirig new 
médels and theories or-refining existing theories and models. 

  

Additional reading 
and websites 

For general, introductions to the issue of ‘conceptualisation, con- 

ceptual analysis and concept formation in science, see De 

Grolier (1990), Fox (1991), Gerstl (1989), Hammersley (1991), 

Howard (1987), Jong-Gierveld et al.-(1990}, Leicht et al, (1992), 

Lichtenistein (1988), Linton (1989), McDaniel (1978), Medin et al. 

{1984}, Middendorp (1991), Neisser (1987), Orton {1985}, 

‘Outhwaite {1983}, Pawlowski (1980); Rigas (1979), Singh 11994}; 

Smith (1981) and Sowa (1984). 

For cexts that deal with concept mapping, see Keith et al. 

(1989), Mannes (1989) and Trochim {1989}. 

Fora good review of the debate between modemists and pdst-. 

modernists, see Best:and Kellner (1991) and Rosenau (1992). 

Websites: 
An extremely usefil site is “Philosophy pages” by Garth 
Kemerting at: 

hutp://peaple.delphi.ce ‘kemerling/index.htm 
The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy at: 
herpy//wwweutm.édiffesearch/iep/. 

For a brief, but useful discussion on conceptual analysis, see 
Gilbert'Hainian’s article at 
http:/Aniw.shefac.uik/~pip97afDoubts.htm 

  

20. Theory-building or model-building studies 

  

Description/ 
definition 

— 
Studies aimed at developing néw models and theories to 

explain particular phenomena. 

Conceptualisation/ 
mode-of reasoning 

Building theories or models occurs mainly through inductive 
and deductive strategies, Inductive modes of reasoning are 

manifested in ‘statistical model-building where a model is, con~ 

structed to fit certain: empirical data, A variation:on inductive 

reasoning is analogical réasoning, ie. constructing a model of 
a phenomenon on the basis:of its similarities to-another phe- 
pomena. 

Deductive fornis of theory construction aré.much more formal 

in nature. A set of postulates or axioms is formulated and 
taken to be true..From these postulates, further theéretical 

propositions are deductively derived. This pracess'is followed 
unti] a comprehensive set of theoretical propositions has been’ 
developed, that will ultimately be tested against empirical 
data. 
  

Strengths Science cannot make progress without theories and models. 

‘Through the construction of theoties and models we attémpr 
to’explaini phenomena in the world. A theary is a set of state- 
ments that: makes explanatory or causal clainis about reality. A 
model is a set, of. statements that’ aims'to fepresent’a phenom- 

enott or set of phenomena as accurately as possible. Géad the- 
éries and models provide causal: accounts of the world, allow 

ong to make predictive claims under certain conditions, bring 
conceptual coherénce to a demain of science, and simplify our 

understanding of the world, 
  

Limitations ‘Theories ate ineffective if they ake implausible claims on 
reality, if they make claims.that arenot testable and vague, or 

that are-conceptually incoherent, iriconsistent arid confusing. 

  

Design classification. Empirical Hybrid: data 
  

Numeric and textual data Medium 'to:low concrol   
  

Key research 
qtiestions   Questions of meaning and explanation; questions of theoretical 

iinkayes and coherence between theoretical propositions; ques- 
tions related to thé explanatoty and prédictive potential or the-   oties.and conceptual models.     Main sources of error   In formal cheory construction, the most common traps are 

those associated with Gverabstract fortulations that are so-far 

remoyed from reality that:no-empitical validation is possible. 
In model-building, the main'sources of error ‘elate to the 

assumptions thiat are made-in specifying the model, the quiti- 
ty of the empirical data against which the model will be'fitted, 
and the correct use of statistical and mathematical proce: 

dures. 
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Additional reading Foi-texts o1i theory-building and theory construction in the 
social sciences, See Berger ét al. (1989), Chafetz-(1978}, Dubin 
(1978), John (1980) and Turner (1989). 
For texts on causal/mathematical modélling and theory-build- 
ing, see De Leeuw (1990), Hayes (1984), Horan (1989) and Shye 
(1978). 
For texts-on gtotirided theary approach, see Glaser and Straus 
(1967) and Rennie etal. (1988). 

‘The main meta-theoretical traditions as they impact on:social 

Science research are discussed in. Mouton (2000). 
  

21, Philosophical analysis 

Research vésign iiap: 

  

Limitations Philosophical arialyses sémetimies tend to become very abstract 
and far removed from the concerns of everyday life. Some philo- 
sopphical tfaditions hiave developed very esoteric conceptualisa~ 
tions and idiosyncratic forms-of reasoning, which make them 
rather inaccessible to outsiders. 
  

Main sources of error Philosophical traditions often tend towards dogmatism and 

intolerance for other philosophies. Same forms of modernist. 
philosophical analysis fall into the traps of foundationalism and 
reductionism. On the other hand, some more recent propo- 

nents of postmodernism tend towards forms:of nihilism and 
setnantic aria¢chy, which have made themi‘equally-susceptible.to 
charges.of irrelevance. 
  

  

Description/ 
definition 

Studies that are aimed at'analysing. arguments in favour of or 
against a particular position, sometimes of a-normative or 
value-laden kind. Studies that develop substantive points of 
view about the'meaning of life (metaphysics), morally accept- 
able behaviour (ethics) and coherent and consistent forms of 
reasoning (logic). 
  

Design classification Non‘empiricat Hybrid data 
  

  

Key research 
questions 

Questions of meaning, explanation, understanding and norma: 
tivity. 

  

Typical applications ‘There are various “modes” of philosophical analysis. Thé more 
prominent types are normative analysis (as in moral reasoning 
and applied etlii¢s), ideology critique (neo-Marxist), deconstruc- 
tion (Derrida), phenomenological analysis (Husserl). 

‘Additiotial reading 
and websites 

FOr & HOOd TeVieW OF thE debate Between nddetilsts’ ahd post: 
maderriists, sée Best and Kellner (1991) and Rosenaui (1992). 
The debate about the end of social theory is discussed in 
Mouton (1995). 
Websites: 
hurpy/dinoz.org/Society/PhilosophyPhilosophy of 
Languiage/Philosophical. Analysis/ 
httpdiwinw freedomnetors/analvsi 
See also Jeffrey King’s article on "What is philosophical 
analysis" at: 
httpyAvww philosophy.ucdavis.edu/phildept/document/ trey 
ANALYSIS.HTM 
  

  

Meta‘theoty Current:meta+theoretical debates revolve around differences 
between modemist and postmadernist. assumptions and beliefs. 
Modernist philosophers (as in rationalism, realism and humart- 
ism)-appreach philosophical analysis vety differently from post- 
modernist philosophers. 
  

Strengths The stretigths of philosophical analysis are varied and fallow 
from the very diverse aims of philosophising: conceptudt-clarifit 
cation (analytical tradition), critique of ideology {Marxist and 
neo-Marxist traditions), developing different metaphysical posi- 
tions (existentialisrh, humanism; neo-Calvinism), phenomeno- 
logical analysis (Husserl, Heideggei): Both at a formal and'sub- 
atantive level, philosophical analysis:is an indispetisable tool for 
making sense'of our world.       
    

22, Literature reviews 
  

Description! 
definition 

Studies.that. provide an overview 6f scholarship in a certain dis- 

cipline through an analysis of trénds and debates, 
  

Design classification 

Key research 
questions 

Non-empirical Secondary data 
  
  

Desériptive questions: theoretical and conceptual questions, 

  

‘Typical applications Critical literature reviews. 
State-of-the-art reviews: 
Integrative titerature reviews. 
  

Conceptualisation/ 
mode of reasoning     Aieview of the literature is essentially an exercise in inductive 

reasoning, where you work froma “sample” of texts that you 
read in order to come to a proper understanding oF a specific 
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domain of scholarship. This explains why the “representative- 
ness”-of your Sources is:an important criterion.of the final quali- 
ty of the literature review. 
  

Selection of cases/ 
sampling 

The selection of sources (docurients; texts: websites) is driven 
by the theorétical considerations, such as, the aim of the study. 
the research questions, as well as'pragmatic considerations 
(time-frame; level of study). 
  

Strengths A.comprehensive-and well-integrated literature teview is‘essen- 

tial to ariy study. It provides you with 2 good.understanding of 

the issues and debates in the area-that you are working in, cur- 

rent.theoretical thinking-and definitions, as well as-previous 

studies and their results. 
  

  

Limitations ‘Aliterature-review can, at best, orily summiarise-and organise 
the existing scholarship. Evew critical review of the literature 
cannot produce new; or-validate existing, empirical insights. 
Although literature reviews often lead to theoretical insights, 
we still need to undertake an empirical study to test our. new 
insights. 
  

Mais sources of error Selectivity in the sources; unfair treatment of authors; misun- 

derstanding the source; selective interpretation to suit. one's 

own viewpoint; poor otganisation-and integration of review. 
  

Additional reading 
and websites 

  
For iritroductory texts-and overview articles, see Bangert- 

Drowns (1986), Bausell-et al, {1995}, Dickersinet al. (1992), 
Duilak. et al. (1991), Glass (1981}, Hale et al. (991), Pollock 
(1993y and Spector et al. (1991). 

For other more spécialised-texts and applications, see Bangert- 
Drowns (1995), Becker et al. (1982), Brurio et al. (1988), fall ét 
al. (1995), Holbert ef al: (1993), Hunter et al. (1991), Jonson et 
al. (1995), Miller etal, (1995), Patel (1989), Preiss et al. (1995), 
Rosenthal (1991; 1995), Schmidt et al. (1995), Soeken et al. 
(1995) and Wolf (1986). 
For studies onthe rélationship between meta-analysis and (Inte- 

grated) literature reviews, see Cook et-al. (1980), Cooper (1984; 

1989; 1991) and Pallock'(1993}. 

Websites: 

Two electronic articles: ofte (“The literature review: A few-tips 
on-coniducting.it’) is found at: 
https w.utlinkutoroiito.cay ritingfitrey html 

and the other “Instructions on preparing the literature 
review" at: 

hitp:/anarch.ie, ntd.edu/Courses/mie2 40/literature.html 

  

Research 

proposals: examples 

  

This resource chapter contains two examples of research proposals: one isa 
father poor proposal but'l régard the other'as ah example of a good 
Proposal. Both of these were submitted by two of: my students for their 

theses in-the M: Phil, Programme in Social Science Methodology. (The first 

will remain anonymous for obvious reasons.) | have reproduced these 
examples with minor ctianges (correcting obvious spelling errors in both, as 
well as shortening the second proposal somewhat). In both cases, f have 
provided’ comments on why I regard these proposals as poor ahd good 
respectively, Even if you disagree with some of my comments, it might be 
useful for you to see how supervisors look at research proposals'and what 
criteria they use to: evaluate thei. Since both these examples conie froin 
empirical social science, | provide-a list of additional references at the end 
of the chapter of sources and websites that have examples of research 
proposals froni other disciplines. 

  

Example 1: A poor proposal 

  

Title 

‘An-assessment of the availability and 
distribution of basic and economic 
services in the rural communities of 
the Eastern Cape. 
    1. Background information 
  
[1] There is-a belief that the rural [1] A very. specific claitn is made ("there i 
Coltintsnities of the Eastent Cape a stedinonea belidi”) which is riot substantiated in any way.     
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have betin denied access to basicand 

economic servicés. [2] However, the 
éxtent of their-deprivation is very dif 

ficult to-quantify, as there is also the 

existence of poverty. {3] The complex 
nature of poverty in these areas con 

plicaces the matter further in.so 

much that it receives more publicity 

than thé iriadequacy of socio-cco- 

nomic services. [4] It hasbeen 
argued that thé rural areas have-been 
greatly marginalised in the past but 

call has been quiet tibout the provi- 
sion of economic services in.particn: 
jar. (5| The implications of this inade- 

quacy couild be terrible in the poor- 
est communities whose voice and 

face canhot be heard nof seen. 

[athe wieot “however” issomewhat nap — | 
propriate as the second sentence does not 
stand in direct contrast to the first: Also,. 
whereas the first sentence refers to lack of 

“acces to basi¢’services”, the second sentence 
introduces:the very different concept.of 

“deprivation”. This immediately creates a gap 
petweenthe two-sentences. [3] A’similar prob- 
lemremerges when the-author reférs here to 
the “complex” nature of poverty. Again, no 
reasons are given for the-use.of the term. 
complex”, neither is any evidence cited that 
would explain the nature of thie “complexity. 
14] Whenever you use the expression, "It Ras 
been argued”, it is-essential that references 
are cited. 

  

{6} itis alleged that the development 
organisations are not-doing,justice to 

the poorest of the poor, as their ser- 

vices are more concentrated in areas 

where-they are least needed, to the 

exclusion‘of the most heedy comumu- 

nities. [7| Is it fair to make a judge- 
ment and conclude that itis by their 

choice that there is an inadequate 
supply of socio-economic’services? 
[8] Are'the so-called organisations 
aware of the challenges they are 
faced with inthe rural communities? 

[6] The new paragraph starts with a sentence 
that introduces a new topic, i.e. the role of 

development organisations. (Note again'the 
use of “it is alleged” without citations.) The 

references to the role.of dévelopment organi- 
sations are not clear: Further reading-of the 
remainder of the.paragraph-does'not provide 

the.necessary clarification either. The'two 

questions that are subsequently posed [7 & 8] 
introduce new topics; which donot follow 

from the-discission thus far. 

Assessment: The first section has no-clear-logic: 

‘The reader is none thé wiser regarding the 
motivation for or background to the study. 

  

2. Why is the study conducted? 

  

{9] The-study is interided to measnie 

anid asséss the availability and the 
distribution of basic and economic 

services in the rural communities. 

[16] ic is also. my intention ta ‘investi- 

gate whether the rural. communities 

are satisfied with the sérvices that, 

exist and also-the attempts they. have 

made to-access the services. 

The new-section begins with two statements [9 

& 10] that formulate the aims and objectives 

of the'study. The heading is therefore inappro- 

priate: Both sentencés are not sufficiently pre- 
cise: Sentence [9] does hot contextualise the 

study in the Eastern Cape, which becomes 
clearer later on. Sentence [10] contains. two 
different objectives, oné aiméd'at establishing 
satisfaction with services, and the other aimed 

Research proposals: examples’ 

  

made by these communities to access the 
available services: 
  

3. Objectives 
  

[11 The main objective behind chis 
study is to assess whether the provi- 
sion of services has an effect on the 
living standards of rural communities, 

taking into. consideration their gener- 
al-welfare atid.to what-extent their 
supply can contribute to productivity 
and economic growth, 

Sentence [11] is yet another statement of the 
objectives. Not-only does it introduce'a num- 
ber-of new objectives (retating provision of 
services'to living standards, as well-as its-rela- 

tionship to productivity and economic 
growth); but the sentence is too long.and 
dumsy. 
Assessment: The different objectives formulat- 
ed in this and-the previous section-are not 
clearly related to each other and also do nat 
follow logically from the background discus- 
sion. 
  

4, Value and relevance of the study. 
  

[12] 11 essence, the socio-economic 
deprivation is reflécted in the denial 

of basic services, and economic ser- 
vices which is'thé-case in most rural 
communities, {13]. Of great impor- 
tance is the fact that politicians and 
economists make generalisations in 
as far as access'to the socio-economic 
Services is concerned and conclude 
that these communities are che worst 
suifférers. (24] This stiould go beyond 
this generalisation and hence a direct 

contact with them-will-not only 
enable one to judge and assess:the 
extent of this deprivation, but will 
also-ensure.that they understand 
which type of services are available to 
them before-concluding to say that 
they are ‘irrational and unresponsive 
to. changes. [15]-The Social-economiit 
deprivation in this area that is farmer 

Transkei is not accorded the status:it 
deserves, as the conditions and the 

state-of rural areas.are rarely: publi- 
cised and one would jot be surprised 
to find that even people in this region     at establishing whether attempts have heen 

__|       
It isnot clear how-the first sentence of the 

niew section [12] addresses:the “value arid rel- 
evance of the study".-Only when one reads on 
does it’become clear that the student is. argu: 
ing-that the value of the'study will bein pro- 
Viding reliable data that will hopefully correct 
existing “generalisations” made by politicians 
and.economists. Although this is a-valid point, 
the sentences which explain this [12-and 13] 
are not well structured. 
The following senteiices [15-18] introduce 
new topics. Ideally, a paragraph break should 
have been inserted here. Sentence [15] is one 
of the longest, most convoluted sentences in 
the proposal. A better formulation would 
have been the following: 
“The extent of socio-economic. deprivation in 
the former Transkei is not sufficiently recog- 
nised. This is mainly due to.a lack of publicity 
and information on the matter. it would not. 
be'surprising if it is fourid that thie focal 
inhabitants also:are.net aware of the extent. 
of the deprivation in this area.” 

The remainder of the paragraph once again 
addresses new issues that do not build.on the:     
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are not-aware of the extent.of 
absolute deprivation in this area. 16] 
It has-been observed that the govern: 

ment of the Eastern Cape is. more 
keen. to pravide'schools-and water in. 
the rural: communities; ignoring other 
services that are very’essential in 
development, which would decrease 

the dependency of the rural commu 

tities on external aid or government. 
[17} ... Most sitiall towns and rural 

aréas, particularly in the eastern half 
of the province, are undergoing @ 
period of economic stagnation andin 
some sectors. there is a-decline: {18} 
The agricultural sector in the former. 
homelands has'shrunk significantly 
and the growing deperdencé on the 
govertiment services offers little 
potential for development and self 

sustaining economic growth. 

[19] The study would therefore be‘of 
benefit to decision-makers and: also 

to NGOs, whicti aré.doing develop- 
ment in the rural areas-so as to facili- 

tate service delivery. 

first part of the paragraph. It also does not 
provide any further reasons-or arguinents 
regarding the value of the study. It would 
have been more appropriate to have.included 
sentences [16-13] in the Background section 
of the proposal. 

The use of the word “therefore” in sentence 

{19}.is problematic. Given the problems inthe 
previous paragraph, itis not clear that the 
‘study will in fact be of benefit'to decision- 

makers and NGOs. 

deliver through tle RDP'and that 
there is.no initiative on their part. 
[22] In-these the government is 

regarded as the saviour, |23| The 
Assumption in thig regard is that 
should there be adequate provision 
of resauirces, the dependency will 
cease to exist: [24} The-problem is 
very complex if the culture.of poverty 

is taken into-consideration, whereby 
such-communities had been so isolat-. 

ed and marginalised that'they feel 
demotivated, have lost their dignity, 
esteem anid status. 

than a scientific daim. The word “these” in 

sentence (22] has no clear referent. It can 
refer to “services”, “initiatives” or “communi 
ties". Seritence [23] introduces a new topic 
aid should have been.a new paragraph, It is 
not-clear whether the “assumption* referred 
to in this sentence is held by'the student. or by 
‘other authors: Sentence [24] again introduces: 
@ new topic, not linked to the previous sen- 
tences. A rather strong claim. is made (regard~ 
ing marginalisation, loss of dignity and 
esteem, etc.), which. should have been sub- 

stantiated. 

  

7. Hypothesis 
  

[25} The lack or inadequate provision 
of socio-edondmic seiviées resits in 
dependency. 

The formulation of the hypothesis at this 
point in the proposal is repetitive and-inap- 
propriate. 
  

8 Research design and 
methodology 
  

  

5. The research problem 

[26] A household survey will be éar- 
ried out, 

Sentence [26] is comipletely inadequate as a 
statement of the research design. The reader 
is not given any informaticn on the exact tar- 
get population, unit of analysis (which house- 
holds), why a survey design, and so on. 
  

  

[20] The dependency of the rural 
communities on external aid is 
aligned to a lack or inadequate sup 
ply of socio-economic services. 

Sentence [20] seerris to bé an attempt by the 

student to formulate.a hypothesis.-A better 
formulation would have substituted the word 

*related" for “aligned”. However, the. main 
problem is that the réasoning thus far in the 
proposal daes not provide sufficient justifica- 

tion for the formilation of such'a hypothesis. 
The reader is left with the impression that the 
“hypothedis” is rather ad-hoc and not related 
to any previous résearch or theory. 

8.1 Methodology 
  

[27] The purpose of the study would 

be to provide qualitative and quanti- 
tative information.on various factors 
which are hypothesised as being 
telated to the provision of socio-eco- 

nainic services. 

Sentence [27] is redundant, It does not add 

any new information except the rather éripty 
reference'to “quantitative and qualitative 
information”. 

  

82 Choi¢e of research aren 
  

  

6. Analysis of the problem 
  

[21] The mere observation } have of 
the rural communities is that they are 

simply waiting for the government to   The use of “mere observation” in sentence 

[21}borders.on the colloquial. The sentence 
seems.to be a personal observation rather     [28] As the ‘administrative ‘areas have 

been:delineated for the purpose of 

local tribaf authority, cwo adjacent 
locations where there-are absolutely 

no services will be used; that is   This paragraph gives a better idea of the geo- 
graphical area to be covered, It now becomes 
clear thatthe student will select four areas: 
two.that have no services, and two where 
there is some degree of service delivery. This is 
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Hobeni and Gwebe in Mqanduli. {29] 
The-areas have been chosen ‘because 

of their‘distance from Uintata, which 
used tobe the-capital town of 
Transkei, and algo poor méanis of 
communication..[30} Also another 
two locations.that aré very neat to 

Umitata arid where there is adequate 
supply services will bé considefed — 
Payne and Corhana. 

not-bad. logic, however, oré would expect 
sorfie reasoning én the benefits of conducting 
what amaunts to a kind of cornparative study. 

One would also need:some indication from 

the student of the criteria that are going to. 
bé used to-distinguish between levels of ser- 
vice delivery. 

  

8.3 Date collection 
  

131] Questionnaires will be used in 
personal interviews and have aft 
advantage of being flexible and 
ensure that the respondent fairly 

understands the question and pur- 
pose of the study. {32] Also struc- 
tured interviews with representative 
groups will be done to obtain.reason- 
able:accurate information. 

Senténce [31] ig urinécessarily long. It-contains 
at least three distinct ideas thar should fave. 
been formulated separately. it is not clear 
whether the use of “personal interviews” [31] 
and “structured interviews” [32] refer to.dif- 
ferent forms of'data:collection. The section is 

inadequate in that it raises more questions 
than answers, for-example: Will interviews be 

conducted in the mother tongue? Who will 

conduct thé interviews? When will the inter- 
views be conducted? etc, 
  

8.4 Sampling procedure 
  

{33} The choice of the population to 
‘be sampled will be greatly influenced 
by the available data and the size.of 

the population. 

Sentence [33] does not provide any informa- 

tion on the target population. in fact, refer- 
ence to the “available data® and the-"size of 

tha population” obscures rattier than clarifies. 

the matter. 

  

8.5 Sainple size 
  

[34] In considerinig.the sample size, 
factors sucli as costs atid desired level 
of accuracy will be taken into consid 
eration. [35] A stratified sample of 
about 20-households.wil be selected 
in each location, ic. 80 households 
will be interviewed. 

‘Although sentence [34] states that the sample 
size will take certain factors into considera- 
tion, we are informed ini the next sentence 
[35} that the sample'size has already been 
decided upon. No information is provided on 
the:actual design or sampling techniques (ran- 
dom, cluster, stratified, etc.) 
    8.6. Qualitative feliability 
  

[36] Every possible precaution will be 
taken during interviews to explain   Sentence [36] is redundant as‘it-states the 

obvious, The student does not tell us what she   
  

Research proposals" examples 

  

the objective and background tothe 
survey, and questions will be sttuc- 
tured:in such a way that there is no. 
prejudice anid bias among the respon 
dents, 

regards as the most important threats to the 
reltability of:the data (e.g. illiterate popula- 
tion, suspicion of researchers, etc.}, neither. 
dogs she give ahy specific indication of the 
strategies that can be followed to minimise 
error during data.collection. 
  

9. Timeframe [37] 
  

Literature review: 3 months 

Collection of data:-4 months 

Data analysis and synthesis: 2 months 
Documentation: 2 months 

I normally expect a slightly more detailed 
time-frame, For example; key-stages in the 
data.collection process, such as-gaining access, 
piloting questionnaires and the. actual field- 

work, need to be planned for separately. 

  

19. Bibliography [38] 
  

1. Swanepoel, H..1992. Community 
development: Putting. plans into 
action. 

. Bembridge; TJ. 1996. Baseline 
study of Upper and Lower Uniiika 
Conimunity, Eastera Cape, Soutt 

Africa, May.     
The bibliography is both inadequate and slop- 
py. Neither of the two sources listed in. thie 
bibliography is cited in the text. Also, usually 
require students to consult-at feast 15-20 
sources for.a research proposal in order to 
ensure 'that.a proper preliminary literature 
scan js-done. The raquifed information (pub- 
lishers.and place of publication) is not includ- 
ed.   
  

Concluding commenis: [ have deliberately. selected a very poor proposal in order to 
show the. wide range:of logical errors that students often make. wlien putting together 

a proposal. 1 think you will dgree with nie that, this proposal’shows that the student 
concemed had clearly not done her homework: Her ‘first error was to: attempt 2 

research proposal without having done sufficient background réaditig, Her sécond mis- 
take was not to structure the proposal properly: Shé.did not thiak through the proposal. 
There is no clear plan or structuré. She could..have done at least: three things to 
improve her proposal: 
+ She'could have done a more comprehensive.and systematic reading of the topic. 
* She-could have designed.a proposal using draft outlines-(see Chapters 4.and 8). 
* She could have asked other people to read-the first drafts of the proposal. 

The following is an exainple of a Very good proposal. Although it is a bit too long, it 
exhibits all the key features-ttiat | look for ini a well-structured and well-reasoned pro- 
posal. My comments, therefore, will be directed at pointing, out the-features that make 
ita good proposal. 

I 
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Example 2: A good. proposal" 
  

Proposed title 
“Families of choice” ~an. ethnographic study'of 
gay and jesbian parenting in the Western Cape. 
  

Aim 

Research propasals: éxanip 
  

  

It is proposed that an in-depth study be dorie on’ 
the parenting experience of gay and lesbian-par 
ents: The purpose of this study would be a thick 
description? of gay and lesbian parents subjective 
parenting experiences. 

‘The-fact that the student starts 
by formulating the general goal 
of the study:instantly orientates 
the réader. Since a rather techni- 
caf phrase (“thick description”) is 
used, she has decided to describe 

it further: in-a footnote. This isa 
helpful strategy. 

These families, like all families, come in many. 
sizes and shapes. Some-consist of couples without 
children and others of groups of adults, some.of 
‘whom may be tovers, Families with children may 

be headed by’a single parent, a same-sex couple, 
ora multiple-parent-extended-family arrange- 
ment. Some lesbian families. incorporate. biologi- 

‘cal or, for Want of a betcer word, “fictive” fathers. 
‘They are rich and poor, black and white. In other 
words, except for the fact that one or.more mem-~ 
bers are lesbian or gay, these families ‘cross-cut. 

the same social categories as. other familiés. 
  

  

‘Theoretical framework 
  

‘The proposed study will focus on the subjective 
parenting experience of gay and lesbian parents. 
Therefore, when-defining parenting; diverse miean- 
ings-of “family” is-appreciated, Although it has 
been'said, “You can't pick your relatives,” in. fact 

that is'exactly what gay families, in devising a new 
system of kinship; do. They “choose” their faini- 
liés; retaining the familiar symbol of blood and 
combining it with-symbols of love and choice. It is 
important to recognise, ax Weston (1991)-points 
‘out, that there is no uniform-or normative defini- 
tion for “gay family" afy more than there is for.a 
termilike “American family”. According to John 
(1994: 343), in.the South African context on the 
whole, it seems that gay parents are mostly people 
who lived heterosexual lives before coming ouit, 
But, increasingly, gay.men and lésbians here have 
decided to-find ways of fulfilling their dreams of 
having childrea of theirown and “making their 
own kinds-of families”.   

The first paragraph in this section 
closely links up with the state- 
Ment of the goal of the study 
above. The student explaiis that 
the focus.of the study:is-ultimate- 
ly on the subjective parenting 
experiences. of gay-and lesbian 
parents. in this statement of-the 
‘aims of the study, the térm “par- 

enting” is dbviously a.core con- 
cept which requires further cdari- 
fication, The:student undertakes 
this challenge by first looking at 
the concept of “family” and 
specifically as it-applies to “gay 
families” This topic is addressed 
in the fitst two paragraphs of this 
section. 

  
Parentisig is.a-process:composed of tasks, roles, 
rules, communication, resources and relationships 
(Horowitz; Haghes & Perdue, 1982:2). Parenting 
is dynamic, multifaceted, and complex. 
Individuals, families, and institutions fulfil parent- 
ing functions such as qurturing.and nourishing a 
child,and creating an environment in which chil: 
rer can learn skills needed for social participa- 
tion and acceptance ‘of personal responsibility, 
Parenting “involves the skilful and creative use of 
knowledge, experience, and technique”: 

li the third paragraph, the-stu- 
dont returns-to the-contral coi 

cept of “parenting” and refers to 
9né definition (Horowitz et al.) 
that she has found particularly 
useful, 

  

  
    
1. This proposal was-submitted by Aletia Eksteen, a master’s student in Social Science Methodology. 

2.. Denziiy (19892: 83) describes this term as follows: “A ‘thick description’ does store than. record 
what a persor.is doing. Jr goes beyand mere fact and surface appearances: It presents detail, con- 
text, emotion, and the webs of' social relationships that join persons £6 one afiother. Thick descrip- 
tion evokes emotionality and selffeelings: It inserts history into experience: It establishes the sig- 
nificance of an experience, or the sequence of events, for the person or persons in-question.In 
thick description, the voices; feelings, actions, and meanings of interacting individuals dre heard.”   

To conceptualise the parenting experience of gay 

and lesbian parents, family systems theory is useful 
in-explaining family interaction and to help under- 
stand thelr family life. The systems view is quite 
comprehensive since it includes the elements-of 

society, family, parts of families; persons, and’the 
relationships between-these elements at all levels. 
Cromwell and Peterson (1983).identified tlie fol- 

lowing fevels.from which variables can be drawn. 

First, there is thé individtial level,-a psychological 
and biological system that functions as thie basic 
level of the larger family system. The next level is 
dyadic, which involves the marital, parent-child, 

and sibling subsystems within the family. Finally, 
there is the faimily system itself, which is Composed 
of the individuals and dyads but which is pre- 
sumed to be “more:than the sunvof its parts’: 

Cromwell and Peteison suggest that family. stud- 

ies. would benefit from incorporating data-both 
from:multiple types of measurement technique 

(e.g. behavioural observations, self-reports, clini-   
In the foltowing paragraph she 
argues that a more comprehen- 
sive theoretical framework, such 
as family systems theory, is 
required. Her arguments that 
the systems theory is. useful pre- 
cisely because it focuses on issues 
‘of family interaction. The remain- 
der of the paragraph elaborates 
on Cromwell. and Peterson's: 
views. 
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cal ratings) and from multiple levelsof the family 
system, 
  

An.important proposition derived from systems 

theory is chat systems incliide processes that 

emérge.from the interaction of the parts. These 
processes are not characteristic of the parts taken 
individually and, moreover, tle processes have 

lives of their own, For example; instead of explain- 
ing the iriadequacy ofa parent by ascribing it to a 

personality traic like “homosexuality”, systems the- 
ory focuses our attention to:consider the relation- 
ship interaction irwolved. In.other words, considera: 

ticn-of either the social context orthe partici- 
parits” personalities will allow oinly’a partial uider- 
standing.of the complexities surrounding gay par- 
enting. A view of gay parenting, which does not 
includé interaction patterns, will yield only an 
incomplete picture of what is. really happening: To 
get'a complete picture-of gay parenting, one has 

to consider the social context, personalities (indi- 

vidual members).and the’ relationship interaction 

(interaction patterns) from which the parenting 

procésses emerged. 

The ‘next patagraph introduces'a 
new topic: the importance of 
pracesses'and iriteraction pat- 
‘terns in understanding the-com- 
plexities of gay parenting. The 
student argues that it is precisely 

because'the family systems-theo- 
Fy etmphasises the importance:of 
interaction and process.that itis a 
useful téal for understanding gay 
parenting. 

Researthi propoiae amples: 

  

assessment of the, dimensions of effective. parent- 

ing is required in-order to understand and identi- 
fy both strengths and difficulties”. These dimen- 
sions include tasks, roles, rules, cammunication, 
resources and relationships, which are critical 

facets of parenting: 

‘Assessment; Although the. overall 
structure of the reasoning in this 
section'is good {except for the 
critical comment about Horowitz 
above),.she could have improved 
this section with a-concluding 
paragraph that clearly sum- 

marised her-argumient up to this 
point: 

  

Rationale. 
  

Assessing the'state of family theory and research, 

Doherty, Boss, LaRosa, Schumm, and Steinmetz 
{1993:-16) cited lesbian and gay fa 

as one-of the-“major streams of family scholar- 
ship‘that have not yet influenced mainstream 

family science”. 

The heading suggests that the 
student will now discuss‘her rea- 
sons for undertaking this study: 
As will become clear later on, this 

is the case, however, she-has cho: 
sen topresent.an argument or. 
motivation for the study on the 

basis of her assessment of current 
scholarship ‘in this area. 

  

  

Horowitz (1995: 63) provides a"xiseful framework, 

for examining the parenting process, She 

described tasks, roles, cules, communication, 

resources, and relationshipsas essential compo- 

frents of parenting Also in conceptialising parent- 

ing, she dogs not tie it to a:particular family struc 

‘ture or type. Parenting is-examined as.a process 
undertaken.with the.goal of ferrying, children from 

cohception and birth through developmental chal- 
lenges and life events to adulthood, As‘a bridge 

between the’conceptualisation of parenting. and its 

application to gay parent families, quéstions are. 

raised concerning what it takes to, parent ade- 

quately. 

In oneof the weaket “logical 
moves” if. her proposal, the stu- 
dent returns.te a discussion of 

Horowitz's views'on parenting. A 
more logical step here would 
have'been:to combine and inte- 
grate this discussion in the'thitd 
paragraph of the section where 
Horowitz is first discussed. 

  

Horowitz's (1995: 44) framework provides a basis 

for evaluation of gay parent farnilies’furictioning. 
Because there is great diversity in structural com- 

position and context among gay parent families, it 

is impossible to-apply a single criterion for mea- 

surement of success: She suggests that “careful   The final paragiaplr of this sec- 
tion elaborates further on 
Horowit2’s framework arid why it 
will be useful in the proposed 
study.     

In-tlie-Journal of Marriage.and. the Family (Feb. 
1995), an articlé ‘entitled “The fainilies of lesbians 
and-gay men:a frontier in family research” 
appeared, in which the authors KR: Allen and 
D.H..Demo examined. the extent to which the 
family relations of lesbians atid gay.men are inte- 
graced into the family literature. They reviewed 
‘aver 8000-articles published between 1980 and 
1993 in nine journals that publish family 

research. Their findings. show that research on 
lesbian and gay families'is quite limited. For 
example, in a total of 971 articles published, in 
Family Relations, a journial dedicated to applied 
family studies, 10 (or 1%} involved-explicit study 
of lesbians, gay men, or issues pertaining to sex- 
ual Grientation. in the fourrial of Marriage and the 

Family, the flagship journal for basic research on 
fatnilies, even fewer studi¢s related to lesbian 
and gay families, For the-above periad, a total of 
1209 articles. were published in JMF,-orily two of 
which involved explicit. study. of sexual orienta- 
tion or homosexual experience: In the Journal of 
Family Issues, no‘article explicitly examined les- 
bian or gay families or issues related to sexual   

‘The fiést five paragraphs of this. 
section, therefore, review the lit- 
erature on gay families and gay 
parentinig.in particular. The:usé 
of a review article in the second 
paragraph is a good approach 
and lends support to her final 

conclusions, The: student's review 
is not a:mére summary of the lit- 
erature-or a mere compilation of 
sources consulted. She cléarly 
engages with the existing schol- 
arshig and in the process makes 4 
tumber:of very. relevant paints, 
These can be summarised as fol- 

lows: 

(1) Within the overall family 
research literature, the propor 
tion of studies on gay families is 
quite fimited (par. 2). 

(2) Atthe same time, more 
recent literature does show an 
increased awareness and recogni-     
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orientation; 1 4.articles (3.3%) contained related 

contént. 
tion-of the diversity of farhily sys- 
témis (par. 3). 

  

However, there las recently been a greater recog 

nition’of the diversity of family systems. The 

March 1993 special issue Journal of Family Issues, 

“Rethinking the family as a social form”, shows 
some charige, containing three articles that men- 
tioned diversity: by sexual orientation. Indications 

are that researchers are beginning to question the 

adequacy of their concepts, theories and method- 

ological ideas, and address family diversity.in a 

completely new way. White (1992) pointed out 
some limitations.of relying on marital status’as.a 

roajor explanatory variable, Bould (1993) argued 
that the census.definition of the term “familial” 

abscures manj:aspects of familial:care-giving by 
failing to recognise ties that-are’solely emotional 
while lacking in any Tegal or blood relationship. 
Furthermore, Scanzoni and Marsiglio (1993) pro- 

posed a theoretical framework for incorporating 
arid valuing a variety-of family structures, including 
that of same-sex couples; a framework intended to: 

feplace “the prevailing dichotomy” of benchmark 

family versus deviant alternative family. 
  

Families that include lesbian and gay individuals 
are part of the increasingly divetse family land- 
seape. Lesbians and gay-men are involved in family 
relationships as-sons and daughters, as partners; 
as parents and.stepparents, and as extended and 
chosen kin. [n'a-comprehensive review of reseatch 
on lesbian andgay families, Laird (1993) observed 
that only a'small core of studies have beén con- 
ducted.on this population, providing brief. 
@impses of the everyday lives ‘of there families. 
Three areas comprise the core of our knowledge 
base to'date: (a) saine-sex partnership and roman- 
tic relationships (e.g. Blumstein & Schwartz, 1983; 
‘Kurdek in press; Peplau, 1991); (b) lesbian moth- 
ars (eg, Lewin, 1993) and, to a lesser degree, gay 
fathers (e.g. Bozett, 1987b}; and (cj the. psychologi- 
cal developrivént and social adjustment of children 
of lesbian and gay parents (e.g. Bozett, 1987a: 

(3) Within this new diversified 

landscape on family'structures, 
‘the importance of focusing more 
on gay familiés is acknowledged 
{par 4), 
(@ Limited attention, however; 

fias been give to this “popula 
tion”. (par. 4) 
(5) The more recent literature 
reveals'a shift away from a more 
negative view about homosexu- 
als.as “deviant”-individualsto a 
focus on the familial and social 

contexts of gay persons. 

{Critical comment; This paragraph. 
could perhaps have been split 
into two, given that it discusses 
‘two different themes.)     Patterson, 1992; 1994a). These studies reflect a     
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needed shift-in research literature and public-dis- 
course from a deficit-stance about “homosexuals, 

as individuals” to afocus on the familial and social 
context:in which lesbians and gay srienlive (Laird, 
1993). Although this body of work forms:an impor: 
tant base for beginning to’ conceptualise how’sexu- 
al orientation impacts family experiences 

(Patterson, 1994b), much moré work needs te be 

done in. order to investigate the family relations of 
lesbians and gay meri. 
  

Sexist and heterosexist assumptions continue.to 

underlie most of the research on farmilies'by focus- 
iig-analysis'on heterosexual partnerships and.par- 
enthood. Lesbians and gay men até thought of as 
individuals, but not as family members. By ignor- 
ing thé diverse structiires, processés, and out- 
comes of lesbian and gay families:in- mainstream 
family research, family scholars have failed fo capi- 
talise on opportunities to contribute to néw théo- 
tetical understandings of families: 

(6) The fifth point made above is 

further elaborated upon: the 
necessity of studying gay people 

% y their familial structares: 

  

Laird (1993; 295) commented as follows; “In spite 

of the fact that. gay and lesbian families constitute 
a-significant percentage of American families,the 
gay family has been virtually invisible in the family 
therapy field. This. invisibility, which undoubtedly 
reflects @ Society-wide.reluctance to link the con- 

Struct of ‘gayness’ with that.of ‘family’, forthe 

samé:sex family, more than any other family form, 
challenges. fundamental patriarchal notions of fam- 

ily and. gender relationships. Such notions assume 
the pritnidcy of heterosexual coupling.” 
  

{n an attempt to addréss the abové research 

needs, the proposed study will focus on the par- 
enting experience.of lesbians and gay mien, to 

whenever possible, encourage people to describe 
their worlds in their own terms, in other words “to 
get an insider's view of reality:"? Most studies.of 
“minorities”, inchiding many done by gay or les- 
bian researchers, start from a majority perspéctivé, 

| comparing and searching for “difference”, measur-   The student now. starts to tie her 
reasoning thus far together and 
provides a clear. statement of the 
rationale-of the study. Against 
‘the background of her literature 
study, she formulates two very 
good reasons why a study such as 
‘the one that she proposes is.nec- 
essary: (1) There is a general tack       

3. McGuire (1982 19} refeis to this position as "methodological empathy, which differs from sympatliy 
in that itis nat necessary to-agree with a perspective i order.to understand it,”    
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ing the population of interest against same accept- 
ed norm and describing how it és.different, exotic, 
of deviant, in carefully assessing ‘the dimensions of 
effective parenting, I propose to identify both dif 
ferences anid. similarities, as well ag strengths and 
difficulties of these “families. of choice”. Horowitz 
(1995:'65) states: “Clinicians, educators, 
researchers, and policy makers have a responsibili 
ty to recognise the challenges faced by single par- 
ents and work for social change that will foster 
‘successful parenting for the sake of the chilldren.” | 
would like'ta apply this'to the propgsed study, by 
taking- responsibility as a researcher to work for 
social change that will elucidate sutcessful pareiit- 
ing by gay parents for the sake ‘of heir’ children. 

of scholarship in this.area; (2) 
there is also a need to study-gay 
parenting from the perspective 
of the actors theniselves and not 
to.adoptan outsider view. This 
last point. provides the student 
witha very logical bridge to the 
following séction: a discussion on 

tmethodology. 

  

Methodology 
  

According to Laird (1993: 284), most of the studies 

‘on lesbian and gay parenting are- quantitative in 
nature, frequently using personality of selfassess* 

ment measures, exploring one-or more characteris- 
tics of the.couples ot individuals of interest, and/or 

comparing this population to other populations. 

Furthermore, other sources such as clinical case 

reports, journalistic accounts, oral histories and 

indigenads-accounts, culture and kinship studies, 
and qualitative parts:of larger suuvey studies give 
us brief glimpses into the everyday lives-of gay. and 
lesbian families. Laird (1993: 320) argues that what 

the family research field needs at this stage’ are 
“detaited, wholistic-accoiints of the-daily lives of 

gay and lesbian families, studies that might reveal 

the complexity, the richness, the diversity of their 

lives”. 

Against the above background, it is proposed that 
thie. present study be-conducted within the qualita: 

tive paradigm. One of the major distinguishing 
characteristics of.qualitative research it the fact 

that the researcher attempts to understand people 

in terms of their-own definition of tieir world. In 

terms of Becker’s distinetion, the focus is on.an 

insider-perspective rather than of.an outsider-per- 

spective: By utilisitig a qualitative approach, an 
attempt will be made to understand:the gay par-   

The central’argument of this sec- 
tion consists of a defense of a 
qualitative. approach to.gay par 
enting. The student's argument 
contains the following main the: 
ses: 
(1) Current’studies on gay par- 
enting are:predominantly quanti- 

tative in-nature (par. 1). 

2). More qualitative approaches 
will provide us with insights into 
the everyday lives-of gay and les- 
bian families-and do this in a 
holistic fashion. 

3) Its proposed that the study 
wilt follow-s-qualitative 
approach. The strength ofthe 
qualitative paradigm are thatit 
(a) studies people in terms of 
their own definitions of the 
world (the ingider perspective), 
(b} it focuses on the:subjective 
experiences of individuals, and (é) 
itissensitive to the cantexts in   

  

  

Research proposals: examples: 

  

ents’ experiéice, fiom the subjective perspective of 
the individuals involved, because the complexities, 
Fichiness and diversity of their lives can only be cap- 
tured by describing iwhat really goes on in their 
everyday lives, incorporating the-context in which 
they operate, as-well as their frame of reference. 

Which people interact with each 
other. 

  

Research design and methodology 
  

Unlike-experiments and surveys,.in which the elé- 
ments of the research design — hypothesis forma- 
tio, measurement, sampling — are specified prior 
to-data collection, design. elements in qualitative 
research usually até worked out. during the course 
of the study. qualitative approach has the pétei- 
tial té:supplement and reorient our current under 
standing of family complexity. 

Against this background the research design of 
this study (éthnographic study on lesbian and gay 

parenting) will be présentéd.in fairly broad terms 
at this point. Firstly, a literature study involving cur 
rent literature on the subject of gay and lesbian. 

parenting is-required. Following this; observation 
“keeping-on target, while hanging foose” is fieces- 
sary to familiarise oneself with. che topic and to 

generate ideas arid themes that caii be explored 
later in'the research process. 

The specific design selected is an 
ethnographic study with'an 
emphasis.on participant observa- 
tion: The. remainder of the-séc- 

tion is devoted to a rather 
detailed discussion of the me- 
thods to be followed in the 
study. 

  

Selection of cases 

  

As pointed out-by-Bailéy (1987: 95), the use’of roii- 
tine sampling procedure is impractical in the study 
of so-called “deviant subcultures” where many 

respondents may not be yisibie, In a homophobic 
society such as South Africa (Glanz,. 1988) lesbians 
and gay men are a hidden population, and the 
parameters of the population cannot-be known 

(Weinberg, 1970}, and:neither.a randomnor a rép- 
resentative sample can thus be drawn, Given this   Istrofgly support the student's 

use-of the phrase “selection of 
cases" rather than “sampling” as 
a heading for this section. tt is 
much'more appropriate in ethno- 
graphic studies to refer to the 
Selection of one’s cases rather 
than using the term sampling. 
The latter term presupposes a       

4. Rubin and Rubin (1995: 42-43} explain this as.follows: “Yori cannot plan the entire désign for a 
qualitative project in advance, becinise the design changes 
yourcan begin thé wark with’a rough and tentative design, 

aé you learn fiom the interviewing. But 
talk with potential interviewees, sort 

out initial ideas, refocus the research, and decide-with:whom else'to talk ard about what. At-this 
Point, you-can write a resedrcli proposal describing the object of the research, explaining its 
importance, and presenting what yoo have already heard.” 

1 
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‘obstacle; 'it is, proposed that-an attempt will be 
made to obtain as broad and heterogeneous a 
sample as possible by accessing participants 
through various existing channels such as COGS 
(Cape Orgariisation for Gay Sports) and OLGA [The 
Organisation for Lesbian and Gay Action}.‘The min- 
imum céquitement for an individuals inclusion in 
the sample will be the recognition that such a per- 
son is homosexual, and currently raising children. 

more structured degign (such as 
surveys and experiments) and 
probabilistic rethods of salécting 
cases, 

  

During the observation stage, key tole-players and 

gatekeepers in the gay community, in-other words, 
people known by the gay community who: have an 

established social-nerwork which can be utitised, 

will be idéntitied: The:contaee persons for gay 
organisations and-sport activities can also be 

itilised to identify participants, as can the newslet- 

tess that are sent to their members: Another valu- 

able Souirce-will be to:access participants through 
advertisement in South Affica’s gay newspaper; 

Exit, and magazines such’as Outright. People. will. 

ing to participate in the project will also be identti- 

fied by informal contacts and friendship networks. 

Iv is envisaged that around 20 participants will be 

used forthe sample. 

Data collection techniques 

The use of the following data collection tech- 

niques may be-anticipated at this stage: 

1. Observation 

A period of time will be'spent-with gay and lesbian 
parents who are raising childrenat-the moment, to 
gain first harid experience of the. phenomena in 
the field (e.g. spend a week/weekend with gay cou- 
ple.or single gay parent). Comprebénsive field 
notes‘will be docurnented throughout the period 
and broad questions will be asked, phrasing initial 
questions in an open Way to hear what the various 
convetsational partners think before inadvertently 
narrowing down the options for questioning. 

2. interviews 

This study will utilise qualitative, interviews-as, 

In her discussion of the observa- 
tion stage, the student shows 
that she is aware how difficult 
access to.a natural setting, espe- 

research, might 
be. She indicates the strategies 
she.will be using to.gain-access to 
gay families. This discussion again 
shoiws that she has given a great 
deal of thought to her, proposed 
research, 

Arather detailed discussion of 

the different data collection 
methods and techniqués follow. 
It should ke-kept.in mind that the 

proposed study forms part of a 
master’s prog¢amme in Social 
Science Methods, which has-a 

particular emphasis on method- 
ological reflection. One would 
not normally require this amount 
‘of.detail arid discussion in a stan- 

dard thesis. 

Once-again the student shows 
that she has reflected on hier 

mode! of qualitative interviewing’ emphasises the 
relativism of calture; the active participation of the 
interviewer, and the jinportance of giving the 
interviewee Voice. [tis anticipated that use will be 
made of individual cultural interviews, which focus 
‘onthe norms, values, understandings, and taken- 
for-granted rules of behaviour of komosexual par 

ents. In combination with the above, individual topi- 
cal interviews which ate-‘more narrowly focused on 

a particular eventor process, and are concemed 
with what happéned, when and why, will be used 
to gain information from the conversational part- 
ets involved in the study about their parenting 

experiences. According to Rubin‘and Rubin: (1995: 
Si}ein practice these'cultiral avd topical styles are 
often mixed in a'single interview, the researcher 
may alternate between listening for quanced cul: 
tural meaninigs ahd askitig about events: “You can 
mix topical and cultural interviews because. they: 
share the underlying assumptions that guide all 

qualitative interviewing.” All the interviews will be 
audio-taped if permission for this can be obtained: 
These recordings will be transcribed verbatim and 
the resulting texts analysed. In cases. where per- 

mission for tape-recording is.n6t granted, exten- 
sive notes will be taken. 

In combination with the above individital qualitative. 
interviews, it is proposed that towards the end of 
the data collection stage, focus ‘Stoup: interviews will 

be held. ‘These interviews will be used in order to 
obtaiti opinion or attitude.at another level, (eg: 
‘group consensus’or disagreement on- relevant 
issues of parenting). Denzin (1989b) iridicates that 
groups create their own structure and.meaning 
and.a.group thterview:provides access to.their 
evel of méaning, in addition to clarifying argu- 

ments and revealing diversity in views and opin-     

Research proposals’ exainpl 

niques, and-can substantiate her 
decisions with réferences'to fiter- 
ature‘on research methods: 

    

5. Rubin and Rubin (1995: 195) define it.as follows: “Citltural interviws are about learning. how people 
see, in it i 
se anderscand, and interpret their world. In cultural interviews; the researcher spends mast of eriing to what people say rather than posing detailed and focused questions. Most of the:thinking about what to'follow up.on is done between rather d than. during-the interviews, By contrast, topical intern i ‘opical interviews are focused on subjects that the interviewer bas chosen, involve more active questioning and. rapid exclianges, ‘and are more concerned with maiters of fact and Jess con- methodology and choice of tech-     cerned with eliciting shades of meaning than cultucal-interviewws.are. Most of the follow-ups are: desctibed by Rubin.and Rubin (1995: 31); their done within rattier than between the interviews.”          
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ion. It can algo seive to aésist the respondent to, 
re-evaluiate-a-previous position or statement that is 
in neéd-of “amplification, qualification, amend- 
ment orcontradiction”, in ather words, the group 
interview is proposed as a sdurée of validation; 
{ég. interviewing together respondents who have 
previously been interviewed:separately), as.well as 
biingiag me.cliser to the “truch” by the'adding of 
embellishing iriterpretive data. Eaich. group will 
consist of 8't6 10 parents. 

3. The use of décumentation 
Documentation such as magazine articles, newspa- 
pet and media ceports, and information available 
‘on the (nternet will be collected ‘aiid integrated 
with the data obtained, in an attempt to-add.any 
other nuances that might reside in these sources. 

The documentary sources will be compated with 
data already gathered, and then added as new 
information to the present study where they can 
be. of use. The data from all-the available sources 

that-were utilised during the research process, will 
be integrated and collated, to conclude the data 

collection stage. 
  

Data analysis 
  

‘The data will be-analysed using theapproach of 
Rubin and Rubin (1995; 226-227), they deséribe it 

as follows: “Data analysis begins while-the inter~ 
views is still underway: This preliminary analysis 

tells:you how to redesign your questions to-focus 

in.on central themes as you continue interviewing. 

After the interviewing is complete, you begin a 
more detailed and fine-grained analysis of what 

your conversational partiets told you. In this for: 
nial analysis, you discover: additional themes.and 

concepts and build toward an overall explanation, 
‘To begin the final data analysis, put into one-cate- 
gory all the material from all your interviews that 
speaks to'one theme’ or Concept. Compare materi- 
al within the categories to look for-variations and 
Fivances in meanings, Compare across the cate- 
goties to discover connections between. themes: 

The goal is ta integrate the thernes and concepts 
{nto a theory-that offers-an accurate, detailed, yet   

As in the previous section, the 
student discusses her data analy- 
sis approach in’some detail, in 
adidition-to:discussing her analyti- 
cal strategies, she alsoindicates 
that shé will use specific software 
that aids in-computerised qualita- 
‘tive data analysis. 

subtle ihterpretation of your research arena. The 
analysis is complete when you féel that you can stiaté with others what your interpretation means for policymaking, for theory, and for understand: ing the social and politicat world.” 
The above process will be assisted by making usé of available computer-aided software for the analy- sis.of quatitative data, which will be used as a ‘tool” to-aid in the management of textual data fer the storage and retrieval of information, as well s other function: " aeanaanen = that these programs (NUD*IST 

Time:frame.and res, 

Research proposals éainipias 

  Time-frame~ because it is impossible to atiticipate all the potential stuinbiing blocks, when doing ‘qualitative research, one has to make time 
allowances-for the unexpected that might.inter- vene; for example: gaining access to the setting canbe problematic, personal, circumstances may 
intervene, ete: 

Time allocated for the different Stages in the research process, will therefore be presentéd in fairly broad terms at this point: 
1. Literature study (1 month) 

2. Data collection 
+ Observation (2 wéeks) 
* Interviews (2 months), including transctip- 

tion and pretiminaty analysis 
3. Final analysis and interpretation (2-months) 
4. Integrating results. and writing the-report 

(1 month} 

The.time-frame takes into 
account the fact that qualitative 
studies are usually less structured 
than, for.example, surveys. This 
means that one.should allow for 
charges to the scheduling. 
Although some of the time peri: 
ods listed in the-time-ftame 
might’seem too short (e:g., litera- 
ture study), the student could 
argue (with some justification) 
that she has dorie a substantial 
study of the literature already. 1 
would.also be concerned about. 
the 2 montlis.allocated to.analy: 
sis and interpretation, as well as 
the one month for writirig the 
final thesis, A more realistic time- 
frame would probably allow dou 
ble this time for these activities, 
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ADDITIONAL READING 

‘The following texts contain iyseful discussions of 

the development of research proposals: Booth et 
‘al, (1995), Locke ‘et ail. (1998), Neumann (1991), 

Preece (1994) and Sharp & Howard (1996). 

“The followinig websites have ihteresting discus- 
sions of research proposals, as well as examples 
of proposals, 
«The NRE website on research methods has 3 

apecial section. devoted to the writiiig of 
research proposals, including examples of pror 
posals especially within the context of apply: 
jag for NRF funding: heépyavww.nsf, wf 
acza/methads/guide him. A related site is the 
‘YENZA, which 1s joiiitly managed by the NRF 
and the Adaniastor ‘Trust, 1t has worthwhile 
information on research methodology: There 
ig.a dedicated sectian on research proposals at 
the following address: btto/ fac 

nzatesearcy proposal. 
+ Bill Trochim’s webpage hes section of prob: 

lem formulation and concept mapping that 

   

     

  

relates to-the construction of a research pro- 
posal: httpy/trochim.human.cornell.es 
kbjprobform.hrin 

‘The University of Mississippi has a lice’ graph- 
ical representation of the “flow of scientific 
sesearch” with useful Tinks at: bitpuavww. 
slemjsz.edwdepts/general Jibraryii 

‘SciResearch. htm! 
» Anarticle “Hits on preparitig research pro: 

pposals" can be found at: httpupwww.aas.org/ 
grants/hints.himl 

  

  

ran 

+ Aproposat writing short course offered by 
‘The Foundation Centét-at: hetpsifdncenter ore 
‘onibyshortcourse/orop {_himl 

Asite that is worth visiting is that of the ERA 
(Environmental Protection Agency) in tlie 
United States: tt has a page on “How to 
enhiancé’a grant proposal” at the following, 
address: httpiwww.epa.gov/seahome/grants, 
stofmsieopen.htm. 
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How does a coniputer work? 
The microprocessor 

RAM and ROM 

Storage: hard disks and CD-ROMS 

Input and output devices. 

What is the Internet? 
The-TCPHP protocol 

What is the Web? 

What are search éngines? 
What are meta-searchers and web crawlers?     

    

ae computer has become an indispensable tool in.research. We have discussed some 
ic functions performed by computers in Ch i ; apter-5. in-this chapter we dig 

some basic computer-rélated terininol i “TL abways helps logy that you-might come across. (tah t a . Ut. dlwat 
to have some understanding-of the environment in which you work! vs heles 

  

How does a computer work? 

Personal Computers first appeared in the late 1970s, One‘of the first and tnost popular 
persona computers was the Appie Il, introduced in 1977 by Apple Computer. During 

\s and.early 19806, new models and competin i ; os h a ig Operating systems -seemed 
® appear daily. men i. eet IBM. entered the market with its first personal compat 

* e . The IBM PC quickly:bécame the most I . 
puter: Other companies adjusted 'to IBM's domit ‘puting IBM clones comput, ° lominance by'building IBM cl - 
ers that’ were internally almost the same as the IBM PC, bat vost \ess. Because, 1M  


